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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Bioinformatics: where biology meets computer science

The introduction of Darwin’s theory of evolution in 1851 has dramatically changed the
life scientists’ view on organisms. One of the central issues in this theory is inheritance:
when two organisms reproduce, their children will inherit traits from both parents, such
as appearance and behaviour. These inheritable traits are passed from one generation to
the next, but never exactly the same.

Evolution is not only found in organisms, but also at the level of communities and
organisations. In fact, the biology domain itself has undergone some evolutionary chan-
ges. In the nineteenth century, biology married with chemistry, resulting in a new domain
called biochemistry, which studies the chemical processes in living matter. In the last de-
cades, biochemistry has undergone a marriage with computer science, which resulted in
the birth of the domain of bioinformatics. This young domain has become a subfield of
biology that applies computer science technology to solve biological questions.

The bioinformatics domain has inherited many aspects of biology. Its main objective
is to study organisms. Like biology, bioinformatics is an observational science [124]. The
bioinformatician prefers to use an explorative research approach. She performs the ex-
periments mostly at a computer by using computer programs and writing scripts. These
computer based experiments are also known as in-silico experiments. The bioinforma-
tician combines the information stored in the different databases and uses various tools
to search, inspect, compare and combine these data. To her, computer science is just the
tool to get access to and to gain insight into digital biological information. This might be
the reason why the term is “bioinformatics” rather then “bio computer science”.

As the amount and complexity of digital biological data grow, the requirements of bio-
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informatics tools and databases have changed. The bioinformatician requires new appli-
cations to manage and run these complex experiments. Life science workflow systems
promise to help the bioinformatician to setup and run complex experiments. Workflow
systems enable a bioinformatician to translate his experiments into concrete models, cal-
led workflows. A workflow can be shared among peers, to exchange, reuse and adapt
knowledge of an experiment. It can be visualised as a graph, whose nodes represent the
tools to access or to analyse the data stored in databases and whose arrows define data
transfer between nodes and the order of execution.

Although workflow systems should help bioinformaticians to do their experiments,
many bioinformaticians experience difficulties using these systems. This thesis is devo-
ted to discover what problems bioinformaticians have using these systems and why they
have these problems, and to provide solutions to these problems.

1.2 Research context

This thesis is carried out in the context of the BioRange project. BioRange is funded by
the Netherlands BioInformatics Centre (NBIC). The BioRange project formally started in
2005 to promote the collaboration of Dutch research institutes and universities active in
the life science domain. This thesis is part of the subproject 4.2.1 “User interfaces for
scientific collaboration” in the context of Virtual Laboratories for e-Science (VLe’s).

Within the Human Media Interaction (HMI) group, University of Twente, our main
goal in this context is to design interactive interfaces that help life scientists perform their
experiments. The appearance of these interfaces can be diverse, ranging from graphical
applications that simplify access to and the control of life science resources, to gesture-
based interfaces for controlling large, high resolution displays, to a situationally aware
meeting environments for life science group meetings [205].

1.3 Research approach and thesis outline

This thesis investigates how bioinformaticians experience the use of workflow systems in
their experiments. Current research in workflow systems mostly focuses on the technical
aspects of workflow systems. Downey [56] and Gordon and Sensen [79] observed that life
scientists experience many problems using these systems. Therefore, our main research
question will be:

How can life science workflow systems help life scientists to design, run and
capture their experiments?
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This abstract research question is translated into concrete research questions:

• Who are the intended users of life science workflow systems?

• What problems do they experience using workflow systems and why?

• How can workflow systems be improved to better fit the life scientists’ needs?

Answering these questions requires, first the analysis of the life science domain, the
tools used and the workflows constructed, and second, the design of proposals of how to
improve life science workflow systems.

The remaining of the thesis consists of ten chapters distributed over four parts. The
chapters are ordered in a logical way, but can be read independently. The structure of the
thesis is as follows.

The first part introduces the bioinformatics domain. Chapter 2 is an informal intro-
duction for readers unfamiliar with the bioinformatics domain. It is based on our work in
Kulyk and Wassink [116], Wassink et al. [215] and Kulyk et al. [117]. This chapter discus-
ses interviews, observations and a questionnaire investigation we have performed among
life scientists to gain insight into the daily working practices of bioinformaticians and the
tools they use. The results are translated into user characteristics of novice users and ex-
pert users of bioinformatics applications. Chapter 3 gives an overview of the current life
science infrastructure. It discusses the bioinformatics tools and databases available, and
the problems bioinformaticians experience using these tools.

The second part focuses on the use of workflow systems for bioinformatics experi-
ments. Chapter 4, which is based on our work in Li et al. [125], Wassink et al. [220], Was-
sink et al. [217], describes a use case workflow and discusses the tasks this workflow con-
sists of. Furthermore, it analyses more than 400 workflows to gain insight into what a
typical life science workflow consists of. Based on this analysis, it estimates the effect of
data incompatibility problems in life science workflows.

Chapter 5 analyses the life span of web services used in life science workflow. It dis-
cusses why web services become unavailable and what the effects of these dead web ser-
vices are on workflow reuse. Additionally, it proposes solutions from a workflow system
point of view to deal with dead services.

The third part introduces our workflow system called e-BioFlow. This workflow sy-
stem is designed to solve many problems mentioned in the prior chapters. Chapter 6,
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which is based on our work in Wassink et al. [218], introduces the e-BioFlow workflow edi-
tor. This editor differs from other workflow editors in that it provides multiple perspec-
tives on a workflow model. The bioinformaticians can use these perspectives to model
both control flow and data flow related information. Additionally, it provides a perspec-
tive to design workflow specifications that are independent of the resources available at
design time. Therefore, specifications designed in the e-BioFlow workflow editor are in-
dependent of web service locations.

Chapter 7 introduces the e-BioFlow workflow engine. This engine extends the YAWL
workflow engine [200] and can run workflows designed in the e-BioFlow workflow editor.
The engine supports late binding, which means that the actual resources to execute tasks
are chosen at enactment time of a workflow. Chapter 8 is devoted to the provenance sys-
tem of e-BioFlow. Provenance, which means origin, encompasses all the data and meta-
data generated during an experiment. The workflow system forms an ideal environment
to automatically capture the provenance data of an experiment, because it knows about
all resources and all data involved. The provenance system in e-BioFlow uses the Open
Provenance Model [138], an open specification for storing provenance data, to remain
interoperable with other life science systems. e-BioFlow’s provenance system provides a
unique interactive provenance browser and query interface to explore provenance data.
The e-BioFlow workflow engine is adapted to use the provenance archive as a cache to
speed up the execution of tasks already executed.

We have designed a new workflow design interface, which enables the bioinformati-
cian to design workflows ad-hoc. The goal of this new interface is to stimulate creative
and explorative research. Chapter 9, which is based on our work in Wassink et al. [219],
introduces the mockup implementation of this new interface called NIWS and discusses
the user study we have performed using this mockup. The major contribution of this new
interface is that users can run unfinished workflows and can use the data, which are ex-
plicitly present in the workflow, in their decision making process. The realisation of this
new interface is discussed in Chapter 10. This chapter is based on our work in Wassink et
al. [216].

The last part, conclusion (Chapter 11), summarises our contributions and discusses
their strengths and weaknesses. Furthermore, we give directions for future research.



Part I

The life science domain





Chapter 2
Getting to know the bioinformatics
domain: an informal introduction

2.1 Introduction

The importance of bioinformatics in the life science domain has grown tremendously
over the past years and is expected to do so for years to come. Various experts have to
collaborate and to work with shared knowledge. They are forced to use complex scien-
tific applications that require expertise they often do not have. The user interfaces of
these tools need to be adjusted to the expertise their users have. Current bioinforma-
tics interfaces are only suitable for expert bioinformaticians. They are too complicated
for novice users such as bench biologists [51]. The users’ cognitive load is overstretched
by huge amounts of heterogeneous data, mutually inconsistent representations, and the
complexity of and limited interaction with the user interfaces of bioinformatics tools [20].
A new generation of interactive visualisation interfaces has to meet user requirements as
well as to improve the exploration of large amounts of heterogeneous data and to en-
hance knowledge construction [112; 44; 28]. Therefore, there is a need for user-centred
interface design and evaluation in order to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of
both visualisation systems and bioinformatics tools [131; 130; 51].

This chapter is devoted to understand the users of bioinformatics tools in their con-
text of work, and how and why they use different information resources and tools. Under-
standing the users and their work is essential to provide information technology, in parti-
cular interactive visualisations [214]. This is also true for the life science domain [46; 215].

We conducted user analysis studies in real life settings in the bioinformatics domain
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in order to gain insight into the needs and working practices of researchers active in this
domain with various levels of expertise. These studies included a questionnaire, ethno-
graphic observations and interviews. Different target groups were chosen for the studies
in order to get different perspectives on users in the bioinformatics domain. For each user
group, a different method of study was chosen, based on both the goal of the analysis and
the characteristics of the target users. The results of these studies are translated into user
characteristics for novice users and expert users of bioinformatics tools, and multidisci-
plinary teams in the life science domain.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The next section contains a
brief review of related formative user studies in bioinformatics. The third section descri-
bes our method and three main target groups. Then, the results presented as user profile
descriptions and design implications are discussed, followed by conclusion and discus-
sion.

2.2 User analysis and task analysis in bioinformatics

Most published studies focus on the evaluation of the existing tools (for example Saraiya
et al. [166]), but not on the user analysis to formulate requirements. Very few user analy-
sis studies in the life science domain exists in the literature, and none concentrating on
multidisciplinary collaboration in bioinformatics. Dunbar performed ethnographic ob-
servations and interviews to study cognitive mechanisms and complex thinking, albeit
in molecular biology [58]. The only user analysis study in the bioinformatics domain we
are currently aware of is the study reported by Barlett and Toms [20]. Their work is ba-
sed on 20 interviews with bioinformatics analysts working on a functional analysis of a
gene. Barlett and Toms proposed an information behaviour framework integrated with
task analysis for studying patterns among bioinformatics experts.

Previous studies on creative and complex thinking of life scientists have shown that
multidisciplinarity in research teams stimulates the process of creative thinking and rea-
soning [58; 59]. Creativity may be stimulated by providing an interactive environment and
an appropriate context to scientists [185]. According to creative thinking theory, there are
three stages of creative problem solving: preparation, production and judgement [213].
Visualisation and interaction are part of the problem solving process and can support
creativity in all three stages. Optimal perception of the information is especially impor-
tant in the production stage to support the generation of hypotheses. The challenge at
the judgement stage is to design visualization for an optimal perception of the informa-
tion [213]. We will need to test and optimise the visualisation designs and interaction
styles by performing user analysis and iterative evaluations [62; 114; 215].
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2.3 Questionnaire

The first target group consists of novice users of bioinformatics tools. The aim of this
part of our study is to gain more insight into how these users deal with bioinformatics
problems and how do they use bioinformatics resources: What is their working strategy?
What is their strategy of getting from the target question towards a conclusion? If they
draw conclusions, do they use additional information to verify them? A multidisciplinary
group of students taking a nine weeks introductory bioinformatics course at the Bache-
lor’s level offered by the CMBI, Radboud University, Nijmegen, the Netherlands, partici-
pated in the questionnaire part of this user study. They had no experience with bioinfor-
matics tools and therefore had no formed opinion about the usefulness of bioinformatics
interfaces.

2.3.1 Procedure

Prior to the questionnaire, regular contextual, unobtrusive observations were performed
during the weekly bioinformatics course. The environment where students had wee-
kly practical course was a classroom consisting of multiple rows of tables with PCs (Fi-
gure 2.1). During this course, students learned how to use different types of bioinforma-
tics resources. We wanted to gain insight into the daily practices of these novice users
while they learned to use different bioinformatics tools and dealt with real-life problems.

Figure 2.1: The classroom where the weekly bioinformatics course took place.

The collected observations were translated into simple statements about the way no-
vice users deal with practical bioinformatics problems using different types of visuali-
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sations and on-line web resources, both data and tools. Based on these statements, a
questionnaire was designed to check and refine these statements.

The questionnaire consisted of three parts: i) background information and general
software usage questions, ii) questions on 3D visualization tools, and iii) questions on
web-based databanks to obtain biological data. Additional space was left for extra com-
ments after the second and the third part. Fourteen out of twenty-one questions used a
5-point Likert-scale, where ’1’ was presented as ’Agree strongly’ and ’5’ as ’Disagree stron-
gly’. Three questions were single-choice questions and another two were multiple-choice
questions. The last two questions were ranking questions, where users had to rank the
options by importance on a scale from 1 to 3. A pilot test with two course assistants was
conducted. Based on their feedback, the necessary adjustments to the questions and the
layout were made. The questionnaire can be found in Appendix A.

Students were asked to fill in the questionnaire at the end of the last course day. A
course assistant explained the purpose of the study and emphasised that participation
was anonymous and voluntary. Students were given an introduction on how the questi-
onnaire was constructed.

It took 15-20 minutes for the students to answer the questions. In total 47 of the 52
students took part in the user study, resulting in a response rate of 90%. The respondents
consisted of 21 females and 26 males. They were mainly Dutch and German and were
all students of the Radboud University of Nijmegen. The students had different back-
grounds (molecular science, chemistry and general natural science). The average age of
participants was 21.5 years. Based on the user profile questions it became clear that stu-
dents’ level of experience with software tools was generally quite high. The majority of
students used the Windows platform and multiple mail programs, web browsers, search
engines, text editors, spreadsheets and instant messengers.

2.3.2 Results

The unobtrusive observations of students during the practical assignments of the intro-
ductory bioinformatics course showed that students often worked in groups of two to
four on the assignments. The course assistants were often asked for explanations about
both the material and how to use different bioinformatics tools. The atmosphere during
the classes was very informal; active discussions were going on all the time. The stu-
dents used a wide variety of different software tools simultaneously, e.g. mail program,
spreadsheet, web search, messaging, games etc. In addition the electronic course mate-
rial together with a paper study guide was used for practical assignments.

The exploration of 3D structures of proteins was very important in the course and was
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performed a lot. Different tools were used, including Jmol 1 and Chime 2, but Yasara 3

was the most popular. The students easily recognised the structure of a protein. The
3D protein structures gave them necessarily information to reason about the function
of amino acids of the proteins. The preferred 3D view in these tools was ’Ribbon’ for a
complete protein, and ’Balls and Sticks’ for parts of a protein (Figure 2.2).

(a) Ribbon (b) Balls and sticks

Figure 2.2: Preferred 3D views of proteins by novice users.

Exploration seemed easy for the students: using keyboard and mouse to rotate, zoom
and point, they fluently explored the 3D structure. However, students complained that
transforming, scaling and moving the molecule was difficult due to interactions that dif-
fered from other applications they were familiar with, such as photo editors and 3D com-
puter graphics software.

The students had difficulties to select amino acids, because selection feedback was
missing. Therefore, it was also hard to make certain amino acids or larger parts of a pro-
tein visible. The students used the functionality provided by the visualisation tools to ap-
ply alternative colour-codings for emphasising certain amino acids. They often used the
menu options available to show and hide parts of the 3D molecule on demand. Naviga-
ting through menus was found difficult too, due to the large number of available options.
For many options it was not clear how to use them and help was missing.

The students used mainly web portals to extract data from different databases, in par-
ticular MRS [91] and SRS [61]. In the use of online databases, it was often unclear what
type of search the databases supported. Many non-ordered options were presented to

1http://jmol.sourceforge.net, last visited: December 2009
2http://www.symyx.com/products/software/cheminformatics/chime-pro/, last visited: December 2009
3http://www.yasara.org, last visited: December 2009

http://jmol.sourceforge.net
http://www.symyx.com/products/software/cheminformatics/chime-pro/
http://www.yasara.org
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the user to optimize the search, but also a lot of options were hidden. Novice users did
not change options to optimise their search. They had difficulties in using these portals
due to inconsistent use of data formats resulting into problems with the user interface.

Cross references were frequently used to obtain more information. Finding reliable
information was the most important criterion for users when they searched for informa-
tion. The absence of a history function was problematic when the users were redirected
to a different web application.

2.4 Ethnographic observation

The second target group consisted of multidisciplinary teams collaborating on a joint sci-
entific experiment. Such teams consists of scientists from different domains related to
bioinformatics, among others molecular biology, chemistry and statistics. Teams of sci-
entists are of special interest, since, as mentioned above, creativity of scientific thinking
occurs in groups rather than individuals. The goal of the observation was to gain more in-
sight into how researchers from different disciplines collaborate while solving biological
problems and how they use technologies supported by the meeting room environment.

Collaborative creativity involves both individual and group working practices, which
introduces a new level of complexity in understanding the target users and designing for
their needs [48]. Novice users have little or no experience in collaboration with other
researchers. Therefore, a multidisciplinary team of experts was chosen. This multidisci-
plinary team, consisting of three biologists, two statisticians and two bioinformaticians
from different research institutes, had a regular project meeting at the University of Am-
sterdam, the Netherlands, in which they were discussing the influence of down-regulating
and up-regulating genes possibly related to the p53 protein. Some participants were di-
rect colleagues of each other. All participants knew each other from earlier meetings of
the same project. The working atmosphere was informal. During the session people were
drinking coffee and having candies.

2.4.1 Procedure

Figure 2.3 shows the layout of the meeting room. The whiteboard was behind the screen
used for the video projector. The team members could not use the video projector and
the whiteboard simultaneously.

Two observers were present during the meeting to make notes and to perform an au-
dio recording. The participants were asked for permission to observe the meeting and
to perform the audio recording. These observers sat down at the same table as the team
members, but did not interrupt or take part of discussions.
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Figure 2.3: Layout of the meeting room where the observation took place.

The notes and the audio recordings were analysed to gain insight in how multidisci-
plinary teams in the life science collaborate to solve life science problems.

2.4.2 Results

The main goal at the observed meeting was to discuss the statistical steps for analyzing
the obtained microarray data. Microarray analysis is a quantitative method to study the
simultaneous activity of thousands of genes at a certain point in time. The biologists
seemed to be the most active members during the meeting. There was no appointed
leader or chairman, neither was there an appointed reporter. The schedule of the meeting
was not written down on a paper or projected on the screen; everybody knew the schedule
implicitly. The meeting had a clearly discernible structure of four parts: i) presenting the
theory (1 hour), ii) presenting the practice (1 hour), and iii) discussion (1 hour), and iv)
what to do next (0.5 hour).

Two statisticians together had performed a statistical analysis of the relevant micro-
array data. They started the meeting with presenting the theory and the practice of the
statistical analysis using the video projector and a PowerPoint slideshow. One of the sta-
tisticians (statistician A) presented the theoretical part, after this, the other (statistician B)
presented the practical part. During the presentation, the presenters could be interrupted
for asking questions. This was done frequently. During the practical part, statistician A in-
terrupted the statistician B many times to add additional theoretical information. During
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the discussion, the video projector was not used.
The group did the experiment without a clear hypothesis, which is better characteri-

sed as a “try and see what happens” experiment. The type of experiments in which the
hypothesis is formulated after the data are collected and analysed, is quite common in
molecular biology [108; 192]. After the presentation, a discussion evolved about the task
distribution and about the not unrelated issue of whether or not the goal of the experi-
ment was to fit the results in a model. From one biologist’s point of view, this was not the
case, which was a quite normal reaction, since creating a model of the results is some-
thing biologists not always aim at [108].

In general, discussions were very active. However, not all team members were always
active during the meeting. It seemed that this depended on the experience with the sub-
ject at hand the group member ascribed himself or herself. Everyone was responsible for
making his/her own notes. The project team, and one biologist in particular, generated a
lot of new ideas, but these ideas had to be worked out in subsequent research and further
meetings. It was clear from the observations that the project team could not remember
what was agreed on during previous meeting.

Visualisations were frequently used during the meeting. They consisted of diagrams
(frequency diagrams, scatter plots), but also custom-made sketches on the paper-board
for showing abstract ideas or for explaining something. The pictures in the PowerPoint
presentation were static bitmap images. To compare and to interpret diagrams, multi-
ple diagrams were shown at the same time on a single slide. These diagrams differed in
populations or in parameter settings. PowerPoint’s zooming function was used enlarge
pictures, although this tool did not suit this kind of interaction. Everyone present knew
how to interpret the diagrams, but the statisticians were the only ones who knew how to
create them using statistical models such as Anova. The slideshow was made available for
the participants after the meeting.

The statisticians used the paperboard as a big notepad, during the presentation and
the discussion. The sketches they drew using this paperboard were schematic-based in-
stead of text-based. They looked back to previous pages and they used new blank papers
for overwriting/clean up certain parts of used papers. The paperboard was also used for
writing down the schedule until the next meeting. Although these papers were kept after
the meeting, the notes on it were not mailed to the other participants.

2.5 Interview

The third target group were bioinformaticians. Bioinformaticians are expert users of bio-
informatics applications. These bioinformaticians were selected to gain insight into their
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experiences in collaboration with researchers from other areas and their use of different
tools.

The semi-structured interviews were held at the Centre for Molecular and Biomo-
lecular Informatics (CMBI), Radboud University, Nijmegen, the Netherlands employing
contextual inquiry technique [27]. In this research group, scientists with biology, molecu-
lar biology, bioinformatics and statistics backgrounds work together on various projects.
So far, three researchers with different backgrounds working in bioinformatics (two PhD
students and one post-doc) were interviewed. The three participants were male and were
aged between 25 and 30 years, and were active in the bioinformatics domain for at least
2.5 years.

2.5.1 Procedure

The interview questions were focused on the participants’ work practices and on the use
of bioinformatics tools. Since observation showed that collaboration is essential in bio-
informatics research, we also asked about experts’ collaboration experience and opinion
on how future technology in collaborative environments might influence collaboration.

The sessions were audio recorded with participants’ permission. The full transcripts
of interviews with these researchers are omitted for privacy reasons.

2.5.2 Results

One respondent said, “bioinformaticians are not computer scientists, who can build large
software architectures, but they know how to program tools to extract biological meaning
from databases”. They live between the two worlds of biology and computer science. They
have the necessary knowledge to collaborate with biologists, which is something compu-
ter scientists cannot do or at least not so smoothly. Bioinformaticians develop and use
tools to collect huge amounts of data from (online) databases and to analyse these data
using statistical techniques.

Bioinformaticians have to work with scientists from other disciplines, because they
do not have all the required skills themselves. They are also often collaborating with in-
dustries that are highly interested in this type of research, such as pharma and food indu-
stries. These industries pose abstract research questions, which are translated by a team
leader into several concrete research questions.

Statistical analysis is vital in bioinformatics research to compare and analyse the huge
amounts of data stored in databases. One respondent said that at his department, the
staff mainly uses MatLab 4 for doing statistical analysis. R [98] is a favourite statistical

4http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab, last visited: December 2009

http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab
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tool for many other bioinformaticians.

In addition, bioinformaticians use tools designed specifically for biological data ana-
lysis. These tools often provide a lot of parameters to customise their working. Although
these parameters make the tools flexible, they also increase the complexity of the tools.
As one respondent said this is often unavoidable. Only good documentation can help in
understanding of the tool, but most tools lack this. Another respondent remarked that
biologists use the default parameter settings most of the time, because they do not have
much knowledge about the meaning of the parameters. Bioinformaticians have a diffe-
rent work style. They first try things out to verify a hypothesis or hunch, using the default
parameters. If the hypothesis is more or less confirmed, then, second, they fine-tune the
parameters to optimize the results.

Colleagues are important sources of information for learning how to use new bioin-
formatics tools. If they find a new tool by themselves, they test the tool and compare the
results with those of familiar tools in order to establish a quality measure. Experience
with, trust in, and perceived quality of tools are exchanged among bioinformaticians.

Visualisation of the data is very important to analyse the data. Bioinformaticians use
for example, visualisations of 3D structures of proteins (Figure 2.4(a)), sequence align-
ment (Figure 2.4(b)) and of statistical data (Figure 2.4(c)). One of the interviewees menti-
oned that visualisation is often underestimated in life science.

(a) Protein structure (b) Sequence alignment (c) Statistical plots

Figure 2.4: Visualisations frequently used in the life science domain.

2.6 User profiles

The user profiles represent two types of researchers using bioinformatics tools: biologists
and bioinformaticians. Bioinformaticians can be seen as domain experts in this case.
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Biologists are mostly novice users of bioinformatics resources; they are experts in doing
wet-lab experiments.

2.6.1 Novice users

The novice users we have analysed are quite skilled and advanced in using general soft-
ware tools. They, however, lack the programming skills that expert bioinformaticians
have. They often do not directly understand how programs work. As a result, they are
often discouraged from experimenting with these tools. One of the interviewees stated
that biologists for this reason use only default parameters most of the time. This is con-
firmed by the questionnaire results; less than 22% of novice users change parameters to
assess parameter influence on the result of an experiment.

More than 68% of the participants often use cross references for getting more details
about experimental results. Novice users miss a history function when they are redirected
to a different web application. They get also confused by many unstructured configura-
tion options. Therefore, it is essential to provide an option to make information on de-
mand visible. In addition, each bioinformatics database needs to clearly inform the users
about what type of data it provides.

2.6.2 Domain experts

Bioinformaticians are expert users of bioinformatics tools. They know their way around
in the vast (and growing) space of online bioinformatics resources, and they know about
data handling and operating of bioinformatics databases [158]. They use diverse databa-
ses and tools to collect and analyse huge amounts of data and to draw conclusions from
them.

Additionally, bioinformaticians have programming skills, and consequently, they un-
derstand how programs and tools work and they often know how to extend them. They
create and use bioinformatics tools. This makes them less afraid to experiment with diffe-
rent tools and with parameter settings. Console applications are preferred over equivalent
GUI or web-based interfaces, since a console allows them to customise all parameters.
Their work style can be roughly characterised as follows: they first try things out to verify
their hypotheses using the default parameters. When the hypothesis is more or less con-
firmed, they fine-tune the parameters to optimise the results. Plus, if there is no tool that
suits their needs, they extend or adapt an existing tool, or make one themselves.
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2.6.3 Multidisciplinary teams

Collaboration is performed in different forms, ranging from working together in the same
physical place (in a meeting room but also at the same work floor) and at distance by
means of published work, but also sharing tools and data.

Co-located meetings are preferred over virtual meetings. The co-located meetings can
be greatly enhanced by a scientific collaborative environment, such as the e-BioLab [158;
205]. In such an environment, technologies, such as large interactive displays, can visua-
lise different data sets or multiple but different views of a same data set at the same time
to easily compare and interpret experimental results. Additionally, these displays can be
used for discussing the experiment setup and keeping track of the experiment progress,
decisions and action points. The interviewees think this can enhance creativity and sti-
mulate discussion, although such displays should not overload users with a lot of results
shown at the same time.

2.7 Conclusion

Most bioinformatics tools are very complex, even for domain experts, due to the huge
amount of data involved, the large number of parameters that can be set and the lack of
documentation to assist users in understanding the interface. Visualisation of biological
data is very important in bioinformatics field. It encourages discussion of the design of
an experiment and/or (intermediate) results and helps to assess the progress of an expe-
riment. However, visualisation may currently be underestimated in bioinformatics.

The obtained results from our user studies provide a better understanding about the
novice users’ daily working practices with different bioinformatics tools. The participants
of these studies are quite skilled in using general software tools. However, inconsistency
in representation, complexity and limited interaction with user interfaces of bioinforma-
tics tools combined cause information overload and time loss for users. Therefore, there
is a need for user-centred interface design and evaluation in order to reduce the workload
and improve the effectiveness and efficiency of both software tools and web resources
use. In addition, it seems to be important to support researchers to keep track of their
thoughts and ideas during the information search and analysis [115].

Multidisciplinary collaboration is an essential part of bioinformatics research. The
focus is on co-located collaboration in a scientific collaborative environment. The tar-
get group for this environment will consist of multidisciplinary scientific teams. Such an
environment will contain large interactive displays for presenting experimental results or
project progress in order to improve collaboration.

The results of our analysis describe functional requirements for bioinformatics appli-
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cations. The bioinformatician uses an explorative research approach. The tools they use
in their experiments should support his approach. A history function is needed to keep
track of the decision making process. Search functionality should be provided to help the
bioinformatician find both biological data and tools. Finding reliable data and tools is
the most important criterion used to make a selection. Good documentation of both data
and tools is essential to choose from search results. The search engine, of course, should
provide access to this information. Current bioinformatics user interfaces overstretch the
cognitive load of their users. Better visualisation and support for statistics help life scien-
tists to gain better insight into the large amount and complex biological data.

Although the number of participants limits the generalisability of the findings, the
combination of regular observations with other user analysis techniques in real-life set-
tings makes the contribution of this user analysis novel. Further studies with a larger
sample from a more diverse population will reduce the current limitation and provide
deeper insight into the working practices of novice users, expert users and multidiscipli-
nary teams.





Chapter 3
The life science infrastructure

3.1 Introduction

The life science domain has undergone a huge evolution since the introduction of in-
silico experiments. The trend is towards “-omics” experiments, which stands for “whole”.
For example, genomics refers to the whole genome of a species. Similarly, proteomics and
transcriptomics refer to the whole proteome and the whole transcriptome of an organism.
Large databases are built to store these “-omics” data [124]. A lot of software tools exist to
collect and analyse these data. This chapter gives an overview of the different computer
science technologies in the life science domain to perform in-silico experiments.

First, we will discuss the traditional approach, in which console applications and web
interfaces are used. Then, we will move to a different approach where tools are translated
into web services and where scripting is used to connect these web services. Standar-
dising on data formats has become important to connect web services, especially when
they are hosted by different organisations. We discuss the importance of ontologies in the
life science domain. With the introduction of in-silico experimentation, a digital version
of the lab-report is brought to the computer domain, called provenance data. Automati-
cally capturing the data generated during in-silico experiments is important to assess the
reproducibility of these experiments.

The last part of this chapter will be devoted to life science workflow systems. These
systems simplify the design and execution of in-silico experiments. Workflow systems
have opened many new challenges in the life science domain, such as easy sharing of
experiments and automatic capturing and storing of experiment data. However, still, a
lot of work has to be done to make them as intuitive as they are intended to be.
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3.2 Data, tools and web interfaces

The amount of biological data digitally available grows exponentially since the late eigh-
ties and still does (Figure 3.1). These data are stored in large data banks1, most of them
publicly accessible (Table 3.1). The data describes among others (annotated) DNA, RNA
and protein sequences, and structural information. Many of the data formats used to
store these data stem from the early seventies. The PDB (Protein Data Bank) format [25;
92], for example, is developed in 1971, and uses a format optimised for punch cards. The
data are often stored in so-called flat files or ASCII files. For example, the PDB records
are text files with a fixed line length. Each line represents a record field of which the first
word describes the field type and the remaining describes the data corresponding the
field type.

The data stored in data banks are often uncurated, because curation is costly due to
the techniques and expertise required to validate the data. One of the few exceptions is
the UniProt/Swiss-Prot protein data bank [190], which has a large team of internal and
external experts to ensure the quality of their database.

Table 3.1: A subset of publicly available data banks and data bases in the life science domain. Statistics
collected at 1 November 2008. (NS = Nucleotide Sequences, AG = Annotated Genomes, PW =
Pathways, MS = Macro molecular Structures, PS = Protein Sequences)

Data bank Info. Est. ASCII Annotation Curated ] entries

Embl [43] NS 1971 yes human no 137M
Ensembl [66] AG 1982 yes computer no 146M
KEGG [105] PW 1995 no human no 92K
PDB [92] MS 1971 yes human no 50K
UniProt/Swiss-Prot [190] PS 1971 yes human yes 400K
UniProt/TrEMBL [190] PS 1999 no computer no 7M
VEGA [236] AG 2004 yes human yes 64K

3.2.1 Tools and web interfaces

Tools have been developed to collect and analyse the data stored in these data banks [65].
Most of them are fast console applications. They are highly configurable to fine tune the
algorithms implemented in these applications. Due to the large number of parameters
that have to be set, they are often difficult to use, especially for less experienced users, as

1The term data bank is used instead of database to denote the usage of a file based storage instead of a
database system.
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(a) Size of the UniProt/Swiss-Prot protein bank.

(b) Size of the UniProt/TrEMBL protein bank.
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(c) Size of the PDB data bank.

Figure 3.1: The exponential growth of three well-known data banks in the life science domain.
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discussed in the previous chapter. Well known console applications are the Basic Local
Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) [12] and ClustalW [194; 121]. BLAST is used to perform
sequence based searches on protein and nucleotide databases. It returns sequences simi-
lar to the input sequence and a similarity score. ClustalW is a tool for comparing multiple
sequences. It generates a sequence comparison report. Some tools have variants that
provide a graphical user interface. ClustalW X [193; 121], for example, is a desktop variant
of ClustalW.

Many organisations that host data banks provide web interfaces to the console ap-
plications. The console applications these web interfaces provide are preconfigured to
have access to the data banks hosted by the organisations. So, the scientist does not need
to have a local installation of the software and a local copy of the data bank. The web
interfaces are often direct translations of the console applications, and are therefore still
difficult to use for the novice user (Figure 3.2).

Within a single experiment, scientists use different tools, provided by different orga-
nisations [102]. Transferring data between these tools is difficult: scientists have to copy
and paste data between the different interfaces, and possibly reformat the data. This ap-
proach is error prone, especially when data sets are large. Some organisations have web
portals that provide access to all tools hosted by the organisation. Additionally, these por-
tals store the outcomes of these tools, to simplify using these data as inputs for other tools
provided by the web portal. Well-known portals that provide these facilities include the
website of the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) [36] 2 and the Entrez website of the
US National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) [21] 3. But when tools or da-
tabases are not accessible within the portal, then the scientist still has to copy and paste
between web pages.

3.2.2 Scripting

Another approach frequently used for doing in-silico experiments is scripting.Popular
languages in the bioinformatics domain are Perl, Java, Ruby and Python [44; 188]. The
bioinformaticians use these for various activities, among others to connect tools, to col-
lect data from the Internet and to perform statistical analyses. Scripting is used to mi-
mic the browser’s functionality in order to get access to web pages in a programmatic
way. Such a scripts accesses web pages and parses these web pages using screen grab-
bing techniques. These techniques are unreliable; small changes in the presentation can
results in errors [179; 128]. When the data is numerical, they are easy to parse. However,
most text on web pages is human readable and therefore difficult to parse.

2http://www.ebi.ac.uk, last visited: December 2009
3http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Entrez, last visited: December 2009

http://www.ebi.ac.uk
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Entrez
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Figure 3.2: The ClustalW web interface provided by the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) is a di-
rect translation of the console application and provides more than twenty parameters to op-
timise the sequence alignment.

3.3 Web service composition

Web services form a solution to these problems. They are online programs that provide
programmatic access to online resources. They are “a way to achieve software interope-
rability” [172]. Web service techniques open new challenges in the life science domain,
because of the distributed nature of life science resources. Due to the availability of gene-
ric invocation protocols, bioinformaticians can easily access web services in their scripts.

Many frameworks today exist, specific and non-specific for the life science domain, to
provide life science tools and algorithms as web services. We will discuss the frameworks
most used in the life science domain: SOAP/WSDL, REST [64; 63], SoapLab [170] and
MOBY-S [234; 233; 235; 188].
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3.3.1 SOAP/WSDL

SOAP 4 and WSDL 5 is a widely used combination to provide access to web services. SOAP
(Simple Object Access Protocol) is an XML based protocol. The WSDL (Web Service De-
scription Language) is an XML based language used to describe web services. A WSDL file
describes the interface to a web service, the data it works on and the protocol to access
the service (almost always SOAP [152]).

EBI and the NCBI provide a lot of their applications as SOAP/WSDL services [155;
225]. But SOAP/WSDL is not specifically designed for the life science domain, and is used
in a much wider area. Therefore, software libraries for almost any programming langu-
age are available, which makes it is easy to implement access to services that use these
standards. A limitation of SOAP/WSDL is that WSDL lacks the facilities to describe the
semantics of services and data [172; 128; 188]. Semantics annotation is important: it
helps scientists to decide whether a service is suitable to fulfill a task [85] and it helps
them to use services in the correct way [23]. Furthermore, when services are semantically
annotated, tools can be built to support users to find and connect services in a correct
manner [188; 128].

3.3.2 REST

REST (REpresentational State Transfer) [63] is a data format independent communication
protocol based on HTTP. Like SOAP/WSDL, REST is designed not specifically for the life
science domain. It becomes more popular in the life science domain. Since REST does
not rely on message structuring, like SOAP does, it can better deal with large data sets.

Resources play a central role in REST and refer to data and operations. Uniform Re-
souce Identifiers (URIs) are used to access and modify resources. For example, the URL
http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P04637 refers to the p53 Human protein, which has ac-
cession ID P04637. Similar, the p53 Mouse has accession ID P02340 and therefore can be
accessed throuhg the url http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P02340. Data can be exchan-
ged in different forms in REST, such as plain text, xml or binary data. For example the
URL http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P04637.xml refers to the p53 protein in XML for-
mat and the URL http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P04637.txt refers to the p53 record in
text format.

Of course, there still needs to be an agreement between client and server about the
formats used to exchange information. Currently, no description language exists to de-
scribe REST services, which complicates programmatic service invocation. A proposal

4http://www.w3.org/TR/soap, last visited: December 2009
5http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl, last visited: December 2009

http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P04637
http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P02340
http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P04637.xml
http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P04637.txt
http://www.w3.org/TR/soap
http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl
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called Web Application Description Language (WADL) 6 is under development for REST,
but it is rarely used yet.

3.3.3 SoapLab

SoapLab is a combination of a service registry of life science web services and a library
to access these services. SoapLab has been developed to simplify the translation of exis-
ting bioinformatics console applications and algorithms into web services. The registry is
annotated: it contains service descriptions and information about inputs and outputs of
services. The annotations are maintained by EBI. New services cannot be added by third
parties, but everyone is free to set up a new SoapLab registry.

The registered services can be accessed using client software API’s available for Java
and Perl or by means of automatically generated WSDL definitions. These WSDL defini-
tions, however, do not provide all the information SoapLab provides.

3.3.4 Registries for web services

A problem with SOAP/WSDL and REST web services is that they are difficult to discover. A
central registry, such as SoapLab provides, simplifies service discovery [179]. It helps sci-
entists to find services based on service name, service type and the name of the authority
that provide the service [17]. The UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integra-
tion) 7 was developed to solve this problem for SOAP/WSDL services. It is a standard re-
gistry to discover web services described in WSDL. The approach was not successful and
therefore OASIS, Microsoft and IBM gave up the standard in the beginning of 2006 [17].

Existing registries still require the initiative of authorities to register these services into
these registries, otherwise services still remain invisible. Neerincx et al. [142] argue for
a “Google for web services” and to use web crawler techniques to find and index web
services. The situation is getting somewhat better, thanks to BioCatalogue [75] and EM-
BRACE [154]. Both are projects that aim to provide a curated registry of web services. Bio-
Catalogue is a curated registry. It started with incorporating information from the MOBY-
S Central, which will be discussed next, and the manual annotation generated for the Feta
plugin for Taverna [127]. The EMBRACE registry continuously checks the status of regis-
tered services and automatically notifies service providers in case of a problem. These
two projects collaborate with the view to migrating both registries. Whether manual cu-
ration of the web services can deal with high fluctuations in trends in bioinformatics and
the rapidly growing number of bioinformatics web services, is questionable.

6http://wadl.dev.java.net, last visited: December 2009
7http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/uddi-spec, last visited: December 2009

http://wadl.dev.java.net
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/uddi-spec
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3.3.5 MOBY-S

MOBY-S is a branch of the BioMOBY project intended to simplify the discovery process
of and the access to life science services. The MOBY-S system is what UDDI should have
been for SOAP/WSDL services: a registry to easily discover web services hosted by diffe-
rent organisations. The registry consists of three ontologies to describe web services, data
types and namespaces. The ontologies are related: the data types are used in the service
ontology to describe the input and output of the services. The namespace ontology is
not a real ontology but rather a collection of namespaces. It is used to disambiguate data
types and services with the same name. The registry, better known as the MOBY Central,
is open access; everyone is free to register new services, data types and namespaces. The
open access registry simplifies registering new services and finding these services. The
drawback is that without a curator, such a registry easily gets plumbed with duplicated or
outdated service and data definitions [81]. The MOBY-S ontologies will be discussed in
more detail in section 3.4.

Turning existing applications into a MOBY-S service is simple and can be done with a
few lines of Java code, due to the existence of libraries such as the one created by Gordon
et al.[81]. Client libraries to access the MOBY-S framework are available for Perl, Java and
Python. These libraries provide facilities to search for services based on service provider,
service information and/or input and output data. Various tools are available to access
the MOBY-S Central. GBrowse MOBY [232], REMORA [40] and SeaHawk [80] are some
examples of tools that provide access to the facilities of the software library by means of
a graphical user interface. These tools enable life scientists to “knit” BioMOBY services
together.

3.4 Ontologies in the life science domain

Exchanging data plays an important role in the life science domain. Scientists combine
information stored in sources provided by different organisations. These organisations
more often than not use different and incompatible formats to represent the information,
which complicates reusing it.

The lack on standardised formats has resulted into a situation where data transforma-
tion takes a large part of the daily activities in in-silico experiments. The different BLAST
tools, for example, accept different standardised input formats, such as FASTA; the format
of the output, named a BLAST report, is not standardised at all. The size of this problem
is further discussed in Chapter 4.

When different organisations share their information and reuse that of others, onto-
logies can help. An ontology is part of knowledge representation, and is a social contract
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between the different parties involved [178; 184].

3.4.1 The MOBY-S ontologies

As mentioned before, MOBY-S uses three ontologies to describe services and data. The
namespace ontology is not a real ontology, but just a collection of namespaces. The other
two ontologies, the data type ontology and the service ontology, are taxonomies. A clo-
ser look at these ontologies shows some but important problems that strongly limits the
usability of this framework.

The data type ontology is very large. It has almost seven hundred concepts (Table 3.2).
The main reason is that everybody can add new concepts. The BioMOBY Consortium
provides some guidelines how to register and describe services and data types to limit the
problems 8. Following the guidelines, the ontology should have one root concept called
“Object”. In reality, it contains almost forty additional root concepts. Many concepts
are represented multiple times in the ontology. For example, basic types, such as plain
text, formatted text and XML text, are present twice (Figure 3.3). Another problem is that
syntactic information and semantic information is combined within the same taxonomy.
The protein sequence concept, for example, is a sibling of the text-formatted concept.
Semantics information refers to the conceptual meaning of data, for example a protein
sequence. Syntactic information, on the other hand, refers to how data are represented,
for example, using single-letter encoding [30]. Different syntactical structures can be used
to represent the same semantic type.

Some improvements are made by the Spanish Instituto Nacional de Bioinformática
(INB) 9. They provide simpler, curated ontologies. The number of concepts in the data
ontology is reduced to less than three hundred (Table 3.2), by removing a lot of redun-
dancy (Figure 3.4). The taxonomy, however, still contains multiple root nodes and still
combines syntactic and semantic information.

The service ontology categorises services based on the type of operation they per-
form. These service types are just place holders. Ideally, they should act as a contract
of the service interface. A service type should define the data types the service should
consume and produce, and the operation it performs, similar to what interface classes in
object oriented programming languages are. Then, the services of a certain service type
are implementors of the interface corresponding to the service type. This would closely
match the original idea of the semantic web [172]. In general, this is not the case. Servi-

8http://biomoby.open-bio.org/CVS_CONTENT/moby-live/Docs/MOBY-S_API/Perl/DesignAnObject.html,
last visited: December 2009

9http://www.inab.org, last visited: December 2009

http://biomoby.open-bio.org/CVS_CONTENT/moby-live/Docs/MOBY-S_API/Perl/DesignAnObject.html
http://www.inab.org
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Figure 3.3: Tree structure of the MOBY-S data ontology. The ontology contains 698 nodes, of which 39
are parentless nodes (not shown). Multiple nodes exist to represent the same concepts. Three
ambiguous concepts (plain text, formatted text and XML text) are emphasised using enlarged
shapes. The data are collected in October 2008.
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Figure 3.4: Tree structure representing the curated ontology of the Instituto Nacional de Bioinformática
(INB). A lot of redundancy is removed. It contains 276 nodes, of which 15 parentless (not
shown). The same concepts as in figure 3.3 are emphasised. The data are collected in October
2008.
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Table 3.2: A comparison between the data ontologies of BioMOBY and the Spanish Instituto Nacional de
Bioinformática (INB). The data are collected in October 2008.

BioMOBY INB

Number of concepts 698 276
Number of roots 40 16

Maximum tree depth 9 9
Mean tree depth 2.20 2.66
Standard deviation 2.70 3.16

Maximum number of children 265 59
Corresponding concept Object Object
Mean number of children 5.67 4.46
Standard deviation 26.22 11.91

ces of the same service type do not guarantee to consume the same inputs and to produce
the same outputs, even if they point to the same application [239]. This is also true for the
service ontologies provided by INB.

The main reason for these problems is that the MOBY-S Central is uncurated. Eve-
ryone is free to register new services and data types. It results in unstructured ontolo-
gies [128] and poorly annotated services [69]. Therefore, the term ontology is somewhat
misplaced here. The registry of MOBY-S is realised by many one-sided agreements: Each
organisation provides its own data types definitions and service definitions.

3.4.2 Other ontologies

The S-MOBY (Semantic Moby) [233] and Moby 2.0 [208], other branches of BioMOBY,
promise to be solutions to describe web services and data semantically, but are still pro-
posals. Another potential solutions is SAWSDL [211]. All of them can only succeed if
stakeholders collaborate and come to an agreement instead of each creating ontologies
in isolation [128]. Progress has been made at smaller scale. Groups working in the same
area have developed ontologies to simplify data exchange and to create universal access
to resources. Examples are the GeneOntology [189], TAMBIS [15], and the MGED onto-
logy [226]. Each of them is applicable to a specific area of the life science domain. Most
ontologies are, however, created in a quick and dirty way, which still results in data in-
compatibility between different groups [176]. This results in unstable ontologies in which
frequently new concepts are added and existing concepts are removed [89].
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3.5 Provenance

Life scientists have to provide a trace of their experiments in order to keep their results
reproducible [174]. This means that a paper should include or refer to a complete trace
of the experiment on which the conclusions of the paper are based [95]. Indeed, in the
Materials and methods section of the average organic chemistry paper, for instance, one
finds details such as the supplier of the chemicals and the brand and type of the apparatus
used to assess the purity of the product.

In in-silico experimentation, there is a trend towards more complex experiments that
produce more data [104]. “-Omics” research is a good example of this trend. For example,
a single microarray experiment can yield up to a million data points, and both the wet-lab
and dry-lab parts consist of several steps, each with its own choices and settings. Provi-
ding a trace for such experiments becomes very difficult. Yet, in this field as in any other
field, the trace fulfills a vital function in the quality assurance of the scientific output [70].
In “-omics” research, the trace is commonly called provenance, elsewhere often lineage of
scientific data. Its functionality is close to that of the traditional lab report. See [29; 175]
for an overview.

The huge amount of data generated in in-silico experiments, requires a system that
can automatically store provenance data in a universal and exchangeable format. Like
the traditional lab journal, provenance should not only contain the data, but also the
origin of the data (services) and release information about the tools, databases and al-
gorithms used. The Minimal Information About a Microarray Experiment (MIAME) [34]
is one of the approaches to create exchangeable reports, in this case about microarray
experiments. The Open Provenance Model (OPM) [138] is more ambitious and tries to
develop a standard for storing provenance. The OPM will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter 8.

3.6 Workflow systems

Scientific workflow systems offer a new way for scientists to create and run their in-silico
experiments. Workflows form an alternative to scripting for orchestrating web services.
A workflow system is a tool to define and execute workflow specifications or just work-
flows [123]. The published literature on workflows and workflow systems is not entirely
consistent in its terminology. We will mostly follow the terminology of Van der Aalst and
Van Hee [203] and Jablonski and Bussler [99]. Thus, we speak about processes that are
modeled as workflows. A workflow decomposes a process into tasks. In a hierarchical
workflow, a task itself can be an entire workflow. Tasks that can be decomposed are called
composite tasks; those that cannot atomic tasks. Atomic tasks are assigned to resources.
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Hierarchy enables one to deal with large models and to define processes at different levels
of abstraction [199]. The term workflow editor refers to the system to compose a work-
flow. The workflow engine refers to the system that can instantiate and run a workflow.
A workflow can be instantiated multiple times. The workflow editor can be separated
for the workflow engine, although a central format is required to exchange the workflow
definition [156].

The role of a workflow system is twofold [55]: it co-ordinates tasks, and it helps to
explain why these tasks have to be done and why they have to be done at that moment.
According to a common definition, a workflow represents the activities involving the coo-
rdinated execution of multiple tasks by different resources, among others, machines, ser-
vices, humans [164; 113; 183]. The workflow paradigm encompasses the so-called mana-
gement paradigm: co-ordinating and delegating tasks without necessarily understanding
their technical details [224]. Tasks are black boxes from the perspective of the workflow
system. White and Fischer [227] define five functions of workflow specification: i) work
distribution (define which tasks are responsible for what type of work), ii) work routing
(send results of one task as input to other tasks), iii) work prioritising (what should be
done first), iv) work tracking (who does what c.q. who is doing what), and v) management
reporting (reporting provenance).

A workflow system structures work and therefore limits the freedom to order tasks for
execution. It relies on other resources for completing its job. So, the perceived quality
of a workflow system can never be better than that of its external resources. But still, a
workflow system can form the ideal software architecture [186]: it is flexible, extensible
and adaptable to new technologies and standards, due to its service oriented nature.

3.6.1 Scientific workflow systems

Workflow systems have been used in wet-lab experiments in which they are called La-
boratory Information Management Systems (LIMS). The purpose of a LIMS is to offer
traceability of every step in a laboratory experiment [132]. LIMS technology originated in
analytical chemistry; it is now a mature technology offered by many commercial vendors.
The typical LIMS has a representation of the workflow of at least one type of experiment
in the sense that the steps of the experiment and their mutual relations are represented.
The workflow representation, however, may be rather implicit. A workflow is either stati-
cally built into the system, or it can be changed but only at great effort [161]. Therefore,
LIMSs are found to be inflexible.

There is continued interest in improving LIMS technology in the scientific commu-
nity. LIMSs for specific applications currently under development cover genomics [100]
and proteomics [140], but are for the moment only research prototypes. Two other re-
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cent research systems address microarray experiments: BioArray Software Environment
(BASE) [165] and Laboratory Information Management for Array Systems (LIMAS) [223].
They are designed to track, organise, and analyse the data produced by microarray ex-
periments. The main limitation these systems share with the majority of LIMSs is that
they cannot delegate tasks to external resources, be it through the Internet or otherwise.
Recently, there is interest in workflow systems for so-called e-science and the grid [93;
94; 245]. Workflow systems are envisioned to connect and automate the steps of running
programs remotely (e.g., BLAST), extracting data from web data resources, and combi-
ning the data with data from other sources [31; 147]. They are intended to help molecular
biologists to choose from the huge number of data resources, web services and tools avai-
lable [46], how to configure them [116], and how to combine these computational resour-
ces into a meaningful whole [9; 54]. New types of infrastructures such as my Grid [9; 74],
GridLab [7], Ptolemy II [126], Pegasus [54], and VLAM [5; 24] address these problems.
These infrastructures are also known as grids; their focus is on distributed computing.
These projects all have at one time or other addressed the workflow problem. This has
given rise to well-known tools for scientific workflows such as Taverna [145; 146; 147]
(originated in the my Grid project), Triana [134; 187] (associated with the GridLab pro-
ject), Kepler [11; 129] (built on top of Ptolemy) and WS-VLAM [229; 230]. Pegasus [54] and
Knime [26], on the other hand, are designed with workflow functionality from the start.

The four workflow systems Taverna, Triana, Kepler and Pegasus focus on in-silico ex-
periments. In other words, the workflow is a largely automated process involving access
to data and computational resources over a Grid and/or over the Internet. Only Taverna
originates in the bioinformatics community: its development is coordinated at the EBI.
The other projects mention also applications in geology, astrophysics, and quantum che-
mistry, among others. This is perhaps the reason why Taverna is the most popular work-
flow system in the “-omics” community. In all four systems, stable and transparent access
to remote resources has been given special attention. Each of the systems has particular
strong points in this respect. Taverna has its Scavenger technology for automatically fin-
ding web resources at predefined locations [146]. It has support for many invocation me-
chanisms, among others, SOAP/WSDL, MOBY-S and SoapLab. Kepler’s Harvester com-
ponent has almost equal functionality [11]. Both the Scavenger and Harvester technology
help the scientist to easily discover and use web services. Triana and Pegasus put more
focus on automatic workflow composition and the scheduling of tasks over the resources
available on the grid.

A main advantage of a workflow over its scripting equivalent is that it can be visua-
lised. Most workflow editor visualises the workflow as a graph. The web services acces-
sible through the grid form the building blocks of the in-silico experiment and are the
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nodes of the graph. [79; 174]. The arrows in life science workflow graphs represent data
transfers between services and the same time they implicitly define the execution order
of tasks. The resulting workflow is therefore often easier to understand than an equiva-
lent script (Figure 3.5). Though, at the same time, often a big gap exists between the ac-
tual implementation and the scientists’ conceptual model of the workflow [4; 95; 210; 86]
(Figure 3.6). The scientist does not think about the resources available, but in terms of
the tasks he wants to perform. So, the conceptual model focuses on the meaning of the
workflow and abstracts from implementation details in terms of resources [210]. The ex-
planation of the symbols used in Taverna workflows can be found in Appendix B.

import java.util.Map;

import org.biomoby.client.*;
import org.biomoby.shared.*;
import org.biomoby.shared.data.*;

public class GetGenBankff {
  public static void main(String[] args) 
     throws Exception {

    // load moby central
    Central worker = new CentralImpl();

    // get service
    MobyService templateService = 
      new MobyService("MOBYSHoundGetGenBankff");
    MobyService validService = 
      worker.findService(templateService)[0];

    // create input data
    MobyRequest mr = new MobyRequest(worker);
    mr.setService(validService);
    mr.setInput(new MobyDataObject("NCBI_gi", args[0]));

    // invoke service
    MobyContentInstance result = mr.invokeService();
    
    
    // return output    
    MobyDataInstance dataInstance = 
      result.get("1").getData()[0];
    Object content = 
      ((Map) dataInstance.getObject()).get("content");
    
    System.out.println(content);    
  }
}

(a)

Workflow Outputs

Workflow Inputs

MOBYSHoundGetGenBankff

GetReport

CreateMobyInput

Report

NCBI_GI_ID

(b)

Figure 3.5: (a) Java code for invoking the MOBY-S GetGenBankFF service, (b) Taverna workflow invoking
the same service.

Another advantage of using a workflow system instead of writing a script is that the
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Workflow Inputs
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BlastResults

SequencesDataBaseName

(a) The conceptual model of invoking a blast
service.

Poll_Job

Workflow Inputs

Workflow Outputs

Workflow Inputs
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BlastReport

Parse_Moby_Data_URL

DataBase
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(b) An implementation of invoking a blast service.

Figure 3.6: The implementation of a workflow in terms of services (b) is far more complex than the con-
ceptual model (a).
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a workflow system is an excellent tool for collecting, storing and sharing provenance
data [84; 243; 175; 45; 16]. It has knowledge of the resources and data involved in a work-
flow execution. After all, LIMSs were designed for this reason. If one has a workflow sy-
stem perform the automated steps of the experiment, provenance collection can be part
of the execution. In the dry-lab environment, a workflow system can store both details
about the particular instance that was run, and all data, including settings and interme-
diate results [4; 18]. Most scientific workflow systems provide the ability to automatically
store provenance data, for example Taverna [242], Kepler [10], and Triana [134] can do
this. Chapter 8 will go into further detail about provenance support for workflow systems.

3.6.2 Life science workflow systems vs. Business workflow systems

Workflow systems are not new: the business community uses workflow systems already
for a long time for orchestrating business processes [18; 17]. There are many languages
to describe these processes, of which the most important examples are Web Service Bu-
siness Execution Process Language (WS-BPEL) [13], Event Process Chain (EPC) [109] and
Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL) [202]. Since 1993, the Workflow Management
Coalition (WfMC) 10 organises meetings for academics, suppliers and customers of work-
flow systems. It has issued and maintains the XML Process Definition Language (XPDL)
standard, an XML-based language for representing workflows 11.

Both business workflows and scientific workflows describe processes, but they differ
in the ways they are used [18; 70]. Business workflows are often data scarce. Within a
single business workflow, services of a small group of service providers are used. These
services are better standardised on data formats. The focus in business workflows is on
the control of long term business processes [17; 18]. Therefore, most business workflow
systems are control flow oriented.

Scientific workflow systems try to simplify the construction of an in-silico experiment.
Life scientists prefer to think in terms of a data instead of processes [64; 78; 212; 17; 18;
195]. Therefore, most scientific workflows use a data flow oriented approach [17; 18].
These workflow systems need to be more flexible and require more exploration capabi-
lities. The average scientific workflow is data intensive and has to deal more with hete-
rogeneous data formats, because services provided by many different organisations are
used. The life science workflow system has to be capable to deal with these large, hetero-
geneous data sets.

Ludäscher et al. [129] argue that there are significant differences between the control
flow oriented workflows in business applications and the data-oriented workflows of sci-

10http://www.wfmc.org, last visited: December 2009
11http://www.wfmc.org/xpdl.html, last visited: December 2009

http://www.wfmc.org
http://www.wfmc.org/xpdl.html
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entific computation. The control flow oriented workflow is more powerful with respect
to control flow patterns, such as synchronisation, parallel execution and iteration [201].
These patterns form basic requirements for life scientists to model their experiments [4].
A data flow oriented workflow system has to incorporate special constructs to handle
those cases in which the data flow does not determine execution order [1]. A control flow
oriented workflow is more powerful than a data flow oriented one. It is easy to piggyback
data flows on top of control flows because a data flow always entails a control flow. The
converse is not directly possible, because there can be a control flow without associated
data.

Most workflow design systems are either control flow-oriented or data flow-oriented.
The ideal solution is a combination of data flow and control flow work flow systems,
known as hybrid workflow systems [173]. A hybrid workflow system is more powerful than
just either a control flow-oriented system or data flow-oriented system, since it provides a
data-oriented interface to model workflows combined with advanced control flow struc-
tures [173]. In Chapter 6, we will discuss the hybrid workflow system called e-BioFlow,
which we have developed for the design and execution of scientific workflows.

3.6.3 Formal aspects of workflow languages

When the number of tasks in a workflow grows and hierarchy is used, workflows can be-
come complex. A workflow system that uses a workflow language based on a formal mo-
del can help its users to design valid workflows. These models can be checked from a
control flow perspective and a data flow perspective. The language of Petri nets [153] is a
well-known example of a formal (control flow) language. An important property from the
control perspective, for example, is the soundness property [199], which can be explai-
ned as [206]: “A [workflow] is sound iff every [reachable state] can terminate properly.”
Ouyang et al. [149] use Petri nets to check the soundness property of workflows designed
in WS-BPEL workflows. The YAWL language mentioned above is a variant of the Petri net
formalism. A tool with the same name, used to construct YAWL workflows [200], enables
the user to check workflows written in this language on the soundness property.

Formal models can be used in scientific workflow languages, to model and check the
data transfer between services. Data flow-oriented workflows can be checked on the
type of data (both syntax and semantic) and the cardinality of data [23]. Coloured Pe-
tri nets [101] is one of the Petri net variants suitable to model and check these properties.
In coloured Petri nets, data correspond to coloured tokens that travel through a graph of
which the topology is determined by the control flow.

Taverna’s Simple Conceptual Unified Flow Language (SCUFL) is claimed to be based
on Lambda calculus [197]. Taverna is a real data flow language, and hence, does not sup-
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port iteration. Neither does it support recursion, in spite of Taverna’s alleged foundation
in Lambda calculus. Kepler uses a Process Network based model [103] as a formal mo-
del for synchronous data flows. Although both Taverna and Kepler claim to use a formal
workflow language, neither enables its users to check their workflows on formal correct-
ness, not from a control flow perspective, nor from a data flow perspective.

3.6.4 Workflow sharing

Workflows form a new type of resources themselves [85]. Scientists publish and share
workflows to exchange knowledge and to construct similar experiments [70; 135]. The
myExperiment web site [72; 76]12 is designed with this in mind. myExperiment is a kind
of Facebook or mySpace environment, where scientists can publish their workflows and
reuse and repurpose (fragments of) existing workflows [78].

When scientists reuse, modify or embed workflows designed by others, a formal work-
flow language will be even more important. A workflow language based on a formal mo-
del can help a scientist to check the formal correctness of a workflow. When a workflow
is repurposed, or embedded in another workflow, a formal model helps to check whether
the formal correctness of the constructed workflow still holds.

A workflow that is shared need to be sufficiently generic and should serve as an exe-
cutable template and an ontology at the same time. Workflow systems need to provide
facilities to abstract tasks from resources (services) until instantiation time [85], which
is known as late binding. When late binding is applied, linking tasks to resources is de-
layed from design time of the workflow until instantiation time. Late binding plays an
important role in a service oriented architecture, such as workflow systems. If a service
is unavailable or if better alternatives exist, it needs to be replaced [85; 78]. A workflow
system that supports late binding benefits of a formal language. The workflow system
can use the formal definition of tasks to find alternative, compatible services. Additio-
nally, it can analyse the consequences of the soundness property of the workflow when
no resources are available to execute the task [206; 207].

Workflow reuse and late binding will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 7.

3.7 Summary

The amount of biological data stored in online databases grows exponentially. Many con-
sole applications and web interfaces are available to collect and to analyse these data. The
interfaces are only suitable for small scale experiments and do not fulfill the requirements

12http://www.myexperiment.org, last visited: December 2009

http://www.myexperiment.org
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of “-omics” experiments. Life scientists prefer to create and use scripts to connect data-
bases and algorithms, embedded as web services and tools. Transparent access to these
services is difficult. Services use different protocols and different data formats. Further-
more, keeping a trace of the experiment in a universal data format is difficult and often
ignored. The life science domain works towards the use of ontologies to model data and
services. Most ontologies are created in isolation and different parties use their own for-
mats. This complicates data exchange between the services. Therefore, a lot of time in an
in-silico experiment is spent on data transformation. Problems of data incompatibility
can only be solved if organisations agree on standards and use them [102].

To design, and run in-silico experiments, a workflow promises to be the ultimate ex-
periment representation. It functions as a template for a type of experiment, ideally in-
dependent of the resources available at design time. A workflow can easily be exchanged
with peers to share experiment knowledge [41]. A workflow system is the tool that can
be used to design and run workflows. A workflow system has to fulfill many functional
requirements to support the bioinformatician in performing his experiments. It needs
to provide uniform access to the various bioinformatics web services hosted by different
organisations using different protocols. The workflow system should provide search func-
tionality to help the bioinformatician to find the required web services.

Current life science workflow systems are data flow-oriented, and therefore do not
support advanced control flow structures. Business workflow systems support these con-
trol flow structures, but cannot deal with large, heterogeneous data sets. The solution
ideal solution will be a hybrid workflow system, that is able to model both control flow-
oriented aspects and data flow-oriented aspects of a workflow. Both can benefit from a
formal model, which enables one to check the workflow on formal correctness. This is
especially important when workflows become large or when workflows are shared.

Once a workflow is designed, the workflow can be run by the workflow engine. The
bioinformatician would benefit from a provenance system that automatically stores in-
formation about the data and web services involved in the workflow run. The bioinfor-
matician needs these data to keep his experiments reproducible. The workflow system
should provide an interface to gain insight into provenance data in order to verify the
experiment results.
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Chapter 4
Workflows in scientific experiments

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have discussed what workflows and workflow systems are
and what they are used for. A workflow system provides uniform access to tools and web
services that can be used to build a workflow. This chapter is devoted to clarify what life
science workflows consists of.

In 2005, Lord et al. [127] have investigated the bioinformatics web services available to
my Grid users, based on the invocation mechanism used. They found that 25% of the ser-
vices available are SoapLab services, 30% are MOBY-S services and 30% are REST services.
Only 5% of the bioinformatics services available are SOAP/WSDL services. The remaining
10% of the services available are workflows themselves: my Grid enables the incorporation
of workflows into larger workflows. Life science workflows can be complex with respect to
the number of tasks. When workflows become more complex, hierarchy becomes impor-
tant to keep the workflow comprehensible [53]. We expect large workflows to have more
subworkflows than small workflows.

Different organisations use different formats to represent data. This has resulted in a
situation where it is difficult, if not impossible, to pass data produced by one web service
to another web service without restructuring, especially when the web services are hosted
by different organisations [239; 142; 23; 106; 174]. Workflow systems provide local services
and scripting tasks to help bioinformaticians to connect web services. Local services are
tasks provided and executed by the workflow system itself. They can be compared to
single statements in a programming language and enable “visual programming” within
the workflow system. The drawback is that the number of tasks grows fast using these
local services. Scripting tasks, by contrast, are tasks that are implemented by the workflow
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designer by means of a script [125]. Scripting tasks are used to create tasks not available
as web services and not provided by the workflow system as local services [106], to create
interactive tasks [239] and to perform data transformations [174; 30].

In this chapter, we will illustrate the use of workflows in the life science domain by
means of a real-life use case. The workflow in this use case judges the agreement that
exists between two different genome assembly annotations. Later on, this workflow will
be examined regarding the tasks it is composed of. Then we will broaden our scope to all
Taverna workflows stored at the myExperiment website to perform a quantitative analysis
of the tasks these workflows consist of. We will establish the types of tasks and the number
of data transformations these workflows perform.

4.2 Use case: mapping oligonucleotides to a genome assembly

New techniques have been developed to analyse the complete genome, proteome or
transcriptome in a single experiment. One of these techniques is called (DNA) microarray
analysis [37]. A microarray analysis is a method, among others, to reveal absent or muta-
ted genes. It can measure the activity of thousands of genes simultaneously [37; 182; 124].
Central in the microarray analysis is the microarray chip (Figure 4.1). A single chip con-
tains up to a few thousand spots of oligos. An oligo is a chemically synthesised DNA
molecule used as a probe to establish the activity of a specific gene.

The oligos of the microarray chip are synthesised using as guide the gene annotations
stored in a DNA database [57; 182], such as Ensembl [66] and VEGA [236]. The informa-
tion in different databases, however, does not necessarily agree. The Ensembl database
contains computationally derived gene annotations. The Vega database is a manually
annotated gene database based on laboratory experiments. Both databases contain gene
annotations for different species, known as assemblies. For some species (mouse and hu-
man), the VEGA assembly is a subset of the Ensembl assembly. For other species this is
not true, such as the zebrafish assembly.

It is essential that every oligo on a microarray chip represents a single gene. When
it represents no gene at all, it will measure nothing. If it represents multiple genes, it is
insufficient precise.

4.2.1 Workflow for mapping the oligos

Together with the MicroArray Department & Integrative Bioinformatics Unit (MAD-IBU)
at the University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands and the Laboratory of Bioinformatics at
Wageningen University, the Netherlands, we have designed a Taverna workflow to check
the agreement between Ensembl and VEGA about a VEGA-designed zebrafish microar-
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Figure 4.1: A scan of a microarray chip. The activity of genes in healthy and unhealthy tissue is measured.
Green and red spots denote gene activity in either healthy or unhealthy tissue. Yellow spots
denote gene activity in both tissues.

ray chip. The backbone of this workflow is presented in Figure 4.2. The explanation of
the symbols used in Taverna workflows can be found in Appendix B. The entire work-
flow can be found in Appendix C. The workflow is available for download at http://www.
myexperiment.org/workflows/603.

The first step of the workflow aligns all VEGA-designed oligo sequences on the zebra-
fish genome using a Blast service and Blat service. Both are MOBY-S services provided
by the Wageningen University. Blat [110] (Blast Like Alignment Tool) is a faster but less
accurate variant of Blast. The result of each service is a set of hits. Each hit describes a lo-
cation on the genome that looks similar to an input sequence (the oligo in this case) and
a quality measure about this similarity. The workflow by default uses the Blat service. In
case the Blat tool does not find hits, the Blast service is used. For each hit, a query to the
Ensembl database is performed using the BioMart service [60] to retrieve transcript and
gene information at the hit location. A script written in the R language [98] classifies the
oligos among fifteen different classes using the Blat/Blast hits and the annotations found
in Ensembl. The RShell plugin [125; 217] (see Appendix D) is used to embed and execute
this script within the Taverna environment. The results of the classification are presented
in Appendix E.

http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/603
http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/603
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Figure 4.2: The collapsed workflow designed for mapping the oligonucleotides of the probes to the En-
semble database and Vega database.

4.2.2 Services used in the workflow

The workflow invokes three different web services: the Blat service, the Blast service and
the BioMart service. Based on the description there would be four steps in the workflow:

1. Find regions on the genome that match an oligo sequence using Blat,

2. Find regions not found by Blat using Blast,

3. Find genes and transcripts at the regions found using BioMart,

4. Classify the oligos using the R script.

Interestingly, the entire workflow consists of 76 tasks (Table 4.1). One reason for this
is that the Blast service is a so-called asynchronous web service. Performing a Blast ope-
ration therefore requires three service invocations: i) sending the request, ii) polling to
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test whether Blast has finished the alignment, and iii) receiving the results. Between each
step, the connection is lost between the web service and the client. The second step is
repeated until the web service notifies the client it is finished. Asynchronous web servi-
ces are used to prevent connection timeouts, because the Blast algorithm would take too
much time for a synchronous web service invocation.

Table 4.1: Tasks used in the use case workflow.

Service type Description # tasks

Statistical analysis R script for the statistical analysis 1
Database access Access to the BioMart to find gene/transcript related

information
1

Sequence search Blast and blat services 2
Downloading Download results from Blast and Blat service 2
Constant Default values 6
Subworkflow Workflows encapsulated in tasks 6
Coordination Alternative branches workflow 13
Crash restore Tasks to restore the workflow in case of a crash 14
Data transformation Translate data into the desired format 31

Total number of tasks 76

The synchronous Blat operation requires two tasks instead of one. The first task sends
the sequence to be aligned. The service returns a URL where to download the Blat report.
This Blat report is hosted by a normal web server for load balancing of the server that
hosts the Blat service. Invoking the BioMart web service requires only one task.

In the workflow, 31 tasks are related to data transformations. These tasks are local
services and scripting tasks. Taverna provides many local services that can be used among
others to perform string operations, to read and to write files, and to interact with users.
Taverna provides two scripting tasks: the RShell processor [125; 217], to implement tasks
in the R programming language and the BeanShell processor [125], to implement tasks in
the Java programming language 1.

Most local services and BeanShell processors in the workflow are used to perform data
transformations, or to affect the control flow of the workflow by iteration or conditional
branching. Furthermore, 14 BeanShell processors are used to store intermediate results
in case the workflow system crashes. Taverna (version 1.7) has memory problems with
very large data sets (8157 oligos in this case). The extra tasks we inserted enable Taverna

1The Taverna term processor refers to what we call a task.
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to restore the workflow execution after a crash. The RShell processor in the workflow
performs the classification.

Although this workflow may not be representative for all scientific workflows, it gives a
good impression what a scientific workflow consists of. Even if the workflow description is
simple and a few web services are involved, many additional tasks are required to invoke
and connect tasks representing these web services and to affect the control flow of the
workflow.

4.3 Tasks in scientific workflows

In this section we will examine the different types of tasks used in life science workflows.
We will distinguish local services, web services, scripting tasks and subworkflows. Based
on this distinction, we will establish a lower bound on the number of tasks dedicated to
data transformations in life science workflows. Since different web services use different
data formats we expect that many local services and scripting tasks are used to perform
data transformations.

4.3.1 The data set

The study focuses on workflows designed in Taverna, because these workflows are easy to
analyse for three reasons. First, Taverna is a very popular workflow system in the life sci-
ence domain (>46.000 downloads since 2006 [51]), because it is open source and provides
access to many web services. Second, workflows designed in Taverna are stored using the
XML language Simplified Conceptual Uniform Flow Language (SCUFL) and are therefore
easy to parse and to analyse. Third, workflows designed in Taverna are easy to collect
due to the existence of the myExperiment website [72; 76]. The myExperiment website
(>1.300 members since 2007 [51]) enables life scientists to share their workflows easily.
Although the myExperiment website is not restricted to Taverna workflows, most of the
workflows shared are Taverna workflows. The myExperiment site is online since October
2007 and at the moment of writing, it provides access to 415 Taverna workflows 2. The
SCUFL files of the workflows are directly accessible through URLs. Each workflow has a
unique identifier ranging from (1. . . N), where id=1 denotes the first workflow stored at
myExperiment and id=N the last workflow stored at myExperiment.

If the SCUFL file contains subworkflows, the tasks these subworkflows consist of are
analysed as well. In case multiple composite tasks refer to the same subworkflow, that
subworkflow is analysed only once. The graph in Figure 4.3 presents the number of work-
flows sorted by size. The number of tasks per workflow ranges from 1 to 70 tasks. The

2The workflows are collected at December 11, 2008.
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average workflow size is 8.8 tasks; the standard deviation is 11.7 tasks. The total number
of tasks analysed is 3660.
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Figure 4.3: The distribution of the 415 Taverna workflows stored at myExperiment based on the number
of tasks of the expanded workflows.

4.3.2 Approach

Ideally, we want to categorise the tasks in the workflows based on the way they are used
in the workflow. Due to the huge number of tasks, manually annotating all the tasks is
infeasible. To be able to tell something about the way the tasks are used, we have chosen
to split the tasks into four categories: i) local services, ii) web services, iii) scripting tasks,
and iv) subworkflows. These categories are also applicable to other workflows.

Based on our own experience, we expect that local services and scripting tasks are
used more often for data transformations than the tasks in other categories. The analysis
we have performed is implemented as a workflow, too (Figure 4.4). The workflow takes
two inputs, the id of the first workflow and the id of the last workflow to be analysed. This
workflow basically consists of four steps.
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Generate_URLs: For all workflows stored at myExperiment with an id between first id
and last id, the URL pointing to the location of the SCUFL file is generated. For
example, the workflow with id 603 is located at http://www.myexperiment.org/
workflows/603/download.

Analyse_Single_workflow: This is a composite task, in other words, a task that encapsu-
lates a subworkflow. It downloads the SCUFL file of a workflow using the Taverna
task “Get_web_page_from_URL” and uses the Taverna’s XPath task to collect the
task types in the workflow.

Create_R_Table: The tasks collected by the XPath tasks are put in a table, in which each
row describes the content of a single workflow. The first column contains the work-
flow identifier; all other columns describe the number of tasks used per task type.

Analyse_Workflows: The last step executes an R script to analyse the data stored in the
table and to generate the plots used in this study.

The results of the analysis task are used as the workflow outputs. The workflow is
available through the myExperiment site for download at
http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/648.

Figure 4.4: The workflow designed for analysing the workflows at myExperiment.

http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/603/download
http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/603/download
http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/648
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4.3.3 Results

Figure 4.3 shows a remarkably high number of workflows that consist of a single task (75
of the 415 workflows, 18%). A closer look at the myExperiment site clarifies that many of
them are used as prototypes showing how to use certain local services and web services
that provide a lot of configuration parameters. Other single-task workflows are used to
share scripts. Taverna provides no functionality for easy sharing of scripting tasks, but
it enables its users to import workflows published at the myExperiment website directly
into the Taverna workflow system. Many Taverna users apply this approach in order to
reuse scripting tasks.

Figure 4.5 shows the service type usage in all 415 workflows. About 57% of the tasks
used in the workflows are local services and only 22% are web services. This is remar-
kable, since workflow systems, such as Taverna, are originally developed to connect web
services. Scripting tasks count for 14% of the total number of tasks.
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Figure 4.5: Task usage in all 415 workflows.

The diagram in Figure 4.6 shows the trends of task usage when the workflow size in-
creases. As expected, subworkflows are seldom used in smaller workflows (workflows of
size <10), but become more popular when the workflow size increases. About 8% of tasks
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in the workflows are subworkflows. This closely matches the 10% of services provided as
workflow measured by Lord et al. [127].
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Figure 4.6: Cumulative task usage aligned to the workflow size.

The three categories local service, web service and scripting tasks will be discussed in
more detail.

Local services

Taverna provides many local services that can be used to perform various types of actions.
Hull has developed a website describing these local services 3. Based on the description
at this web site, we have categorised the local services on the type of actions they perform.

CDK: These tasks represent viewers, algorithms and analysis tools provided by the Che-
mistry Development Kit (CDK) Java library [180; 181].

Conditional: Tasks used to construct conditional branches, such as if-then-else con-
structs.

3http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~hulld/shims.html, last visited December 2009

http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~hulld/shims.html
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Constant: A task that represents a constant value. These are used to assign default values
to input ports of other tasks.

Database access: Tasks that are part of Taverna and provide access to well-known life
science databases. For many of them, web service interfaces are available, but they
have been developed quite recently.

Data transformation: Tasks to compose, decompose or translate data. For example, con-
catenating strings, composing XML data objects and transforming a sequence into
FASTA format.

Operation: A task that creates new biological data based on its inputs. Examples are DNA
to protein translation and calculating the complement DNA.

Testing: Tasks that are used to test the Taverna workflow environment, or a workflow
designed in Taverna. For example, a task that generates a lot of strings.

User interaction: Tasks that interact with the user by means of dialog windows, such as
the file selection dialog.

Util: General purpose task, such as file access.

Unknown: Tasks that are not categorised, because their function is not known.

Table F.1 in Appendix F shows how the Taverna’s local services are put into these cate-
gories. Figure 4.7 presents the distribution of tasks among the different classes.

The data transformation tasks are responsible for 53% of the local services. This means
that in total 30% of all the tasks are data transformation tasks, which indicates that data
incompatibility is an important problem in the life science domain.

String constants tasks take a second place (28%). This is remarkable, because Taverna
also enables its users to directly assign default values to input ports. The advantage of
using a string constant task is that the default value is explicitly visible in the workflow.
Both conditional branching services and util services take 5% of the local services. The
residual 5% is shared among the remaining six categories.

Web services

Taverna by default supports the five invocation mechanisms listed below:

SOAP/WSDL: A widely used combination of the XML based web service description lan-
guage WSDL [42] and the XML based protocol SOAP [32]. SOAP/WSDL is a general
web service framework, popular inside and outside the life science domain.
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Figure 4.7: Use of local services, categorised by functionality.

SoapLab [170]: This framework is developed by EBI to easily encapsulate existing bioin-
formatics algorithms and tools as web services.

SeqHound [136]: The SeqHound services provide access to biological sequence and struc-
ture databases.

BioMart [60]: A query-oriented data management system that provides access to, among
others, the Ensembl [181] database.

MOBY-S [234; 107; 188]: A branch of the BioMOBY consortium that simplifies the disco-
very process of life science services and the access to these web services by main-
taining a central registry.

Figure 4.8 shows the use of the different invocation mechanisms in Taverna. The
SOAP/WSDL web services are by far most popular (66%). SoapLab web services take a
second place (24%). MOBY-S, BioMart and SeqHound web services are used to a lesser
extent in Taverna. An explanation for this is the existence of other powerful applications
that provide access to these web services too. BioMart web services are accessible through
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the MartView web application; MOBY-S web services are accessible through various tools,
such as Seahawk [80]. These tools often provide better facilities to search for web services
and to connect them. A workflow system, such as Taverna, becomes the preferred tool
when services using different invocation mechanisms need to be connected.

Another reason is that SOAP/WSDL web services and SoapLab web services support a
greater number of functions. For example, BioMart provides only database access. Once
data are collected from a database using a BioMart web service, there are plenty of things
one can do to analyse the data, using numerous SOAP/WSDL web services and SoapLab
web services, but not through BioMart.
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Figure 4.8: Different types of invocation mechanisms used in the workflows.

Scripting

As mentioned before, Taverna supports the two programming languages Java and R. Java
provides many facilities to handle data and to create advanced user interfaces and the-
refore is useful to implement a wide variety of tasks. The BeanShell processor is very
popular, 97% of the scripting tasks are implemented using this task. In the workflows
stored at myExperiment, the BeanShell processor is used among others to perform data
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transformation and to create interactive tasks.
The R language is specifically designed to perform statistical analysis. In Taverna, all

the RShell processors (3% of the scripting tasks) are used to perform statistical analyses
and to create plots.

4.4 Conclusion

Scientific workflow systems have been developed to simplify the construction of in-silico
experiments by providing a graphical user interface by which end-users can orchestrate
web services into complex workflows [51; 70]. Ideally, the workflow designer does not
have to program, but can construct workflows by dragging and dropping tasks repre-
senting web services into the workflow diagram and connecting them. The use case has
shown that workflows are more than just a set of connected web services. Many additio-
nal tasks are required in the workflow to invoke web services, to steer workflow execution
and to perform data transformations.

Dealing with data incompatibility problems forms a large part of the workflow desig-
ners’ daily activities [23; 79]. This is confirmed by our quantitative study: about 30% of
the tasks in the workflows analysed represent data transformation activities. This is just a
lower limit. Based on discussions with bioinformaticians, we can give three reasons why
the real amount of data transformation tasks is even higher.

1. A lot of BeanShell processors are used to perform data transformations.

2. Some web services are implemented to perform data transformations. Not all sci-
entists know how to program in the languages supported by Taverna. These sci-
entists prefer to program in a language they already know, such as Perl. For them,
it is easier to implement a new web service and to register this web service to the
MOBY-S system. This newly created data transformation web service is directly ac-
cessible through Taverna, even for other people. In the MOBY-S Central, these web
services are marked as “Conversion” web services.

3. Some services are not intended to perform data transformations, however, some
users use them for this purpose. For example, a bioinformatician can send multiple
requests that only differ in the output format requested to the same database. In
such a case, the database web service is used to perform data transformation rather
than collecting new data.

The analysis performed is restricted to Taverna workflows, but probably can be gene-
ralised to other workflow systems and even to scientific programming. The problems with
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data incompatibility can only be solved if different organisations agree on standards [168].
However, as long as people are free to define their own standard, they will. The problem
of data incompatibility is recognised in the life science domain [30; 168]. However, the
size of the problem has never been investigated before.

Although its primary goal is connecting local and web services [4; 18; 69; 51], a scienti-
fic workflow system should not be seen as just a web service composition environment. It
is a visual programming environment that aims to reduce the programming effort requi-
red by the scientists [53]. Support for hierarchical workflows in these systems is essential
to help workflow designers manage large and complex workflows.

A workflow system has its advantages with respect to programming languages. It can
and should guide workflow designers to perform data transformation. Many workflow
systems therefore provide local tasks, also known as shim services [96], to transform clo-
sely related data. For example, it can providing local services to compose and decompose
complex data structures. The MOBY-S plugin [107] for Taverna provides so-called com-
poser and splitter tasks to compose and decompose MOBY-S objects. In similar fashion,
Taverna has composer and splitter tasks to compose and decompose XML data used by
SOAP/WSDL services.

Support for scripting is an essential requirement of workflow systems. Workflow de-
signers use scripting to implement tasks not available as local services and web services.
Ideally, a workflow system supports multiple scripting languages to enable the workflow
designer to choose the programming language he is familiar with. Web sites for sharing
workflows, such as myExperiment, form a valuable source for sharing these scripts. Work-
flow designers can reuse scripts of others and prevent them from developing these tasks
themselves. A deeper analysis of the scripting tasks currently available can help to find
out what kind of data transformations are required and how a workflow system can help
its users to perform them.





Chapter 5
Workflow reuse and service availability

5.1 Introduction

Previous chapters have shown that workflow systems help life scientists to find and con-
nect services. At the same time, they improve reproducibility of experiment results. Sci-
entists can share their workflows to exchange knowledge of experiments and reuse work-
flows created by others [76; 70; 51]. Through web sites like myExperiment [72; 76], life
scientists all over the world now can easily share their workflow experiments with peers
at a single place. Existing workflows form a good starting point for new, but similar ex-
periments. At the same time, workflows have become new means of publications. For
example, Son et al. [177], Li et al. [125] and Wiggins et al. [231] put their workflows on
myExperiment to prove the validity of their experiments.

Workflow reuse, however, is not trivial. The workflow specification is tied to web ser-
vices used at a time in the past, namely when these workflows were designed. These web
services are often hosted by third parties, which means that the workflow designer has no
influence on the continued existence and accessibility of the web service [22]. We expect
three main reasons a service may become inaccessible: First, a web service can become
(temporarily) unavailable, among others when the service is down, or has restricted ac-
cess. Second, the interface of the service may change [142]. The new service may have
different inputs and outputs or may use different data types. Third, the service location
may change, which means that the service is still alive, but at a different location, inclu-
ding a different web server port. When the workflow description refers to the physical
locations of services, these problems all result in broken workflows. The workflow user
needs to repair these problems before she can run the workflow.

The problem that services are unavailable is well-known [22], but its size is not in-
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vestigated before for workflows. In this chapter, we will analyse the accessibility of web
services used in life science workflows. First we will discuss related work. Next, we will
discuss the experiment setup and the results of the experiment. Then, we will discuss
how workflow re-users can deal with these problems and which solutions workflow sys-
tems can provide. We will end with conclusions.

5.2 Related work

Goderis et al. [76] have performed a survey among 24 bioinformaticians to gain insight
into the practice and requirements of workflow sharing solutions. They report that three-
quarter of the participants had experienced some services not to be available when they
reused workflows. The main reasons are services being local to the workflow designer or
services being down. These services need to be replaced by alternative but equal services,
hosted at a different location [22]. A service is an equal alternative if its syntactic and
semantic description are the same [240].

Problems also arise when the service definition changes. The workflow system can
still invoke the service, but probably delivers the wrong input data or receives data from
the service it cannot deal with. Most services are described in service definition files, such
as WSDL files, or in central registries, such as BioMOBY’s MOBY-S Central [234; 235; 188].
Service providers are expected to keep the service information up-to-date, but sometimes
change their services without updating the service definitions [142]. Even if the service
provider keeps the service definition updated, changes in the service definition will go
unnoticed until the workflow is executed. The workflow re-user has to adapt the workflow
to the new service definition.

Workflow sharing solutions, such as myExperiment, can help the workflow designer
to find broken workflows. The web services used in the workflow can be checked against,
among others, changes in the interface, availability, permissions and performance [73].
This information should be presented to the workflow user, to help him to decide how
reusable a workflow really is.

5.3 The data set

The myExperiment web portal forms the ideal resource for collecting workflows inten-
ded to be shared among peers. Although myExperiment allows to share workflows spe-
cified in any workflow language, we will limit our analysis to the workflows designed in
Taverna [146; 147; 148], because most workflows stored at myExperiment are designed
using this tool [218], and Taverna uses a simple XML language called SCUFL (Simple Con-
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ceptual Unified Flow Language), which is easy to parse.

The previous chapter has shown that SOAP/WSDL and SoapLab services together co-
ver 90% of the web services used in Taverna workflows (Figure 5.1). SoapLab [170] is
a framework developed by EBI to easily encapsulate existing bioinformatics algorithms
and tools as web services. SOAP/WSDL is a widely used combination of the XML-based
web service description language WSDL [42] and the XML-based protocol SOAP [32].
SOAP/WSDL is a general web service framework, popular inside and outside the life sci-
ence domain. Other service invocation mechanisms Taverna supports are MOBY-S [234;
107; 188], SeqHound [136] and BioMart [60]. These three invocation mechanisms are not
taken into account, because they together are responsible for only 10% of the web services
used.
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Figure 5.1: Web services used in Taverna workflows.

The SCUFL files of the workflows at myExperiment are directly accessible through
URLs. Each workflow has a unique identifier X, ranging from (1. . . N), where id=1 deno-
tes the first workflow stored at myExperiment and id=N the last workflow. The SCUFL
file of workflow X can be downloaded at: http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/X/
download.

http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/X/download
http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/X/download
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5.4 Approach

SoapLab services and SOAP/WSDL services are analysed separately. Each analysis is im-
plemented as a Taverna workflow itself.

5.4.1 Analysing SoapLab services

The workflow to analyse the SoapLab services starts with downloading all Taverna work-
flows stored at myExperiment using Taverna’s download task 1. As mentioned before, the
workflow specifications are defined in the XML-based SCUFL language. These workflow
specifications are therefore easy to parse using XPath expressions. The XPath task in Ta-
verna is used to collect the XML elements describing the SoapLab services used in each
workflow. These XML elements contain URLs to the SoapLab services and the operations
to be performed (Figure 5.2).

 

<s:processor name="embossversion"> 

  <s:description>Writes the current EMBOSS version number</s:description> 

    <s:soaplabwsdl> 

      http://www.ebi.ac.uk/soaplab/emboss4/services/utils_misc.embossversion 

    </s:soaplabwsdl> 

</s:processor> 

 

Figure 5.2: The SCUFL definition of a SoapLab service in a Taverna workflow.

In the final step of the analysis workflow, the existence of each SoapLab service is
checked using the URL. For each web service, the workflow saves the following informa-
tion: i) the name of the service, ii) the number of times it is used, iii) the workflow that
uses the service, and iv) the availability of the service. Figure 5.3 shows the structure of
this workflow.

5.4.2 Analysing SOAP/WSDL services

The workflow for checking the existence of the SOAP/WSDL services looks like the pre-
vious workflow. It starts again with downloading all Taverna workflows from myExpe-
riment. This time it uses the XPath task to collect all the XML elements that describe
SOAP/WSDL services. The SOAP/WSDL service description consists of a URL pointing
to the WSDL location and the operation name (Figure 5.4). The WSDL file describes the

1Taverna normally uses the term processor to refer to what we call a task.
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Generate_URL
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Figure 5.3: The workflow that searches for dead SoapLab web services in Taverna workflows at myExpe-
riment.

interface to the web service in terms of the data types used, the operations provided and
the binding of operations to physical locations of web servers. A WSDL file can define
multiple operations.

Checking the accessibility of a SOAP/WSDL service is split into checking the existence
of the WSDL file and checking the accessibility of the operation. The workflow saves for
each operation the following information: i) the name of the operation, ii) the number of
times it is used, iii) the workflows that uses the service, iv) whether the WSDL file exists,
and v) whether the operation is accessible.

The operations not found in the WSDL file are checked by hand, because some WSDL
definitions contain import statements of other WSDL files. The workflow is not able to
deal with this. Figure 5.5 shows the structure of the workflow to check SOAP/WSDL servi-
ces.

Both workflows do not depend on external resources, because all tasks are implemen-
ted using Taverna’s local tasks and BeanShell scripting tasks. The workflows are stored at
myExperiment and can be downloaded at:

For testing SoapLab services: http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/773.

For testing SOAP/WSDL services: http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/774.

http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/773
http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/774
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<s:processor name="run_eFetch"> 

  <s:arbitrarywsdl> 

    <s:wsdl> 

      http://eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/soap/eutils.wsdl 

    </s:wsdl> 

    <s:operation> 

      run_eFetch 

    </s:operation> 

  </s:arbitrarywsdl> 

</s:processor> 

Figure 5.4: The SCUFL definition for accessing a SOAP/WSDL operation in a Taverna workflow.

5.5 Results

To limit the influence of coincidence, the measurement was performed monthly, from
February 2009, up until and including August 2009. Table 5.1 presents the effect of the
inaccessible services on all Taverna workflows available through myExperiment at the
specific dates. It is worth noting that multiple tasks can refer to the same SoapLab service
or SOAP/WSDL operation. The number of SoapLab tasks remains almost stable over the
past few months; the number of broken SoapLab tasks grows in the last few months. The
number of SOAP/WSDL tasks grows slightly, just like the number of broken SOAP/WSDL
tasks.

Table 5.1: The influence of inaccessible services on the tasks and workflows, measured over eight months
in 2009.

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

# Analysed workflows 421 425 429 435 447 454 460
# with SoapLab or 235 238 242 246 250 257 263
SOAP/WSDL services

# SoapLab tasks 184 184 184 184 185 185 185
of which not runnable 9 9 9 9 9 15 15

# SOAP/WSDL tasks 540 550 563 574 576 601 607
of which not runnable 69 76 88 90 79 80 84

# Broken workflows 25 26 34 37 33 35 38
due to SoapLab tasks 5 5 5 5 5 6 6
due to SOAP/WSDL tasks 22 23 31 34 30 31 34
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Figure 5.5: The workflow that searches for dead SOAP/WSDL operations in Taverna workflows at myEx-
periment.

The total number of broken workflows is less than the sum of the number of workflows
broken due to SoapLab tasks and the number of workflows broken due to SOAP/WSDL
tasks. The reason is that three workflows in the data set have broken SoapLab tasks as
well as broken SOAP/WSDL tasks. In these seven months, the number of broken work-
flows has grown from 6% to about 8%. When only the workflows that have SoapLab or
SOAP/WSDL services are considered, the number broken workflows has grown from 10%
to 14%. All broken workflows are at least ten months old. The results for SoapLab and
SOAP/WSDL will be discussed below in more detail.

5.5.1 SoapLab services

In total, 185 SoapLab tasks are used in the workflows stored at myExperiment. These tasks
refer to 55 different SoapLab services. These services are provided by six organisations;
46 of the 55 services used (91%) are provided by the European Bioinformatics Institute
(EBI) and Manchester University. Table 5.2 shows the trend of service availability over 7
months.

Nine out of fifty-four SoapLab service are inaccessible (17%) in the first six months. In
the seventh month, July, the number of inaccessible services increases from 9 to 15 (27%).
These 6 new dead web services were all hosted at the same domain, http://www.o2i.it.
These services are dead, because this domain name does not exist anymore.

http://www.o2i.it
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Table 5.2: The number of SoapLab services and those that are inaccessible, measured over eight months
in 2009.

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

# Service providers 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
# SoapLab services 54 54 54 54 55 55 55

# inaccessible 9 9 9 9 9 15 15

5.5.2 SOAP/WSDL services

The SOAP/WSDL services are used far more often than SoapLab services (Table 5.1). This
is due to the large number of SOAP/WSDL service providers and the many libraries to
create and to access SOAP/WSDL services.

Like for SoapLab tasks, multiple Taverna tasks can refer to the same SOAP/WSDL ope-
ration and a single workflow can have multiple SOAP/WSDL tasks. If two tasks represent
different operations, they can still refer to the same WSDL file, because a single WSDL file
can define multiple operations. Table 5.3 shows the number of SOAP/WSDL operations
used in tasks in Taverna workflows stored at myExperiment over the seven months. The
inaccessible services are split into missing WSDL files and operations that are inaccessi-
ble due to a change in the service definition.

Table 5.3: The number of WSDL files, missing WSDL files and broken operations used in Taverna work-
flows, measured over eight months in 2009.

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

# Service providers 43 44 45 47 48 50 51
# WSDL files 105 108 111 116 117 121 124

# WSDL files inaccessible 16 18 19 22 22 23 25

# Operations 199 203 209 212 216 227 233
# with WSDL file inaccessible 29 41 49 51 44 45 49
# with operation undefined 8 1 1 1 1 1 1

In June, the number of broken SOAP/WSDL task decreased by 7. These seven services
are up and running again. One of them, however, is accessible through a different web
server port; the corresponding task in the workflow has been modified to use this new
location.

During the first measurements, eight operations were found undefined in the WSDL
file of the corresponding web service. This is probably due to updated service definitions.
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Table 5.4: Why the broken SoapLab web services and SOAP/WSDL operations are inaccessible at August
2009.

Reason # SoapLab # SOAP/WSDL

Hosted locally 0 13
Port changed 3 0
Location changed 7 5
Service definition changed 0 1
Service down 5 31

Total 15 50

These eight operations were all defined in the same WSDL file and referred to the GoViz
web service. This web service was located at EBI and provided operations for the analysis
of Gene Ontologies (GO) [14]. During the next measurements, the WSDL file of this web
service was not accessible. Contact with the developers clarified that this service was
removed. During the second to fourth experiments, only one operation was found not to
be defined in the WSDL file of the web service.

5.5.3 Why are these services inaccessible?

The service providers of the services that are down have been contacted to gain insight
into why these services have become unavailable. Table 5.4 summarises the causes why
the SoapLab services and SOAP/WSDL services found at the latest measurements are in-
accessible.

Many inaccessible SoapLab services are available at new locations. For example, the
author of the services hosted at http://www.o2i.it explained that these services are now
available at http://bioinformatics.istge.it. Some other SoapLab services are hosted at the
same location, but through a different web server port. Changing this port number in the
workflow definition will result in a working workflow.

The most important reason why SOAP/WSDL services have become inaccessible is
that they are not hosted anymore. The death of a single web service results in multiple
broken operations. For example, the death of the GoViz web service causes 8 broken
operations used in workflow tasks. Most web services were no longer hosted because
they were not used anymore. They were often designed for a single experiment.

Thirteen operations are inaccessible because the 6 corresponding SOAP/WSDL servi-
ces are hosted locally, at the workflow designer’s computer (localhost) or elsewhere in the
local area network. Maybe the workflows that use these web services are not meant to be

http://www.o2i.it
http://bioinformatics.istge.it
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reused as such, but only as a template. Installing and using web services locally is done
frequently [76]. It improves speed and gives the user more control to customise to speci-
fic needs [142], because web servers have to share CPU-usage among many processes. A
web service is often noticeably slower than its local variant. Workflows that make use of
these services require the re-user to install these services locally or to replace these tasks
to make these workflows runnable.

5.6 Dealing with broken web services

Although dead services currently is a small issue in workflow design and workflow sha-
ring, it can form a big problem when workflow sharing becomes popular. Over just seven
months, the number of workflows broken because of a dead service has risen from 25 to
38, an increase of more than 50%. The organisations that supply web services often dif-
fer from the web service users. The user therefore has little influence on the existence
of a web service and its interface. To keep their workflows runnable, workflow designers
have to replace broken tasks. The workflow system should help the user to find and repair
these tasks. However, most workflow systems only enable their users to replace dead web
services by deleting the task representing this dead web service, inserting a new task and
restoring the data connections. Alternatively, the user can use a text editor to repair the
workflow by manually rectifying the URL the task is pointing to. The latter only works if
the interface of the alternative service is the same.

A partial solution would be a workflow system that supports late binding. Specifica-
tions made in such a workflow system are not tied to specific web services [85]. Tasks in
a workflow system supporting late binding do not refer to real resources, but only descri-
bes required capabilities of a resource to execute the task. A task then describes, among
others, the data to be consumed and produced and the type of operation to be perfor-
med. Of course, the task description should contain enough information to decide which
services are suitable to execute the task. The workflow is independent of web services
available at design time, because the actual resource is chosen at enactment time by the
workflow engine. The workflow engine is still able to run a workflow when services are
hosted at a different location or through a different web server port.

Late binding can be useful in many situations; we will describe five of them. First, in
the life science, many retrieval services are available, but they do not all provide access to
the database required. Therefore, one may want to replace the retrieval service with one
that has access to the database required. This is often the case for the many Blast services
available. These services all perform the same type of operation, namely sequence based
search, but provide access to different genome assemblies. Second, newer services may
exist that use faster algorithms or have higher quality. Third, services can be temporarily
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overloaded. Then it is better to switch to mirror services. Fourth, some organisations fre-
quently provide new versions of databases they host. Ensembl [66], for example, releases
a new version approximately every two months, but also provides access to many older
versions of the database. It depends on the situation whether the workflow user wants
to switch to the newest version of the database or to older ones. Five, late binding helps
the user to easily switch to a local copy of the service. Running the web services locally
helps to deal with dead web services, but also to speed up service execution and prevents
sending large data sets to and fro between web services. Late binding will only work if
equivalent web services have the same interface, which is not always the case [6].

Late binding is not new in business workflows. The WS-BPEL language [13], for in-
stance, has support for late binding. Only a few scientific workflow systems support late
binding. Taverna enables its users to define alternate services. Such an alternate ser-
vice will only be invoked when the original service is down. The RShell plugin in Ta-
verna [125; 217] enables its users to easily switch between local and remote R instal-
lations. Although both solutions help the workflow designer to deal with broken servi-
ces, the solutions are still made at design time instead of runtime. The BioMOBY plugin
for Taverna [107] supports late binding through the MOBY-S Central. Tasks representing
MOBY-S services are defined by the triplet {MOBY-S Central location, web service name,
service authority}, that uniquely defines the web service to be executed (Figure 5.6). The
web service location itself is stored in the MOBY-S Central. When the Taverna workflow
executes a BioMOBY task, the MOBY-S Central redirects the service invocation to the real
web service. A change in the service location therefore does not require a change in the
workflow using this service and does not require the user to notice this. A disadvantage is
that the user cannot easily switch to equivalent services hosted. Problems arise when the
MOBY-S Central is (temporarily) down; then all MOBY-S services become inaccessible.

Kepler [11; 129] supports switching between alternative services by defining primiti-
ves for actor replacements [31]. Defining these primitives is still done at design time of the
workflow. JOpera [151] supports late binding too, but like Kepler, it requires the workflow
designer to use special constructs. Pegasus [52; 54] supports late binding through work-
flow segmentation. The workflow designer describes the workflow at an abstract level. At
enactment time, the workflow undergoes a series of refinements until all refinements can
be mapped to resources.

5.7 Conclusion

Web services are used in the life science domain to provide programmatic access to da-
tabases and tools. Workflow systems help scientists to easily connect these services and
to create in-silico experiments that can be shared with peers. However, workflow sha-
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  <s:processor name="MobyBlat"> 

    <s:description> 

      BioMOBY web service wrapper for the command line query tool    

      'BLAT'. 

    </s:description> 

    <s:biomobywsdl maxretries="30" retrydelay="500"> 

      <s:mobyEndpoint> 

        http://moby.ucalgary.ca/moby/MOBY-Central.pl 

      </s:mobyEndpoint> 

      <s:serviceName> 

        MobyBlat 

      </s:serviceName> 

      <s:authorityName> 

        www.bioinformatics.nl 

      </s:authorityName> 

      <s:Parameter s:name="out">blast8</s:Parameter> 

      <s:Parameter s:name="q">dna</s:Parameter> 

      <s:Parameter s:name="minScore">0</s:Parameter> 

      <s:Parameter s:name="minIdentity">0</s:Parameter> 

      <s:Parameter s:name="maxIntron">1000000</s:Parameter> 

    </s:biomobywsdl> 

  </s:processor> 

Figure 5.6: Taverna supports late binding for MOBY-S tasks. It saves the location of the MOBY-S Central,
the service name and the authority.

ring is only useful if all the resources used in the workflow remain available. Goderis et
al. [76] have shown in their user study that workflow re-users have experienced difficulties
in reusing workflows of others. We have shown in this chapter why these problems arise
and what the effects are. Although the analysis is limited to Taverna workflows stored at
myExperiment, the problem itself occurs in a wider range of workflow systems. There
are many reasons why web services are inaccessible. Services can be (temporarily) down,
have restricted access, or are moved to new locations.

To make workflows containing inaccessible services runnable, the workflow re-user
has to replace these services. Late binding promises to be a solution for many situations.
It is a functional requirement of a workflow system, because it delays task resource bin-
ding until enactment time. Workflows designed in such a system are independent of the
resources available at design time. Of course, these workflow systems still require at least
one suitable web service to be available at enactment time.
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Chapter 6
Designing workflows using different
perspectives

6.1 Introduction

This is the first chapter of five about the e-BioFlow workflow system. e-BioFlow is inspired
by the context of scientific collaborative environments, such as the e-BioLab [158]. It is
an extensible visual workflow system that focuses on the design and execution of reusable
workflows and the analysis of the provenance data generated during the execution. This
chapter focuses on the e-BioFlow workflow editor. Chapter 7 discusses e-BioFlow’s work-
flow enactment engine. The design and implementation of the provenance system for
e-BioFlow are discussed in Chapter 8. e-BioFlow provides an ad-hoc interface for explo-
rative workflow design. The mockup implementation and user evaluation of this interface
will be discussed in Chapter 9. Chapter 10 discusses the design and actual implementa-
tion of this ad-hoc system.

The e-BioFlow editor enables the workflow designer to describe the tasks in multidis-
ciplinary life science experiments. Workflow models for these types of experiments need
to be flexible with respect to resources, which can be web services, scientists or machi-
nes in the laboratory [205]. The e-BioFlow editor enables the workflow designer to model
both data flow related information and control flow related information. e-BioFlow thus
is a hybrid workflow system [173]. As shown in Chapter 5, resources used in workflow
models can become unavailable or are accessible only within a specific domain. There-
fore, it is important to abstract from resources and to delay resource-task binding until
workflow enactment. e-BioFlow is developed to support late binding. Workflows desig-
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ned in e-BioFlow are independent of the location of the resources available at design time,
because e-BioFlow postpones task-resource binding until execution time. A workflow de-
signed in the e-BioFlow editor is a template for a group of experiments. So, experiments
can have equal structure, but still can use different resources.

In the next section, we will discuss the requirements of a workflow design system for
modelling processes. After that, we will introduce our approach, the e-BioFlow workflow
system, the perspectives it provides, and how these perspectives are related. The benefits
of these perspectives will be illustrated using an example of a workflow that performs a
simple sequence alignment. Our approach will be compared to related work and we will
end with a discussion.

6.2 Related work

A workflow systems supports two tasks, namely, workflow design and workflow enact-
ment. The result of workflow design is a workflow model, which is a template often not
designed for a single case but for a class of cases [203; 51; 77; 238]. In the life science do-
main, a workflow functions as a problem solving environment; each workflow describes
a specific type of experiment. The workflow engine performs the enactment of a work-
flow model. Enactment encompasses the instantiation of a workflow into a specific case,
and the execution of this case. Each case is unique, although cases may share the same
workflow model. Cases can differ in the way tasks are executed, the data that flows bet-
ween these tasks, but also the resources used to execute the tasks. Therefore, a workflow
model should provide a perfect balance between the generalisation of the case type and
the adaptation to the specific cases.

Workflows have proven to be successful to model business processes. [68; 8; 203].
The way workflow models are used in the life science domain and the business domain,
however, differs tremendously. Business workflow models are control flow-oriented and
focus on the order in which work has to be done. The focus in life science is on data,
so the traditional design interfaces of business workflow systems do not fulfill the re-
quirements of the life science domain [212]. The life science workflow models are data
flow-oriented, describing the information flow between tasks. However, at the same time,
there is growing demand for a more controlled approach to workflows in the life science
domain [111; 144; 77]. Most existing workflow systems in the life science domain, such as
Taverna [146; 147; 148] and Kepler [11; 129], lack the facilities to model advanced control
structures such as conditional branching and iteration (loops).

Some others, such as Triana [134], support these control structures, but still miss the
key functionality to perform late binding. Bowers et al.[11; 31] have tried to tackle this
problem in Kepler [129] by defining primitives for actor replacements. However, the re-
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placement is still done at design time instead of instantiation time. As mentioned in
the previous chapter, late binding in Taverna is only available through the RShell plu-
gin [125; 217] and the BioMOBY plugin for Taverna [107]. JOpera [151] is an example of a
hybrid workflow system. A key difference between JOpera and the system we present, e-
BioFlow, is that the first supports late binding only using special constructs and the latter
supports late binding by default.

Van der Aalst [202] and Jablonski and Bussler [99] distinguish three perspectives on
workflows:

Control flow perspective: Tasks can seldom if ever be performed in an arbitrary order.
The control flow perspective defines dependencies between tasks and the way tasks
will be executed (sequential, parallel, conditional or iterative).

Data flow perspective: Tasks can consume and produce information. The data flow per-
spective defines these producer/consumer relations between tasks.

Resource perspective: Tasks can often be executed by a class of resources rather than by
a single resource. The resource perspective defines the relation between tasks and
the classes of resources that can execute them.

As we will explain later, these three perspectives are not orthogonal but interact and
therefore deserve equal attention in a workflow design tool. These perspectives can be
used to model, visualise and check workflows.

Workflow models, and diagrams in general, are very suitable as visualisation and com-
munication means [160; 99; 55]. However, most workflow design systems mainly focus on
structuring and connecting tasks; the visualisation aspect often gets little attention [79].
Workflow visualisation is not limited to showing dependency relations between tasks, but
can also show the types of data that flow between the tasks and what types of resources are
able to perform the tasks. In existing systems, these different aspects (if supported at all)
are often combined in a single diagram which results in cluttering of information [151].
This is counterproductive; if anything, visualisation should advance rather than hinder
understanding.

Formal checking of workflows is important, especially when the workflow becomes
complex. Scientists have to show that their experiment conforms to quality standards in
their field [17] whereas business modelers have to create consistent, optimized, and pos-
sibly automated business processes [68; 99; 203]. Workflow models enable formal chec-
king from all the three perspectives, control flow perspective (soundness [199]), data flow
perspective [23; 197; 244] and resource perspective [99; 203; 22].
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6.3 The e-BioFlow editor: a new type of workflow editor

The e-BioFlow system provides three perspectives: control flow, data flow and resource
perspective, through a tabbed graphical user interface (Figure 6.1). Each perspective is
represented by a tab. Additionally, e-BioFlow provides tabs for the enactment of work-
flows (Chapter 7), the analysis of provenance data (Chapter 8) and explorative workflow
design (Chapter 10). The workflow designer is able to work in a single perspective at a
time without being restricted to the functionality of a single perspective. As section 6.3.4
will explain, changes in one perspective are propagated to the other perspectives where-
ver appropriate.

Figure 6.1: The e-BioFlow workflow system.

The workflow language that e-BioFlow uses, the e-BioFlow language, extends the YAWL
workflow language [202]. YAWL is a formal workflow language based on the Petri net
formalism. This formalism, originally introduced for representing concurrent processes,
provides powerful analysis techniques to validate workflows [199]. YAWL enables one to
model all workflow patterns described by Van der Aalst et al. [201]. The YAWL system itself
comes with a design tool that, however, only enables one to design control flow structu-
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res and does not explicitly consider the data flow and resource perspectives. e-BioFlow
complements YAWL by adding the data flow perspective and the resource perspective.

The concepts used in the e-BioFlow language to represent workflows are:

Task: A task is an abstraction of work to be done. This is also known as an activity [19].
Taverna calls this a processor [146].

Atomic task: An elementary representation of work [200].

Composite task: A task that can be black boxed or white boxed; in the latter case, we can
also call it a subworkflow.

Workflow: A workflow defines a set of tasks, the dependencies between the tasks, the
data that flows among the tasks and the required capabilities to execute the tasks.

Specification: A specification is a container for workflow models. One of the workflows
is the root model, the others are subworkflows.

Dependency (Control Flow perspective): A relation between two tasks that defines en-
actment order: a certain task cannot start until another task has finished [173].

Dependency condition (Control Flow perspective): Every task has a start condition and
an end condition describing, respectively, the way the task depends on prior tasks
and the way it should activate next tasks [202].

Port (Data Flow perspective): A task can have multiple input and output ports for con-
suming and producing data, respectively. Ports are also known as parameters [151].

Object type (Data Flow perspective): The object type describes the type of information
an input port accepts and an output port delivers.

Pipe (Data Flow perspective): A pipe defines a data dependency between two tasks, where
data produced by the prior task is consumed by the next task [173].

Role (Resource perspective): A role describes the required capabilities to execute a task [19;
68].

Actor (Resource perspective): An actor is a resource capable to fulfill a particular role
and therefore to perform a certain class of tasks [19].

Every workflow has at least two tasks, namely the start and the end task. These two
tasks are used respectively to provide the workflow’s input data and to collect the work-
flow’s output data.
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Figure 6.2: Task box representation in the three perspectives.

e-BioFlow supports hierarchical workflows; a task is either atomic or composite. Hier-
archy is a very important property of workflow models. It helps to structure large dia-
grams and provides a means for abstraction [199]. The user can choose a task to be com-
posite, in which case the task is white boxed into a subworkflow, but can alternatively
choose to ignore the way a task is implemented, leaving it black boxed. The e-BioFlow
editor is flexible with respect to task expansion. Multiple composite tasks can be white
boxed to the same subworkflow. The user does not need to know in advance whether a
task will be expanded into a subworkflow.

Next we will describe the three perspectives as they are offered to the workflow de-
signer by e-BioFlow. The use of these perspective will be illustrated using a simple life
science case in section 6.4.

6.3.1 Control flow perspective

The control flow perspective visualises tasks as boxes. There is often a specific order in
which tasks can be executed due to dependencies between tasks. Tasks can be execu-
ted in sequential, parallel, conditional and iterative order. The control flow perspective
visualises the dependencies as arrows from one task to the next.

Multiple tasks can depend on the same task and a single task can depend on multiple
tasks. Like in YAWL, the way a task depends on others is controlled by join and split types.
The split type defines the way a task should activate next tasks. The join type defines the
way in which a task has to wait for prior tasks. The join and split types are attached to,
respectively, the left side and right side of the task’s box (Figure 6.2(a)). Van der Aalst et
al. [202] distinguish four different types of splits: SINGLE (a task has only one next task to
be activated), AND (a task should activate all next tasks), OR (a task should activate one
or more of the next tasks), and XOR (only one of the next tasks should be activated).

Condition statements are used to determine the tasks to be activated in case of a XOR
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split or an OR split. These statements are attached to the dependencies between tasks.
The e-BioFlow language uses the XPath language to define them, because it extends the
YAWL language which uses XPath too. Conditional statements in e-BioFlow can refer to
data consumed or data produced by the task. Not everyone is an expert in XPath or knows
about the XML document structure used by e-BioFlow. Therefore, next to a traditional
text editor, the control flow perspective provides a wizard to help the user create the desi-
red XPath expressions. Using this wizard, the user can select a logical test operator and
the data to perform the test on. The XPath expression generated can be updated using
the wizard, but also by hand.

The join types are similar to the split types: SINGLE (a task depends on just one prior
task), AND (a task has to wait for all prior tasks to finish), OR (a task has to wait for one or
more of the prior tasks to finish), and XOR (a task has to wait for one of the prior tasks to
finish).

The symbols used in the YAWL language are confusing and not easy to remember.
Therefore, we have defined our own symbols, which are presented in figure 6.3. The visu-
alisation of the “Single” type contains a single line, which shows that only one connection
is allowed. The “AND”, “OR” and the “XOR” splits and joins are represented by the first
letters of their meanings: ‘A’, ‘O’ and ‘X’ respectively.

Single And Or Xor

e-BioFlow

YAWL

(a)

Single And Or Xor

e-BioFlow

YAWL

(b)

Figure 6.3: Symbols representing the four different join types (a) and split types (b).

Since the e-BioFlow language extends the YAWL language, all workflow patterns sup-
ported by YAWL are also supported by the e-BioFlow workflow language. For example,
like YAWL, e-BioFlow supports the various multiple instance patterns. The cancellation
pattern, on the other hand, is supported but cannot be modelled using the control flow
perspective yet. Support for this pattern requires an update of the control flow perspec-
tive.
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6.3.2 Data flow perspective

Tasks are visualised as boxes, as in the control flow perspective. The input ports and out-
put ports are represented as small boxes, distributed over, respectively, the left and the
right borders of the task box (Figure 6.2(b)). The names of the ports become visible when
the user moves the mouse cursor over the port. The user can add and remove ports using
the configuration dialog of a task. The size of a task box grows proportionally to the num-
ber of ports to keep the ports distinguishable.

Each input and output port has a name, an object type and a cardinality. The object
type and cardinality together define the data a task can produce or can consume. The
object type describes the type of data a port can consume or produce and contains syn-
tactic and semantic information. The object types are collected from repositories, such as
WSDL files and MOBY-S Centrals. The level of detail in which an object type is described
depends on the information stored in these repositories. The cardinality defines the num-
ber of items a task produces or consumes. Two types of cardinality are supported: UNIT
and COLLECTION. The first means one item at a time is produced or consumed; the lat-
ter a set of items can be produced or consumed. e-BioFlow supports deeper levels of
collections through new object types. Altough the current version of the e-BioFlow work-
flow engine does not support streaming, this property can be used to apply streaming.
The data flow perspective uses pipes to model data transfer between tasks. A pipe is vi-
sualised as an arrow between the corresponding output port and input port. e-BioFlow
supports data compatibility checking using the object types and the cardinality. A pipe
is normally coloured black. In case the object types or the cardinalities of the input port
and output port do not match, the arrow is coloured red, denoting this pipe to be invalid.

6.3.3 Resource perspective

e-BioFlow uses a ternary relationship between tasks, actors and roles to support late bin-
ding. An actors is the real resource, such as a web service. The role describes the abilities
an actor is required to have to be able to perform the task [203]. Put simply, the role de-
fines the type of service required. Roles can be played by different actors and actors are
able to play different roles, possibly at the same time [68; 178; 203]. If an actor plays a
certain role, it acts as a contractor and it is responsible for the work it accepts. The loose
coupling between task and actor makes a workflow model reusable, even if some actors
are not available [129]. A role description should contain enough information to choose
a suitable actor for playing the role and executing the task [239]. An actor is able to exe-
cute a task if and only if it is able to fill the role assigned to that task [203]. In this view,
the designer uses the editor to only specify constraints on the binding by means of roles.
The workflow engine is responsible to perform the actor-role binding. How the workflow
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engine can do that is described in the next chapter. The workflow designer can set the
preferred actor to play the role and to execute the task in the resource perspective. At exe-
cution time, the engine will choose the preferred actor if available, and else, it will look
for alternative actors.

The workflow is visualised as a graph in the resource perspective, too. The visualisa-
tion of the resource perspective is closely related to the control flow perspective, in order
to keep the dependency relations in sight. However, the join and split condition informa-
tion is left out. Each role is painted as a box around the task it is assigned to and contains
the name of the role (Figure 6.2(c)). Users can assign roles to tasks by dragging roles from
a repository and dropping them on tasks.

The current implementation of the resource perspective limits the workflow designer
to only assign roles to atomic tasks. An alternative would be to link every composite task
to a role called “enactment engine” with the intended meaning that subworkflows can
be run by workflow engines different from the one that happens to be running the pa-
rent workflow. Subworkflows could use different execution strategies, similar to Kepler,
where directors are used to specify the execution strategy for each workflow [31]. The
result would be a framework that encompasses both atomic and composite tasks. But
it would also introduce a potential source of confusion, because for most atomic tasks a
role entails a choice that will be made when the workflow is enacted. For composite tasks
there is never such a choice: the e-BioFlow engine is built on top of the YAWL engine and
therefore a subworkflow is always enacted by the engine of its parent task.

6.3.4 Linking the perspectives

All three perspectives represent the tasks of a workflow as vertices of the graph. To sim-
plify switching between these perspectives, task positions and task sizes remain the same
in all perspectives. Additionally, the zoom level and the focus point of the graph are cou-
pled among the three perspectives. As mentioned above, the three perspectives focus
on different but related information of the workflow model. To illustrate the tight cou-
pling between the perspectives, we will briefly discuss two scenarios. In one scenario, Fi-
gure 6.4(a), the workflow designer has drawn two data pipes in the data flow perspective.
Although the workflow designer has not modelled a dependency, there is a dependency
between the “Align Sequences” task and the two prior tasks. The “Align Sequences” task
cannot start before the two “Get Sequence” tasks have delivered their data. e-BioFlow au-
tomatically detects these dependencies, called inferred dependencies. When it detects an
inferred dependency, it visualises the dependency as a dashed line in the control flow per-
spective. If the workflow designer would later remove the data pipes, e-BioFlow removes
the inferred dependencies in the control flow perspective automatically.
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In the other scenario, Figure 6.4(b), the designer has first inserted dependencies bet-
ween the tasks using the control flow perspective. These are shown as solid lines. Later,
the designer inserts data pipes using the data flow perspective. The solid lines in the con-
trol flow perspective are not affected, because the dependencies they represent are not
inferred but inserted explicitly by the designer. For the same reason, if the designer later
removes the data pipes, the dependencies in the control flow perspective are not removed
by the e-BioFlow editor.

Get

Sequence 2

Align

Sequences

Get

Sequence 1

Get

Sequence 2

Align

Sequences

Get

Sequence 1

Data Flow Perspective Control Flow Perspective

(a) The alignment task requires two inputs (left) and therefore it has to wait until both
prior tasks have finished (right).

Get

Sequence

Get

Similar

Sequences

Get

Sequence ID

Get

Sequence

Get

Similar

Sequences

Get

Sequence ID

Data Flow Perspective Control Flow Perspective

(b) The task that searches for similar sequences requires either a sequence identifier or a
sequence as input (left) and therefore has to wait until one of the prior tasks has finished
(right).

Figure 6.4: Two examples showing the relationship between the control flow perspective and the data
flow perspective.

The e-BioFlow editor helps the user to determine the join and split type of tasks. By
default, the join and split type are both set to SINGLE. If a task depends on multiple prior
tasks, the editor automatically sets the join type to AND, XOR and OR. The choice depends
on whether, from a data flow perspective point of view, data is required from two tasks (for
example Figure 6.4(a)) or only from one task (for example Figure 6.4(b)). When all but one
dependencies are removed, the join type is automatically set to SINGLE. The split type of
a task is automatically set to SINGLE, if just one task follows up this task, and to AND if
two or more tasks follow up this task. The workflow designer is able to change the join
and split type.
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A relation exists between the resource perspective and the data flow perspective. The
role definition depends more or less on the input and output data types of a task, because
not every actor can deal with all types of data [22]. This means that the role description
describes the ability to consume and to produce respectively the input and output data.
Therefore, if an actor plays a role, it should be able to work with the input and output
data [99]. e-BioFlow helps the workflow designer to construct correct task definitions
with respect to input ports and output ports.

The workflow designer can create task definitions by prototyping. e-BioFlow presents
all available actors in a tree structure based on the operation they perform, called the task
panel (Figure 6.5). This panel is positioned at the left side of the workflow panel in the
editor. The task panel provides a search box to search for actors based on service name,
operation type, input and output data and authority. Only actors that match the search
criteria are shown. The workflow designer can drag and drop actors from the task panel
to the workflow panel. This actor will be used as a prototype to generate the task, from a
data flow perspective to create the corresponding ports, and from a resource perspective
to attach the corresponding role. Additionally, the actor is set as the preferred actor to
execute the workflow. The workflow engine uses this as a hint for actor selection.

Figure 6.5: The task panel in e-BioFlow’s user interface and its enlargement. The task panel enables
the workflow designer to search tasks based on the name, description, authority, inputs and
outputs. Only tasks that match the criteria are shown.
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6.3.5 An architectural view and some implementation details

All three perspectives use, visualise and modify the same underlying workflow model. If
this model is modified in a certain perspective, the other perspectives have to be noti-
fied to update their visualisations to reflect the change. Therefore, each perspective is
registered to a software component called the specification controller (Figure 6.6).
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Data Flow
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Perspective

Specification Controller
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New perspectives can 
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Specification
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Every perspective is 
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Figure 6.6: The specification controller links the different perspectives to the specification.

The specification controller works on top of the workflow specification. It has two
main purposes. First, it notifies all perspectives when the specification model is modi-
fied. These changes concern structural changes (i.e., a new task is inserted or a depen-
dency is removed) as well as graphical changes (i.e., a task is repositioned, the zooming
level is changed or the graph is repositioned using scrollbars). Second, the specification
controller is the only component that is allowed to modify the specification. If an action
is performed in a certain perspective, then this perspective sends a request to the speci-
fication controller to execute this action. Normally, the specification controller executes
the action and sends an event to all perspectives to notify that the workflow model has
changed. The specification controller also takes care of the undo/redo history.

Using a central specification controller for all perspectives, it is easier to introduce
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new components working on top of the workflow model, such as checkers for each per-
spective. When these components are registered to the perspective, they automatically
receive all notification events. A specification controller belongs to a single workflow spe-
cification. The e-BioFlow editor can handle multiple specification controllers to have its
users open specifications simultaneously.

e-BioFlow is implemented in Java1 and uses the JGraph2 graph package. The de-
fault implementation of e-BioFlow is supplied with a limited set of object types, roles
and actors, but is not restricted to this set. It supports plugins through the Java Plugin
Framework 3. Developers can easily extend e-BioFlow with new perspectives without af-
fecting the original code. Object types, roles and actors are accessed from repositories,
which can easily be extended or replaced as well due to e-BioFlow plugin-based architec-
ture. New (local and remote) repositories can be created by extending existing reposito-
ries or adapting the provided abstract Java interfaces for these repositories. The current
implementation has support for BioMOBY’s MOBY-S services and SOAP/WSDL services;
both implemented as plugins. Both plugins support multiple repositories (MOBY-S Cen-
trals/SOAP/WSDL locations) in parallel. They will be further discussed in the next chap-
ter.

e-BioFlow uses its own file format for storing workflow specifications. Control flow
and data flow related information of a specification can be exported to the YAWL enact-
ment engine format to execute a workflow. The data flow related information is translated
into YAWL’s task variables, net variables and XPath expressions.

e-BioFlow is able to export control flow related information to the open XML Process
Definition Language (XPDL) format [191], which is maintained by the Workflow Mana-
gement Coalition (WfMC). e-BioFlow can import YAWL and SCUFL, the language of Ta-
verna [146; 145].

6.4 A simple life science case: sequence alignment

Jane uses e-BioFlow to perform a series of sequence alignments. She has designed a work-
flow that retrieves two sequences and uses them as inputs for the alignment task. The
alignment report is shown to the user and the user is asked whether she wants to align
another sequence.

The three perspectives of the workflow Jane has designed are presented in Figure 6.7.
Each perspective shows limited but complementary information about the workflow to
keep the visualisation usable and comprehensible. The control flow (Figure 6.7(a)) shows

1http://www.java.sun.com, last visited: December 2009
2http://www.jgraph.com, last visited: December 2009
3http://jpf.sourceforge.net/, last visited: December 2009

http://www.java.sun.com
http://www.jgraph.com
http://jpf.sourceforge.net/
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the order of task execution. The start task activates both tasks to retrieve sequences. The
sequence alignment has to wait until these two sequences are collected, denoted by an
AND join. When the alignment is performed, the results are shown. The XOR split of this
task defines that either a next iteration of the sequence alignment is started or the end
task is activated. The dotted arrows denote dependencies inferred from pipes present in
the data flow perspective.
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Figure 6.7: The different perspectives on a sequence alignment workflow.

The data flow (Figure 6.7(b)) shows the data transfer between the tasks. The alignment
task gets input sequences from both prior tasks; the alignment report is send to the task
that shows the results. This task delivers a ’continue’ value as output, which is used to
determine whether a next iteration should be done. The bold red arrow between the “Get
Seq2" task and the “Align Sequences” task denotes a data incompatibility problem. Jane
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has to correct this problem.
The roles of the tasks are shown in figure 6.7(c). The start and end task do not have

roles, since these are used by the enactment engine to provide input data and to collect
output data. Both tasks for getting the input sequences require a sequence retrieval actor,
such as an EBI retrieval service, so a sequence retrieval role is attached to each of the
two tasks. An alignment role is attached to the “Align Sequence” task. This task can be
executed by, for example, in-house software or again a web service. The task that shows
the results requires a user interaction actor. Of course, the binding of the tasks to the
actors will be done by the workflow engine.

6.5 Conclusion

The user interface of the e-BioFlow workflow editor provides a control flow perspective,
a data flow perspective and a resource perspective. Using these three perspectives, the
workflow designer can model both control flow and data flow related information of a
workflow and design workflows that are independent of resources.

The control flow and data flow perspective each provides its own type of validation,
which makes it easier to find inconsistencies in the model. Validation from a control flow
perspective is possibly through exporting the workflow to the format YAWL uses. Em-
bedding YAWL’s validation tools into e-BioFlow is future work. Validation from a data
flow perspective is possible directly from within the e-BioFlow editor. Validation in the
resource perspective is currently not available, because more investigation is required to
support a formal validation in this perspective. But, the e-BioFlow editor helps the work-
flow designer to construct correct task-role relationships by means of prototyping. The
existence of web portals, such as myExperiment, introduces a new opportunity, namely
workflow sharing. Workflow sharing, however, becomes difficult if workflow specificati-
ons are tied to specific resources, as we have already seen in the previous chapter. The
e-BioFlow language and the e-BioFlow editor provides facilities to design templates for
experiments independent of the resources available at design time. The workflow desig-
ner is able to model almost all aspects of a scientific workflow using the three perspectives
provided by the editor.

The workflow models designed using e-BioFlow become a general solution for a group
of problems, independent of specific resources. A workflow model may thus become an
ideal scaffold for a problem-solving environment. But it still requires a redesign of the
way workflow engines currently operate. The enactment engine is not only responsible
for triggering tasks to start execution, but also for task assignments to actors based on
role descriptions. In the next chapter, we will discuss the e-BioFlow engine, which fully
supports late binding and can execute the workflows designed in the e-BioFlow editor.





Chapter 7
The workflow engine as a movie set

7.1 Introduction

Workflow systems facilitate in-silico life science experiments by providing bioinformati-
cians access to various (online) scientific resources and helping them connect these re-
sources. Due to workflow sharing solutions, such as myExperiment [72; 76], workflows
have become resources themselves for sharing and exchanging knowledge of an experi-
ment. Bioinformaticians reuse workflows for constructing and executing similar experi-
ments [70]. Furthermore, workflows are increasingly accepted as means for publication
to share experiments and experiment results [70].

A workflow specification often contains physical locations of the resources used. As
shown in Chapter 5, resources can be (temporarily) unavailable, can be replaced or mo-
ved to a different location. This complicates workflow reuse [85]. Delaying the choice
of resources until instantiation time would be a solution [70], and is known as late bin-
ding [179; 239].

In the previous chapter, we have introduced the e-BioFlow workflow editor [218]. This
editor is a so-called hybrid workflow editor: it can model aspects from both the control
flow perspective and the data flow perspective of a workflow. With late binding in mind,
we introduced a third perspective in that chapter, called the resource perspective, to dis-
tinguish between the task to be executed and the resource to execute the task. Although
the workflow designer creates workflows by dragging and dropping real resources, such as
web services, into the workflow graph, the specification is not bound to these resources.
These resources are used as examples to construct the task definition in the workflow.
The resources are set as preferred or suggested ones, but the workflow enactor can still
search for alternatives hosted by different organisations at runtime.
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In this chapter, we introduce the e-BioFlow workflow engine, which can enact the
workflows designed in the e-BioFlow editor. The architecture of the engine is based on
the movie set metaphor to provide an easy-to-understand and extensible structure to im-
plement late binding. The e-BioFlow engine has been arranged with support for different
types of bioinformatics web services, different scripting languages, and user interaction.
The engine is an integrated part of the e-BioFlow workflow system.

We will first give an overview of related work and introduce the terms used in the rest
of the chapter. Second, we present the Movie Metaphor and, third, we will show how it is
applied to the e-BioFlow engine. We will end with a discussion and future work.

7.2 Behind the scene: related work

Only a few life science workflow systems currently support late binding. ESCOGITARE
supports late binding, but is built on the Globus Toolkit [67] and therefore it requires ser-
vices to be compliant with the WS-Resource Framework (WSRF) [82]. KNIME [26], Pe-
gasus [54] and Triana [134; 187] all focus on grid computing in which computationally
intensive jobs are scheduled among a cluster of computers. This is somewhat different
from the definition we use, according to which late binding denotes the abstraction of
tasks from specific web services until execution time. JOpera [150; 151] supports late bin-
ding, but requires special constructs in the workflow design to model this.

Our solution borrows terms from the movie set. Kepler [31; 11] uses terms from the
movie set too, but not to support late binding, but to be flexible with respect to execu-
tion models. An execution model refers to the way actors exchange data and is called a
director. Kepler provides different directors, such as the continuous time director and the
discrete event director. The term actor is used to refer to resources. However, no distinc-
tion is made between the actor and the task it executes, so the choice of actors to execute
a task is made at design time of the workflow. Kepler supports late binding by means of
actor replacement [129], but requires the workflow designer to use special constructs at
design time.

Adams et al. [3] have extended the YAWL [200] system to support worklets. A worklet
is a workflow that handles one specific task in a larger, composite workflow. The use of
worklets enables the design of abstract, reusable workflows that can be used for different
cases with a similar high level structure. The extension is implemented as a new YAWL
environment. The YAWL engine delegates tasks to environments. This worklet environ-
ment contains a registry of the worklets available. Once the engine activates a task, the
worklet environment dynamically chooses the most appropriate worklet. The worklet is
also executed by the YAWL engine, but as a separate workflow instance. A major diffe-
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rence between the worklet approach and the approach we present is that this approach
operates at workflow level by substituting tasks by subworkflows. Our approach operates
at resource level instead.

Workflow systems provide access to different type of resources, of which the most
important are web services, local services, scripting engines and user interaction. Among
the web services, SOAP/WSDL services are most popular, possibly because of the high
number of these services available and the multitude of libraries available to access them.
YAWL and WS-BPEL are examples of business workflow systems that provide access to
SOAP/WSDL services. Taverna [146; 147; 148], Kepler [11; 129] and Triana [134; 187] are
well-known examples of life science workflow systems that can access such services.

The MOBY-S framework [234; 233; 235; 188], developed by the BioMOBY Consortium,
is specific for the life science domain. Software packages for Java and Perl are available
to access this registry. These software packages provide facilities to search for a service
based on service description, service type, service provider, and the data type it produces
or consumes. Many life science applications provide access to MOBY-S services, such as
Gbrowse MOBY [232], REMORA [40], Seahawk [80], but at the moment Taverna is the only
workflow system that provides access to MOBY-S framework [107].

As discussed in Chapter 4, scripting is used in workflows for many reasons, among
others, to perform data transformation [174; 30], to implement tasks not available as web
services or local services [106], and to create interaction tasks [239]. Many workflow sys-
tems have support for scripting languages. The Pilot system [106] provides scripting fa-
cilities by means of its PilotScript language. This language, however, requires its users to
learn a whole new scripting language. Scripting will be easier and less error prone, if users
can choose the scripting languages they are already familiar with. Most workflow systems
have connectivity to existing programming languages [18]. Taverna enables its users to
program snippets of Java code by means of the Java BeanShell processor [125]. The I3

system [33] supports three broadly used programming languages, namely Java, Ruby and
Perl. An example of an activity that cannot be packed into a single web service is statis-
tical analysis, because it highly depends on the experiment at issue. In the life science
domain, R [98] is a language much used to perform statistical analysis [116]. Therefore,
we have created RShell [125; 215], a plugin for Taverna to add support for this language
(Appendix D). For the same reason, the I3 system and KNIME support this language.

Restructuring data before passing it to another task is essential [174] and is often done
by creating small scripts. The MOBY-S plugin for Taverna provides a different approach. It
has so-called composer and splitter tasks, which are local services that help the workflow
designer to automatically compose and decompose the XML structures defined in the
MOBY Central without scripting [107]. Automatically composing and decomposing XML
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Figure 7.1: The role attached to a task describes the required capabilities of an actor to be allowed to
execute a task.

data structures is less error prone than scripting. For similar reasons, Taverna provides
facilities to split and compose XML data structures defined in WSDL files.

User interaction is employed in scientific workflows to show intermediate results to
the users for making a selection, or for giving some feedback. The scripting facilities can
also help to construct interactive tasks [125], but programming a user-friendly interactive
task can be difficult for the less experienced programmer.

ESCOGITARE [119] and Taverna [120] both have so called interaction services to help
the designer to construct user interaction tasks. The idea is borrowed from business
workflows, such as Lynx [209], where the user gets notified by an e-mail message when
an interaction service is activated. This message contains a URL to a dynamically gene-
rated web page to interact with the user. These types of service are highly configurable
to support a large set of interactions. To construct such services, the user still needs to
program.

7.3 A workflow system as a movie set

The Movie Metaphor is introduced in the Dutch Driving Simulator [221; 222] to create an
easy-to-understand architecture that supports dynamic generation of traffic scenarios.
In the Movie Metaphor, the world is seen as a movie set in which actors play roles and
execute tasks conforming to that role (Figure 7.1). We will demonstrate that this metaphor
can be applied to a workflow system to create an easy-to-understand architecture for a
workflow engine.

The workflow specification is the script of the movie. The designer of the workflow
specification is, in fact, a script writer.

Instantiating a workflow specification can be compared to making a movie. On the
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Table 7.1: Terms in the movie set and their usage in the workflow paradigm.

Term On the movie set In workflow context

Script The story describing the movie. A (hierarchical) workflow specifica-
tion. A workflow specifies the tasks
to be executed, the order of execu-
tion, and the exchange of informa-
tion between tasks.

Scene A unit of actions, taken at a single lo-
cation.

A (sub)workflow, consisting of tasks
constituting a higher level task.

Actor A person with the capabilities to
play a certain role.

A resource, such as a web service or
script engine, that is able to perform
a certain task.

Role Specification of a character and its
tasks.

A specification of the type of actor
required to perform a task.

Director Person who directs the movie. The workflow engine; it selects and
schedules tasks.

Casting director Person responsible for selecting ac-
tors based on the role descriptions.

The component that selects actors
based on the role attached to the
task.

movie set, the services are the actors and the workflow engine is the director. The role de-
scribes the type of actor required to execute the task [218]. The director controls the set;
it selects the tasks to be executed based on the script. The director does not work in iso-
lation but gets help from the casting director to select the actors to execute tasks (known
as actor assignment [19]). Like the script of a theatrical play, a workflow specification can
be performed (instantiated) more than once and each performance can have different
actors involved. Table 7.1 presents an overview of the terms we have borrowed from the
movie set, what they stand for and how they can be interpreted in a workflow context.

The actors, director and casting director interact. Based on the script, the director
determines the tasks to be executed. For each of these tasks, the director asks the casting
director for an actor to execute it. The casting director searches for an actor in so-called
actor repositories, which function as casting agencies. Multiple actors can be available
to play the same role. Based on the task and the role attached to it, the casting director
selects a capable actor and delivers it to the director. In workflow terms, a suitable service
(web service, command line tool or an interactive application) is selected based on the
role (type of service) and the task (operation type, input data and desired output data).
The director delegates the task to the selected actor, which then executes the task. Besides
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selecting tasks and delegating tasks to actors, the director is also responsible for providing
and accepting the data consumed and produced by actors.

7.4 The life science movie set

In e-BioFlow, the architecture of the workflow engine has been arranged to provide access
to various life science resources. Actors are available to execute SOAP/WSDL and MOBY-S
services, scripts written in three different languages and an interaction task. Additionally,
e-BioFlow provides composers and decomposers to construct and parse XML structures
used by the web services. The system can be extended with, among others, support for
other protocols and scripting languages.

7.4.1 Using YAWL as a director

The implementation of the director is built on an existing workflow engine called the
YAWL system [200]. YAWL is an open source workflow engine, written in Java. The YAWL
engine can run workflows described in the control flow language with the same name,
YAWL (Yet Another Workflow Language) [202]. As mentioned above, the engine schedu-
les and delegates tasks of a workflow to so-called environments and therefore closely mat-
ches the director functionality. These environments normally access web services. Each
environment usually represents a single protocol. To add support for new protocols, one
has to implement a new environment. A task definition in YAWL contains a reference to
the service to be invoked. The engine uses this reference to determine to which environ-
ment the task needs to be delegated. The corresponding environment uses the reference
to invoke the service. When it has finished the service invocation, it notifies the engine
and sends the results to the engine.

The language YAWL is normally used to describe business processes. The adoption
of a business workflow language into the life science domain is not unusual. ESCOGI-
TARE [119], for example, uses BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) to benefit
from the flexibility that business workflow languages provide. In contrast to BPEL, YAWL
is a formal workflow language [35], which becomes of special importance when work-
flows become large. At the moment, YAWL lacks functionalities important for the life
science domain:

• Late binding is not supported, because service references are hard-coded in the
task definition. These references are used by the engine to determine the environ-
ment to invoke the service.
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• The engine uses XPath expressions in conditional branching to determine the bran-
ches to activate. Not all workflow designers are familiar with XPath.

• The YAWL engine has problems with large data sets, because data is stored in wor-
king memory using an XML data structure.

• In its current state, YAWL only supports SOAP/WSDL services. YAWL is not able to
access other protocols, such as the MOBY-S services, and to invoke scripting engi-
nes, such as the R interpeter.

Although YAWL in its current state does not fulfill the requirements to execute life
science workflows, it is a better starting point than data flow oriented systems, because
of the control flow patterns it supports. The use of environments makes the YAWL engine
highly adaptable to support a variety of protocols.

An environment of actors

The current implementation of e-BioFlow uses the original YAWL engine code with little
modifications. We have created a new environment for YAWL called the actor environ-
ment, which takes care of all tasks to be executed. The actor environment contains all
actors. Each actor is a protocol-dependent service invoker, and represents a single ser-
vice. It is possible that two actors represent the same service, but use different protocols.
As mentioned before, the actors are stored in actor repositories. In general, all actors
within the same repository use the same invocation protocol. Thanks to e-BioFlow’s plu-
gin architecture, new repositories can be implemented to add actors that support diffe-
rent invocation mechanisms.

Figure 7.2 illustrates the different actor repositories currently provided by e-BioFlow
and the relations between the actors, the director and casting director.

When the director enables a task, it requests the casting director to find a suitable
actor. The casting director searches in the various actor repositories in the environment
using the role attached to the task. Three situations can happen. i) Workflow designers
can have defined a preferred actor for a task. If the casting director finds this preferred
actor, it returns this actor. ii) If no preferred actor is set or available and only a single
actor is suitable, the casting director selects this actor. iii) If multiple actors are available,
the casting director asks the user to make a choice. Automatic service selection is only
appreciated if a service needs to be selected from among a set of mirrors, because the
bioinformatician wants to keep in control of the resource selection. But in practice, it is
difficult to determine the most up-to-date service or mirror [142]. The user can set the
chosen actor to be the preferred actor for this role in this workflow run. The director
delegates the task to the actor chosen.
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task (c).
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More advanced actor selection procedures can be added by implementing a new cas-
ting director. For example, actors can be selected using a kind of priority list, based on
preference, quality or availability, just like bioinformaticians normally do [116].

Passing data between actors using references

YAWL uses workflow variables as intermediate storage locations to pass data between
tasks [200]. These workflow variables form a shared memory among the tasks in a work-
flow and can be accessed by all tasks. Internally, the YAWL engine uses a single XML
document per workflow stored in main memory for book-keeping the workflow varia-
bles. In the YAWL editor, the workflow designer has to define XPath expressions when a
task needs to get access to the workflow variables in the XML document. The way YAWL
handles data is not suitable to deal with the large data sets the life science domain works
with, for three reasons. First, the amount of data generated during the run of a large life
science workflow will not fit in main memory. For example, the use case in the next chap-
ter generates almost 3GB data. At the moment, an average desktop computer cannot keep
this amount of data in main memory. Second, every time the YAWL engine reads a varia-
ble, it creates a copy of the data contained in a workflow variable. Third, when the data
stored in a workflow variable is XML itself, YAWL recognises this as being part of the XML
document structure instead of the value of a workflow variable. As a result, the data can
be written, but not read.

Before a specification designed in e-BioFlow is passed to the YAWL engine, e-BioFlow
translates it to the format YAWL uses. The e-BioFlow engine uses pipes to model data
transfer between two tasks. Every pipe connects a single output of a task to a single input
of another task; multiple pipes can exists between tasks. At instantiation time, e-BioFlow
translates each pipe to a workflow variable and creates XPath expressions to write to and
to read from this workflow variable (Figure 7.3).

e-BioFlow prevents creating multiple copies of the data by using references to these
data. In case of a data transfer between two tasks, e-BioFlow writes the references to the
data produced into the workflow variables, instead of the data itself. The data is stored in
a central storage place named the data manager. This data manager creates and returns
references to the data it stores. The actor that requires the data as input gets references to
the data from the engine. The actor can use these references to access the data. It requi-
res no knowledge about implementation details of the data manager. e-BioFlow currently
provides two data managers. The first keeps all data in main memory. The second uses a
PostgreSQL database 1 to store and retrieve data; the data is only in memory when retrie-
ved from or sent to an actor.

1http://www.postgresql.org, last visited: December 2009

http://www.postgresql.org
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Figure 7.3: The pipes used in e-BioFlow to define data transfer between tasks (a) are translated to the
workflow variables used in YAWL (b). ClustalW [194] is a life science web service to compare
DNA or protein sequences.

The use of references keeps the data out of the engine and therefore solves the three
problems mentioned above. Our solution also introduces a new problem. When condi-
tional branching is used in a workflow specification, XPath expressions are used to de-
cide which branches should be activated. Most XPath expressions refer to the data stored
in workflow variables. Due to the use of references, the real data is not present in the
workflow anymore. We have modified the YAWL engine to support references to evaluate
XPath expressions. The e-BioFlow editor helps the workflow designer to construct these
XPath expressions without requiring him to have knowledge about the syntax they have
and YAWL’s internal XML document for workflow variables.

7.4.2 Actors that invoke web services

In its current state, e-BioFlow has support for SOAP/WSDL and MOBY-S services. As men-
tioned before, SOAP/WSDL services are described in WSDL files. e-BioFlow has no sup-
port for a central registry for SOAP/WSDL services, such as UDDI, since they are rarely
used in the life science domain. But, e-BioFlow is able to handle multiple WSDL files.
WSDL locations can be added to e-BioFlow’s configuration file. A WSDL file contains de-
finitions for data types, operations and bindings of operations to physical locations on
the web. All operations defined in the WSDL file are translated to roles and are registered
to e-BioFlow. If multiple WSDL files provide the same operation definition, only one role
is registered for that definition. For each WSDL location, an actor repository is created.
The bindings are translated to actors; these actors are stored in the corresponding actor
repository.
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Support for MOBY-S services is implemented in similar fashion. e-BioFlow has sup-
port for multiple MOBY Centrals. A MOBY Central contains a taxonomy of service types
and services. Service types can have children, which are either service types or services;
services are always childless. The service types are translated to roles and are registered
to e-BioFlow. If two Centrals contain the same service type, only one role representing
that service type is registered. In the user interface, the parent-child relationship of ser-
vice types is visualised in the list of available roles, to simplify the discovery of roles. An
actor repository is created for each MOBY Central. All the services within a Central are
translated to actors, which are stored in the corresponding actor repository.

7.4.3 Actors that can execute scripts

e-BioFlow contains a single role to denote scripting tasks, named the “scripting role”. It
is used for all scripting languages that e-BioFlow supports. This scripting role is a con-
figurable role: the workflow designer can specify the input the actor should consume,
the output it should produce, the script it should execute and the language the script is
written in. The definition of the script language contains the name and possibly a ver-
sion number. Both are used by the casting director to select a suitable actor for scripting
tasks. In this way, e-BioFlow supports multiple installations of interpreters for the same
programming language. This can be very useful when a specific version of a language is
required or when one installation provides libraries which other installations do not.

By default, e-BioFlow has actor implementations for the four scripting languages Java
BeanShell 2, R [98] 3, Perl 4 and Sleep 5:

Java BeanShell The Java BeanShell actor can execute BeanShell scripts. BeanShell is a
Java dialect to be executed by a Java package that supports dynamic execution of
Java code without the need to compile. It does not require the user to install additi-
onal software, because it is completely written in Java.

R: The R actor can execute scripts written in the R language. It is based on the implemen-
tation of the RShell plugin for Taverna [125; 217] (Appendix D). It uses the RServe
library [198], which turns the R interpreter into an R server. The R server uses a
TCP/IP connection to enable external programs to send data and scripts to the R
interpreter and to retrieve results. Our R actor is implemented as a client for this
server. Each time a script has to be executed, it sends the input data and the script

2http://www.beanshell.org, last visited: December 2009
3http://www.r-project.org, last visited: December 2009
4http://www.perl.org, last visited: December 2009
5http://sleep.dashnine.org, last visited: December 2009

http://www.beanshell.org
http://www.r-project.org
http://www.perl.org
http://sleep.dashnine.org
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to the server as a request operation. The R server executes the script and returns
the results to the R actor. Due to the TCP/IP connection used, e-BioFlow can access
remote installations of R with the RServe library installed. Multiple R actors can
exist side by side in e-BioFlow, which can be useful when different R interpreters
have different libraries installed.

Perl: To run Perl scripts, a local installation of the Perl interpreter is required. At startup,
e-BioFlow automatically searches for Perl interpreters at default locations. Paths
to interpreters can also be specified manually. Each interpreter found is represen-
ted is registered as a CGI-servlet to the Jetty server 6 and represents a Perl actor.
The Jetty server is a web server component also used by the YAWL engine embed-
ded in e-BioFlow. e-BioFlow supports multiple Perl interpreters at the same time.
The Perl actor uses XML-based Remote Procedure Calls technology (XML-RPC) 7 to
communicate with the interpreter.

Sleep: If no Perl installation is available and no special libraries are required, one can also
use the Sleep language, which has almost the same syntax as Perl. This interpreter
is completely written in Java and therefore does not require additional software to
be installed. Furthermore, it provides direct access to Java classes.

Of course, e-BioFlow is not restricted to these scripting languages. The reason for
picking these languages is that they are used by many bioinformaticians and they show
different approaches to support scripting within e-BioFlow. In the near future, adding
new scripting languages will become even simpler due to the existence of the “Scripting
support for Java Platform” 8.

7.4.4 Actors that help to pass data

Reformatting data exists at two levels: restructuring complex data structures and trans-
lating the encoding scheme that is used. A complex data structure is a composition of
other data structures. Restructuring data is solved in e-BioFlow for both complex WSDL
data types and complex MOBY-S data types. Both data types are XML based. e-BioFlow
provides composer and decomposer roles to help the workflow designer compose and
decompose XML data structures. A composer role defines the inputs required to con-
struct the complex data, and the output, which is the complex data. A decomposer role
defines the required input, which is the complex data, and the outputs, which are the sub-
fields of the complex data. The composer and decomposer roles handle only one level of

6http://www.mortbay.org, last visited: December 2009
7http://www.xmlrpc.com, last visited: December 2009
8http://java.sun.com/developer/technicalArticles/J2SE/Desktop/scripting, last visited: December 2009

http://www.mortbay.org
http://www.xmlrpc.com
http://java.sun.com/developer/technicalArticles/J2SE/Desktop/scripting
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complex types. If a nested complex data type needs to be further composed or decom-
posed, composer roles and decomposer roles can be chained to reach the desired level of
composition or decomposition. A composer actor and a decomposer actor are available
to play these roles and to automatically compose and split these complex data types.

The automatic composition of WSDL and MOBY-S data types is relatively simple, be-
cause both are XML documents. A huge number of generic XML builders and parsers are
available to compose and decompose these structures [2; 168]. If two services use the
same type of data but different encoding schemes, decomposing and composing will not
help. This is normally done by scripting. Of course, the scripting facilities provided by
e-BioFlow can help to do this.

7.4.5 An actor that interacts with the user

e-BioFlow provides a user interaction role and a user interaction actor to play that role.
The role defines a task to be an interaction task. The interaction actor presents a dialog
with fields showing the incoming data and fields in which the user can enter the outgoing
data of the task. This actor can visualise different types of data, among others, plain text,
XML, and graphical data such as JPG, PNG, SVG, and PDF.

This one-size-fits-all solution makes it very easy to define user interaction tasks in a
workflow specification. New interaction actors can be added to support more advanced
interaction patterns, such as navigating through the input data and making selections.
This is future work.

7.4.6 Recording the movie

The director generates 12 different types of events during the workflow enactment (Ta-
ble 7.2). Listeners can be registered to the director to receive these events. Receiving
these events is used among others to visualise the progress of the workflow enactment
and to implement the provenance system. Chapter 8 will discuss the provenance system
for e-BioFlow.

7.5 Conclusion

The hybrid workflow editor e-BioFlow discussed in the previous chapter has been com-
plemented with the e-BioFlow engine. Its architecture is based on the Movie Metaphor
to create an easy to understand and extensible architecture that supports late binding by
default. The responsibility of the components in the workflow execution environment
fairly match the staff involved in movie making. The tasks in the workflows designed in
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Table 7.2: An overview of the different events the director sends during workflow execution, categorised
per level of the workflow specification.

Level Event Description

Specification Instantiated A specification is instantiated.
Started The specification is started; the main workflow of the

specification can be instantiated now.
Finished The complete specification including the workflows

and tasks are finished.
Canceled The whole specification is canceled.

Workflow Instantiated The main workflow or a subworkflow has been instanti-
ated.

Started The workflow is started; the first task of the workflow
will now be started.

Finished The workflow, including all its tasks, is finished.
Canceled The execution of the workflow is canceled.

Task Instantiated A task is instantiated. Now, the casting director will
search for an suitable actor.

Started A suitable actor is found, the input data is available and
the task is started.

Finished The task is finished and the output data is available.
Canceled The task is canceled.

Dependency Followed This dependency is followed to activate the next task.
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e-BioFlow are not directly coupled to resources. Therefore, these specifications are easier
to reuse than workflow specifications made in other workflow systems. The approach of
Adams et al. [3] can perfectly complement our approach. This will result in a workflow sy-
stem that is not only able to perform late binding by choosing a resource at runtime, but
also by choosing worklets that represents subworkflows. We are aware of the large num-
ber of scientific and business workflow systems available. To prevent creating yet another
workflow system from scratch, the YAWL engine is used to fulfill the role of the director.
This engine has been modified to be able to deal with large data sets.

New protocols, scripting languages and user interaction tasks can easily be imple-
mented and connected to e-BioFlow due to its plugin structure. The e-BioFlow system has
been arranged to provide access to various life science resources. It can access many life
science web services due to the support of SOAP/WSDL and MOBY-S services. e-BioFlow
has support for different scripting languages, so workflow designer can choose the lan-
guage he prefers. A generic user interaction actor helps the workflow designer to create
interaction tasks in workflows. Data transformation takes a large part of the activities
of workflow designers. The composer and decomposer tasks and scripting possibilities
provided by e-BioFlow help them to perform these data transformations.





Chapter 8
Capturing provenance data in
e-BioFlow

8.1 Introduction

Provenance data comprise the complete derivation history of experiment results. These
data are as important as the experiment itself, because they are indispensable for asses-
sing the quality of the experiment results [70]. Provenance data make experiments repro-
ducible, simplify the discovery of changes in the underlying data and pay credit to the
owners of data and resources [71; 87; 175]. The provenance data are suitable for the in-
spection of (intermediate) results [84], for simulating the workflow model [163] and for
the validation of experiment results [237; 137]. Provenance data are only useful they are
interchangeable with peers. This is only feasible, if a standardised provenance model is
used [38; 4; 87; 18; 195]. Workflow systems are ideal platforms for automatically storing
provenance data [16]. They can manage what is called a process-oriented provenance
model [241; 175]. They ‘know’ which resources are accessed, when they are accessed and
what data are exchanged between the resources [163]. That is the reason why well-known
workflow systems such as Taverna [242], Kepler [10], and Triana [134] all support the au-
tomatic capture of provenance data.

Despite the high interest in provenance, it is still an open research field [237]. David-
son and Freire [50] point out four major open challenges in storing and using provenance
data: i) interoperability, ii) analyse and visualise provenance data, iii) information over-
load, and iv) database storage for workflow provenance.

In this chapter, we will introduce e-BioFlow’s provenance system. This system is ba-
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sed on the Open Provenance Model (OPM), an open standard for storing and exchanging
provenance data. We will first discuss related work. Then we will demonstrate how e-
BioFlow’s provenance system is used as cache to improve the speed of workflow enact-
ments. e-BioFlow’s provenance browser provides the means to explore the provenance
data stored by the provenance system. The implementation of the provenance system
will be tested with the OligoRAP use case. We will end with a discussion.

8.2 Related work

At the moment, most workflow systems use their own data format to store provenance
data. As a result, the provenance data captured using one of these systems cannot be
read and analysed in other systems. Only a few approaches exist to establish a standardi-
sed provenance data format. One of them is the Minimal Information About Microarray
Experiments (MIAME) [34]. MIAME is specifically designed to capture provenance data
of microarray experiments, and therefore is limited to this type of experiments. Scientific
workflow systems require a generic provenance model, because they provide access to
many different resources and are not limited to microarray experiments.

The Provenance Recording Protocol (PReP) [87] is an implementation-independent
protocol that defines how provenance should be captured in service-oriented grids. It
describes the messages that should be exchanges between the resources and the pro-
venance system and how they should be recorded. Its goal is to make data interoperable
and shareable among different parties by differentiating the provenance system from the
main application. An actual implementation of PReP is found in PReServ [88]. PReServ is
a back-end for storing provenance data. This back-end can be connected to applications
that have implemented the Provenance Recording Protocol.

Recently, the Open Provenance Challenge has resulted in a proposal for storing and
sharing provenance data, among others but not limited to workflow systems. The Open
Provenance Challenge is a collaboration between various disciplines including the life
science domain. Their proposal, called the Open Provenance Model (OPM) [139; 138] 1

is a generic model, that defines core relations between the concepts processes (tasks), ar-
tifacts (data) and agents (resources). In contrast to the PReP, it does not describe how to
capture the data, but only what to store. Provenance collected conforming to the OPM
can be represented as a directed acyclic graph. The nodes represent the concepts menti-
oned above; edges represent causal dependencies between these concepts, such as “was
generated by” and “used by” (Figure 8.1). The OPM provides so-called accounts to re-
present alternative views on OPM concepts. Two accounts can reflect the same set of

1http://openprovenance.org/, last visited: December 2009

http://openprovenance.org/
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concepts, where one represents an abstract view (black box) and the other a detailed view
(white box) of these concepts. A formal definition of the OPM is given in Kwasnikowska
et al. [118].

P

WasTriggeredBy
P2

A
Used(       )roleI

WasGeneratedBy(       )roleO
P A

Ag P
WasControlledBy(       )roleP

P1

A Artifact

P Process

Ag Agent

Account

A1A2
WasDerivedFrom

Figure 8.1: OPM concepts and possible relations between them.

The Open Provenance Challenge has developed XML and RDF schemas for the se-
rialisation of OPM data. Serializing all provenance data, including the data passed bet-
ween tasks, into a single file can result in very large files, which will end in scalability pro-
blems [175]. Therefore, how to include data in an OPM XML serialization is left undefined
at the moment.

A difficulty of the OPM is that it is meant to be open. Open, in this context does not
only mean providing an interchangeable format, but also providing an adaptable format,
in order to keep it applicable as widely as possible. How provenance data of a workflow
are translated into the concepts OPM defines is not part of the OPM specification, be-
cause the OPM intends to be technology-agnostic. The actual meaning of these concepts
needs to be described in a so-called OPM profile. The profile is a dictionary that is re-
quired to interpret the provenance data stored in OPM format. Every provenance system
supporting OPM uses an OPM profile, albeit implicitly. When OPM data are exchanged
between different systems, an explicitly defined OPM profile becomes essential to inter-
pret these data. At the moment, the only explicitly defined OPM profile we are aware of is
the profile defined by Kwasnikowska et al. [118]. They have defined a formal translation of
their NRC DataFlow Model into the OPM, but an actual implementation is not reported.

The OPM specification is still a working draft. In May 2009, the third Open Provenance
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Challenge workshop was held in Amsterdam. The main goal of this workshop was to test
interoperability between the OPM implementations of the parties involved. We partici-
pated in this workshop to discuss the OPM implementation in e-BioFlow and our findings
about the current state of the OPM. Four major problems have been discussed during this
workshop: i) a standardised OPM profile, ii) how to include the data transferred between
tasks, iii) how to express dependencies between tasks in case no data transfer is involved,
and iv) how to visualise provenance data.

8.2.1 Provenance as cache

Caching in workflow systems helps to speed up the execution of tasks in workflows that
have been executed previously. Caching for example is useful in case a workflow crashes
or when the workflow designer wants to test parts of the workflow without rerunning the
entire workflow. The enactment of a workflow can take several hours, or even days. If
the workflow system without a workflow restore mechanism crashes, all tasks have to
be re-executed. For this reason, the workflow discussed in Chapter 4 has many tasks to
restore the workflow state in case of a crash. Ideally, the workflow system itself provides
the facilities for this. Provenance systems are very suitable to be used as cache. These
systems have all the information of previous runs that can be used to speed up future
executions of tasks.

The VisTrails [39] is a pipeline system for the design and maintenance of interactive
visualisation pipelines. The provenance system of VisTrails is a combination of a file-
based system and database system: raw data are stored as files; meta-data (i.e., the trail
specification and instance information) are stored in the database. This system uses a ca-
ching mechanism to prevent redundant computations and to speed up overlapping parts
of the pipeline. Nodes of the pipeline are treated as input-output functions. When a node
is activated, the VisTrails system checks if for the given input an output is stored in the
cache. If this is the case, the node is replaced by a node that fetches the data automati-
cally from the cache. VisTrails enables its users to define nodes to be “non-cacheable”.
The outputs of these nodes are not saved.

Altintas et al. [10] have implemented a variation of the VisTrails algorithm to provide
a caching mechanism for their Kepler system. This variation uses the provenance ar-
chive as a cache. The cache enables smart re-runs: results of earlier task instances are
fetched from the provenance archive and used as output of new task instances. This is
only applicable, of course, when a task is executed with equal inputs and the tasks are de-
terministic. In Kepler, the nodes of the workflow are called actors. An actor refers to the
service or tool to be invoked. When smart re-runs are enabled, Kepler automatically re-
places deterministic actors by “Stream Actors”. The “Stream Actor” fetches the necessary
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data from the provenance archive to produce the output the original actor would have
produced. Similar to VisTrails, Kepler enables the workflow designer to mark actors to be
“non-cacheable”. The data of these actors are not replaced by “Stream Actors”.

Other caching schemes extend service invocation protocols directly, such as the SOAP
extension by Seltzsam et al.[169]. The Taverna Webservice Data Proxy uses a similar con-
cept. It is developed to keep large data sets out of the Taverna engine 2. It can also be used
to store intermediate results to serve as a cache in order to speed up the re-execution of
workflows.

8.2.2 Provenance visualisation

Equally important to provenance system is a provenance visualisation system, which we
call a provenance browser. This provenance browser should help its users to explore the
tasks executed, the actors involved and the data generated during a run [87]. Additionally,
the provenance browser needs to provide access to different levels of detail with respect
to hierarchical workflows. It should be interactive. By clicking on the nodes of the pro-
venance graph, the users should be able to inspect task and actor related information and
the data passed between the tasks.

A provenance browser is not only useful to understand and check the enactment of
the workflow, but also during debugging workflows to discover problems in case of a ser-
vice failure. Combined with caching, it can greatly improve the speed and quality of the
design of workflows.

Taverna provides a provenance system that enables the user to inspect both end re-
sults and intermediate results of tasks in a workflow. Although its provenance system col-
lects and stores the provenance data at all levels the execution of an hierarchical workflow,
the provenance browser is currently limited to exploring the top level workflow. Zhao et
al. [242] have designed a query interface for analysing the provenance data stored by Ta-
verna. This query language is used to address queries specified during the first Open
Provenance Challenge. Many other workflow systems plan to implement a provenance
query and visualisation system, among others, Altintas et al. [10] and Kwasnikowska et
al.[118].

8.3 Provenance in e-BioFlow

The provenance system for e-BioFlow uses the OPM model to store and retrieve pro-
venance data. The engine, which is discussed in the previous chapter, has been designed
to give real-time feedback on the workflow’s execution state by means of an event-listener

2http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~sowen/data-proxy/guide.html, last visited December 2009

http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~sowen/data-proxy/guide.html
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interface. The provenance is system is implemented as an event-listener to the engine. It
translates all events in OPM compatible format and stores them into the database. How
the workflow enactment is captured and translated into OPM concepts is defined in the
OPM profile (Table 8.1).

This profile is designed to be applicable to other workflow systems as well. At the
moment, the profile has one aspect that for some other workflow systems may be pro-
blematic. In order to keep it simple, e-BioFlow treats inputs and parameters the same.
Other workflow systems, such as Taverna, distinguish between these two. Parameters are
used to tune tasks to change the way input data are transformed into output data. The
distinction between inputs and parameters is, however, not always clear. Most Blast ser-
vices require an input sequence and a database to search in. Some Blast services treat the
database value as a parameter, others as an input.

Additionally, the relation “was triggered by” is used somewhat differently than defined
by Moreau et al. [139]. Following the OPM specification, this relation means an artifact
is involved, but it is not clear which artifact. In the profile we propose, this relationship
refers to a control flow dependency. Artifacts, therefore, do not necessarily have to be
involved.

This profile is successfully employed in e-BioFlow. The provenance data, however, is
stored in neither XML nor RDF, but into a PostgreSQL database to improve performance.
Storing the provenance data in a database system is robust and allows optimised querying
of the provenance archive. The database tables are direct translations of the OPM con-
cepts. The artifacts table contain references to the real data already stored in the same
database by the data manager discussed in previous chapter. Not only to OPM concepts,
but also the complete workflow specification is stored, because this specification is an
essential part of the provenance data.

e-BioFlow can export provenance traces into OPM XML format. At the moment, the
XML file of a provenance trace contains reference ID’s to the artifacts in the database to
keep the XML file comprehensible. Access to the database is required to get the real values
of the artifacts.

8.3.1 Provenance as cache

e-BioFlow’s engine has been adapted to use the provenance system as cache. When the
engine enables a task, it first checks whether caching is enabled for this task. If caching
is enabled, it checks whether the provenance archive contains a previously executed in-
stance of the task with equal inputs. If this is the case, it returns the output values retrie-
ved from the provenance archive. Otherwise, the service is executed as usual.

A requirement for using the cache is that the tasks are deterministic. The workflow is
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Table 8.1: The OPM profile used in e-BioFlow to store and read provenance data.

OPM concept Meaning in workflow context

Process This concept is created when a task is started. The process descri-
bes the task name, task description, start time, end time and whe-
ther the task has successfully finished.

Agent This concept contains the information about the invoked resource:
the location of the resource and eventually the authority and ver-
sion.

Artifact The artifact represents a data item that is passed between different
tasks. It contains a time stamp when the data are created, and the
data itself.

Used by(A, T, P) Task T has used artifact A as input for port P.
Was generated by(A, T, P) Task T has generated artifact A as output of port P.
Was triggered by(T1, T2) A tasks T1 is triggered to start by another task T2. Tasks can only

be triggered by other tasks due to the existence of a dependency in
the control flow perspective.

Was controlled by(T, A)) A task T is executed by the actor A.

Account An account contains all information of the processes, agents, arti-
facts and relations captured during the workflow execution. For
composite tasks, two additional accounts are defined. The first
one, called generic account, contains the composite task and is a
black box of the process. The second, called refined account is the
corresponding white box and represents the entire process. It con-
tains all the concepts processes, agents and artifacts related to the
subworkflow.

Refines (A1, A2) The refinement relation defines account A1 to be a refinement of
account A2.

Overlaps (A1, A2) Account A1 represents the parent workflow of a subworkflow re-
presented by A2. The result of this relationship is a tree of ac-
counts, conforming the workflow hierarchy.
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not able to determine this, since tasks and actors are treated as black boxes. Therefore,
e-BioFlow requires the workflow designer to mark a task to be “cacheable”. The workflow
designer can do this for both atomic tasks and composite tasks. A composite task can be
deterministic even if it hides non-deterministic tasks.

For example, the workflow in Figure 8.2 is a subworkflow of a composite task that re-
presents the invocation of an asynchronous Blast service. The first task submits a Blast
job to the Blast service. The second task performs a poll operation to test whether the
Blast service has finished the Blast job. This task is repeated until the service is finished.
Then, the third task retrieves the results. Although the intermediate results of the pol-
ling task and the number of loops might differ due to server performance balancing, the
black boxed composite task can be marked as cacheable, as long as the underlying Blast
algorithm and database remain unchanged.
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”finished”

status!=”finished”
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jobidjobid jobid
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Figure 8.2: A workflow that invokes an asynchronous Blast service.

It is important to be careful in marking tasks being cacheable, because caching non-
deterministic tasks might result in incorrect workflow execution. Caching the results of
the polling task in the previous example can result in a livelock, for example.

8.3.2 Provenance visualisation

The provenance system comes with an interactive provenance browser (Figure 8.3). This
browser allows easy navigation and exploration through the provenance traces in the pro-
venance graph. Its user interface consists of four components:

Graph panel: This panel shows the provenance graph. The graph panel is interactive.
The user can click on the elements to gain more information.

The graph panel uses the hierarchy of accounts to address levels of detail. In its
initial state, it only shows the root workflow. The refined accounts are hidden until
needed. The user can click on a generic account to expand it to its refinement.

The user can further expand the graph by right-clicking on the elements. A popup
menu will appear that contains options to make neighbouring elements visible.
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This way, the user can explore the provenance graph by showing detail-on-demand.

The user can inspect interesting elements, such as an artifact or task, by clicking on
them. A viewer will pop up containing the properties of the element. In case of a
process, it will show process name, process description, the start and finish time,
and actor related information (authority and location). In case of an artifact, the
viewer will show the artifact value. It is able to show text, XML and graphical data
(among others, PNG, PDF, SVG).

Tree panel: The tree panel is an alternative to explore the provenance graph. Accounts
are presented as internal nodes or branches. The processes, artifacts and relations
are leafs.

Selecting an account in the tree panel shows the account in the graph panel; selec-
ting an artifact or process in the graph panel puts focus on the node in the graph
panel.

Query panel: The query panel allows querying of the provenance trace. It can be used to
quickly find a set of elements, such as all artifacts produced as output of port “Blast
report”. The elements that match the query are shown in the graph panel.

At the moment, the query panel supports MySQL based queries on the provenance
archive. This panel enables the user to find and select interesting nodes with a
single query. A limitation is that it requires the user to have knowledge about the
underlying database model. A more intuitive query interface is future work.

History panel: This panel shows a table containing all provenance traces stored in the
provenance archive. The user can select a trace in order to visualise it in the graph
panel and the tree panel. New runs automatically appear in this history panel.

When the user selects a trace in the history panel, the provenance system will load
provenance data into the provenance browser. Additionally, it loads the original
workflow in the editor perspectives and the engine. This way, the user can easily
rerun and modify the workflow.

Figure 8.4 shows the graph panel of the refinement of the generic “Blast” account.
Only the parts of the total OPM graph the user is interested are shown. This way very
large traces can be navigated, such as the provenance trace that will be discussed in the
use case, which contains over 200,000 elements and relations.

Chapter 6 discussed the different perspectives e-BioFlow provides on the workflow.
The provenance browser provides analogous perspectives on the provenance graph (Fi-
gure 8.5). The user can easily switch between these perspectives using buttons to hide
information-on-demand.
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Figure 8.3: The provenance browser contains four panels: i) the graph panel, ii) the tree panel, iii) the
query panel, and iv) the history panel. The graph panel shows parts of the provenance graph
that match the query. The data viewer shows the contents of the selected data item in the
graph (the red circle). The value of the selected data item is a pie chart.
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Figure 8.4: (a) The hierarchical workflow performing a Blast operation using a polling mechanism. (b)
The provenance visualisation in e-BioFlow using accounts to address different levels of de-
tails.
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(b) The data flow perspective shows only artifacts, processes, and the “was ge-
nerated by” and “used by” relations.
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and “was controlled by” relations.

Figure 8.5: Perspectives applied to a provenance graph.
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The combination of different panels, the perspectives in the graph panel and the diffe-
rent levels of detail help the user explore large provenance graphs. Of course, if the num-
ber of tasks in a (sub)workflow becomes large, the corresponding account will become
large and difficult to explore. A good design of the workflow by means of subworkflows
can limit clutter of the provenance graph. When workflow designers use hierarchy at de-
sign time to keep the specification simple and arranged, this automatically contributes to
a finer level of granularity of the generated provenance data.

8.4 Use case: OligoRAP

To test our prototype, we have chosen to use the OligoRAP [143; 141]. OligoRAP, which
stands for “Oligo Re-Annotation Pipeline”, is a data-intensive life science application. It
automatically checks the target specificity of oligonucleotide probes and updates their
annotations. A high-quality oligonucleotide probe library is an essential component of
microarray-based gene expression experiments. In order to maintain this quality, probes
in a library have to be updated when new sequences or annotation data are released.

OligoRAP was originally written entirely in Perl as modular system [143]. It consists
of various MOBY-S services (among others, Blast, Blat and OligoQualityAnalyser services)
and a client that orchestrates and invokes these services. The oligos are processed in
chunks containing a maximum of 250 sequences each. The result of an OligoRAP run
consists of XML files that provide detailed information per oligonucleotide and a quality
assessment of the whole array. An OligoRAP run in the Perl client for a microarray of the
mouse consisting of 20K+ oligos (80 chunks) takes about 6 hours (Table 8.2).

OligoRAP has been casted as an e-BioFlow workflow. It is used as a data intensive
test case for both the e-BioFlow engine and provenance system. The workflow consists
among others of MOBY-S tasks to invoke the MOBY-S services, composers and splitters
to build and parse MOBY objects, and Perl scripting tasks to execute parts of the original
client. The workflow variant is optimised using parallelism to process multiple chunks
simultaneously. The whole workflow consists of 149 tasks of which 35 are composite tasks
referring to one of the 15 subworkflows.

Unfortunately, the servers this workflow accesses are not able to handle the load of
executing all the synchronous Blat services at once. The workflow pattern “interleaved
parallel routing” [201] has been applied to the workflow to limit the number of simulta-
neous invocations of these web services. This pattern states that for multiple instances,
only one instance can be active at one time, but the order of instances is chosen nonde-
terministically.

The workflow implementation has been enacted under three different circumstan-
ces: i) without caching and provenance enabled, ii) with provenance enabled, iii) with
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Table 8.2: The time required to run the OligoRAP case, as a Perl implementation, and as a workflow
implementation in e-BioFlow without provenance, provenance enabled and using the pro-
venance archive as cache.

Perl Client e-BioFlow client e-BioFlow, with
provenance

e-BioFlow, cache
enabled

Duration 5h:56 2h:50 3h:03 2h:25
Data generated 3.3Gb 2.5Gb 2.9Gb 1.3GB

provenance and cache enabled. The results of these runs are compared the original Perl
client (Table 8.2). All runs were performed on a commodity PC.

The workflow implementation is about two times faster than its Perl equivalent. The
speed improvement of the workflow implementation can be ascribed to the parallel pro-
cessing of chunks. The size of data generated in the workflow variant of OligoRAP with
provenance disabled is 0.8GB smaller than the size in the Perl client. The 2.5GB data ge-
nerated by the e-BioFlow client covers only the data passed between the tasks; the Perl
client, in contrast, also saves process information.

When provenance is enabled in e-BioFlow, workflow enactment is about 13 minutes
slower than the run without provenance. It is slower because it performs many data base
accesses to store OPM elements (Table 8.3). The total amount of data generated grows
to 2.9GB, which is an increase of 0.4GB (21%). These data cover both the data passed
between tasks and data stored according to the OPM profile.

In the last run, caching was enabled for the tasks that represent the slow Blat and
Blast web services. This run was 25 minutes faster than the run with only provenance
enabled. When caching would have been enabled for other tasks as well, the run might be
even faster. Of course, the speed improvement by using the provenance archive as cache
highly depends on the data in the cache. This run made optimal use of the provenance
archive as cache, because the input data for the workflow is equal to the input data of the
previous run. The amount of data stored in the provenance archive is also less than the
run without cache, because data retrieved from the provenance archive are stored only
once.

8.5 Conclusion

The OPM promises to be an interchangeable provenance storage format. The way the
data is stored and can be read, however, is ambiguous due to missing standards for OPM
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Table 8.3: Number of elements created during the OligoRAP run with provenance enabled.

Element Count

Data 48,124

Task 36,704
Artifact 64,329
Agent 33,835

Was generated by 56,063
Was triggered by 53,080
Used by 50,710
Was controlled by 33,835

Account 5,739
Refines 2,869
Overlaps 5,738

Total 407,231

profiles. In this chapter, we propose an OPM profile for workflow systems. Using this
profile, provenance data captured in workflow systems can easily be read and interpreted
in other workflow systems. Although this profile is currently only used in e-BioFlow, it can
serve as a standard for other workflow tools. Scientists will benefit from such a standard
profile, because using it, they can easily share provenance data with peers.

Implementing the provenance system in e-BioFlow is really straightforward due to
the event-listener model implemented in the engine. The provenance system is imple-
mented as a plugin. Therefore, e-BioFlow can easily be configured to run workflows with
provenance disabled.

Like Kepler, e-BioFlow uses its provenance archive as cache. The provenance sys-
tem is used as a cache to speed up future workflow runs. This can be extremely useful
during the design of the workflow or when a workflow crash occurs. A major difference
between Kepler and e-BioFlow is that e-BioFlow leaves the workflow definition unchan-
ged. The engine is extended to check whether the data is available in cache. The use case
in this chapter shows the overall performance improvements by implementing software
as a workflow and by using the provenance archive as cache. The use case is illustrative,
but not complete: the performance increase of implementing software as a workflow of
course highly depends on the implementation quality of both the workflow and its scrip-
ting equivalent. The advantage of the workflow model is the support for parallelism, mo-
dular design, better maintenance, and the automatic capturing of provenance data.
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The interactive provenance browser provides an interface to explore and analyse the
information about the executed process and generated data. This interface supports
detail-on-demand: using the different panels, the user can search for specific elements
and show them in the graph panel. The graph panel supports different levels of detail
through hierarchy by means of the accounts. The query interface improves the speed to
find interesting nodes in the workflow graph. At the moment it uses the MySQL langu-
age which requires the user to have knowledge of the underlying database system. An
easier-to-use query language is future work.

Three of the four challenges mentioned by Davidson and Freire [50] have been ad-
dressed in this chapter. First, thanks to the definition of an OPM profile and the im-
plementation of the OPM model, interoperability is found with other workflow systems
that will use the OPM model to store provenance data. Second, the provenance brow-
ser enables its users to visualise and analyse the provenance data. By providing different
panels, different levels of detail and query facilities, the provenance browser addresses
detail-on-demand to prevent information overload. Third, the provenance system stores
all provenance data in a database system and can export these data into an OPM XML
file. However, embedding the whole data into this XML file in an efficient, feasible way
still remains an open issue.



Chapter 9
User investigation on ad-hoc workflow
design

9.1 Introduction

Workflow systems are developed to help bioinformaticians deal with the complexity of
designing and running in-silico experiments. Their chief appeal lies in the fact that they
provide easy access to tools and services provided by different groups and using different
protocols.

Building a workflow, however, is a difficult job. The bioinformatician has to choose
the right services and, when services are connected, to deal with data incompatibility
problems between services [49; 220]. The situation is even more complicated because
in current workflow systems, the complete workflow needs to be designed in advance
before it can be run. In practice, however, the complete setup of the experiment is often
not known in advance [4; 69]. In such cases, the bioinformatician wants to decide on the
next step of the experiment using the outcomes of steps that have been finished [102].

We propose a new design system for e-BioFlow, called an ad-hoc editor. This editor
enables the bioinformatician to design and execute partial workflows. This system will
better fit the explorative working approach of the bioinformatician. The outputs of the
tasks in the partially designed workflow are explicitly presented in the editor. They can
be inspected to decide how the workflow will be extended and can be used as input for
new tasks. The important question is, of course, will such a system satisfy the bioinfor-
matician? To answer this question, we embarked on a systematic design approach: i) we
analyzed the domain problem; ii) we developed a view on a solution (ad-hoc workflow
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editor); iii) we developed a first draft design; iv) we evaluated our envisioning; and subse-
quently (this chapter), v) we have built a full blown implementation (next chapter).

This chapter will describe the draft design of our ad-hoc workflow editor named NIWS
(New Interactions in Workflow Systems), and the evaluation of our envisioning. For the
evaluation, we investigated the design’s relevance and usability with bioinformaticians
familiar with workflow systems, by applying the teach-back technique, a hermeneutic
method to provoke the users to externalize their mental models [157]. The implementa-
tion of the ad-hoc workflow editor in e-BioFlow will be discussed in the next chapter.

We will first give an overview of existing user studies of workflow systems. We will de-
scribe NIWS. Then, we will explain the teach-back technique. After that, we will describe
our empirical investigation with professional participants. We will discuss our results and
we will end with a reflection.

9.2 Studies on scientific workflow systems

Much research has been done on scientific workflow systems, though, only few consider
the usability of these systems. There is often a big gap between the level of detail that is
relevant for a life science problem and the level of detail required for the implementation
of the experiment as a workflow [4; 210; 86]. Gordon et al. [79] performed a user study to
test the usability of the Taverna workflow system. They found functionality problems due
to the exploratory nature of life scientists. They need to interact with the workflow during
the actual experiment. Direct interaction enables them to try parameter settings and to
debug workflows [4].

Downey [56] performed a user study to test the usability of the Kepler workflow sy-
stem. One of the main features workflow users found missing in this tool is a real-time
debugger of the workflow and the possibility to inspect intermediate results to make fur-
ther decisions. The workflow system should guide its users to construct the workflow.
Additionally, participants requested data directly being visible in the workflow diagram.

Gibson et al. [69] provided a first implementation and evaluation of an ad-hoc work-
flow editor. Their system enables workflow designers to design and execute partial work-
flows and to reuse the intermediate results to further design the workflow. The results of
the user study were promising; however, the system was not further developed.

9.3 NIWS – an adaptive workflow system

In chapters 6–8, we have discussed the editor, the engine and the provenance system
of our workflow system e-BioFlow. This workflow system previously only supported the
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classical approach in which a complete workflow has to be designed in advance. NIWS
is the mockup implementation of the ad-hoc extension for e-BioFlow to support and sti-
mulate explorative experiment design and execution.

Designing and running workflows in NIWS is intended to be easier than in classical
workflow systems. Tasks can be executed in isolation by pressing the play button in the
task box (Figure 9.1). Input ports and output ports of the tasks are present at respectively
the top and the bottom of the task box. The data consumed and produced by the tasks is
explicitly present in the workflow as circles. The user can inspect these data and use them
as sources of inspiration for how to further design the workflow. Data can be defined to
be input for new tasks. NIWS does not require the user to rerun the complete workflow,
but only the inserted and modified tasks.

NIWS, version 1.1 - 2009NIWS, version 1.1 - 2009
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Figure 9.1: The NIWS editor presents data explicitly. At the left side, it provides a search engine for easily
finding tasks.

Finding suitable tasks is difficult. NIWS has a search engine to help its users find a
task based on its name, the type of operation it performs, its inputs and outputs, and the
authority that hosts the service the task represents.

But NIWS is more: it supports guided analytics. Based on the type of data in the work-
flow, it suggests tasks that can take these data as input. This helps the user to find com-
patible tasks in a quick manner, but at the same time it forms a source of inspiration of
possible directions in the experiment. In a similar way, NIWS can help to deliver the input
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required for a certain task by suggesting tasks that can produce the right data.

To connect tasks, users often have to parse and build complex data structures. NIWS
helps its users doing this for XML structures. It provides so-called composer and decom-
poser tasks to build and to parse XML structures. In case of a composer, the user only has
to provide the attribute values of the XML; NIWS will automatically build the required
XML structure using these values. In case of a decomposer, NIWS will return the attribute
values of an XML structure.

9.4 Teach-back as a technique for hermeneutic analysis

People working with complex systems need a mental model of the system in order to: i)
plan use, ii) actually interact with, iii) understand and assess the effect of the interaction,
and iv) understand the meaning of unexpected system actions. Mental models are know-
ledge structures inside people’s minds, based on learning the semantics of the system and
its context (“what-is” knowledge), experiencing the dialogue with the system (“how-to”
knowledge), and understanding the representations of the system state, system actions
and system feed-back (the “vocabulary” of the interaction).

Mental models actually develop based on a current need for, for example, acting or
explaining to a colleague, in a current context, with or without the system being at hand.
Since mental models are “mental”, we cannot directly observe or register them. Herme-
neutics is a philosophical method in which an analyst develops understanding of the me-
aning an object (e.g., an artifact) has for a certain person or a certain group of people.

We apply the teach-back technique [157] for our hermeneutic analysis: We introduce
prospective users of our design (professional bioinformaticians) to our early design ideas
(use cases represented as realistic scenarios by introducing a realistic user persona, a ty-
pical context of use and a relevant task). We then ask these users to teach back their
understanding of the system to an imaginary colleague. In order to teach back, we pose,
both, “what-is” questions and “how-to” questions, the latter in different degrees of simila-
rity with the use cases shown in the scenarios. In order to record the externalized mental
representations, we ask our users to write down (scribble, use key words and full text at
will) their teach-back.

To interpret these representations, we first develop a scoring schema and fine tune
this to a level where independent analysts reach agreement to an acceptable level. We aim
at a level comparable with inter-rater reliability accepted for psychological personality
measurement techniques.
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9.5 Assessment of a design envisioning

The mockup of NIWS is an animated slideshow presentation containing a narrative of
a bioinformatician performing experiments, showing text and sketchy mockups of the
system. A voice-over reads the text in the slideshow to make the presentation vivid and
realistic.

The presentation contains two scenarios that show various features of the envisioned
system and suggest new possibilities when using this system. The scenarios are based
on real-life situations in bioinformatics, but worked out using our system ideas. The first
scenario describes the design of a workflow in NIWS that can analyse the tasks another
workflows consist of (Figure 9.2(a) and (b)). This analysis workflow is used among others
to determine the number of scripting tasks in a workflow. The second scenario discusses
the design of a workflow in NIWS to perform a Blast alignment search against the Danio
rerio (zebrafish) genome (Figure 9.2(c) and (d)). The presentation of the scenarios takes
about ten minutes.

The questions about NIWS consist of one “What is” question, probing a semantic
mental model, and three ”How to” questions, probing procedural mental models. In the
first question, the participant is asked to explain to an imaginary colleague Tom, who is
familiar with workflow systems but does not know NIWS, what NIWS is. In the three “How
to” questions, the participant is asked to explain to Tom how to perform a particular task
using NIWS. These tasks are not explicitly covered by the scenarios, but using NIWS could
be inferred from them in relation to the individual participant’s mental model. The ques-
tions are presented in Appendix G. The questions are distributed on paper. To respond,
participants can write, scribble, make drawings, etc. The participants get five minutes
to answer each question. They are, however, not allowed to discuss or to ask questions,
since we are interested in what they believe the system can do. We do explicitly mention
that the questions are not to test the participants’ knowledge: there are neither right nor
wrong answers. Participation is anonymous and voluntary. All participants are rewarded
for participation with a 1 GB USB key.

9.5.1 Participants

In total, there were 50 respondents, originating from different countries, though most of
them were Dutch. The participants had different backgrounds (biology, bioinformatics,
chemistry, computer science) and their expertise in using workflows in life science expe-
riments differed from beginner to experienced user. These respondents were recruited
during six sessions: during visits at life science research groups, courses in the Taverna
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Figure 9.2: Screenshots of the scenarios presented to the participants. In the first scenario, someone
wants to analyse a workflow stored at myExperiment using NIWS (a). The partial workflow
designed for the analysis is shown in (b). In the second scenario, someone wants to perform a
Blast operation against the Zebrafish genome assembly (c). The partial workflow is presented
in (d).
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workflow system and a meeting of the BioAssist Group 1. The size of the groups ranged
from 1 to 20 persons.

A strict protocol was handled in these sessions in order to keep the experiment repro-
ducible. In each session, an experimenter was present to start the scenarios, to distribute
and collect the protocols, and to manage the time. No information about NIWS was given
to the participants other than the scenarios. The participants received the reward when
they handed in the form.

9.5.2 Scoring the protocols

The result of teach-back consisted of both creative and corrective feedback. Creative
feedback encompassed new features the participants expected to exist based on the sce-
nario. In corrective feedback, the participants mentioned features they did not like, ex-
pected not to work, or wanted to be improved.

The feedback was analyzed regarding three levels of the system: i) feedback related
to the functionality: what the participants believed the system could do and what its li-
mitations would be, ii) feedback related to the dialogue, and iii) feedback related to the
representation of the workflow experiment and the system interface.

A scoring scheme was set up to analyze the forms in an unambiguous and reprodu-
cible way. This scheme consisted of rules and examples how to categorize the feedback.
To set up this scheme, two analysts separately analysed five forms. They discussed their
findings with a third analyst and built the scoring scheme. The two analysts separately
scored another three protocols and compared their scorings to test the agreement on the
scoring scheme, which confirmed interpretation and scoring reliability. Consequently a
single analyst was sufficient to score the remaining 42 protocols.

9.6 Results

The results were grouped along the scoring levels. In subsection 9.6.1 we showed the
results (illustrated by examples from the protocols) for functionality:

Corrective feedback: Functionality (“what-is” knowledge) as indicated in the scenarios
that we found back in the protocols and that is consistent with the scenarios, as well
as functionality understood by the participants that is inconsistent with our scena-
rios, and indications of functionality aspects not appreciated by the participants.

Creative feedback: We will show examples of functionality found in the protocols not
mentioned in the scenarios, that makes sense as extensions of the design.

1http://www.nbic.nl/support/bioassist, last visited: December 2009

http://www.nbic.nl/support/bioassist
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In subsection 9.6.2 we will report on corrective feedback and creative feedback regar-
ding the dialogue (“how-to” knowledge) of NIWS, and in 9.6.3 we will do the same for
feedback regarding the representations. On this last aspect we need to keep in mind that
the scenarios as presented by us are describing our NIWS design ideas at a global level,
focusing on the functionality, and hinting the dialogue, but being vague on the actual
representation of the system interface and on the users’ actions.

9.6.1 Functionality

Most respondents reacted positively on the system presented. Many of them mentioned
that NIWS was like other workflow systems, but then more intuitive, simpler or easier to
use. As one said, “a big plus is that you can add additional processing anywhere in the
chain, without having to re-run everything as it caches intermediate results”. Another
respondent mentioned “You don’t have to rerun the workflow every time. Therefore you
will save a lot of time”. It was also easier to use for beginners: “NIWS is this new workflow
system that has this cool feature of giving you hints when you don’t know what to do.
Ideal for beginners like me ;-).” However, one respondent said the questions were easier
to solve without using a workflow system.

Many respondents picked up the idea of designing workflows step by step. Interme-
diate results could be used to further design the workflow. “The nice thing is that one can
execute every process in isolation and that one can inspect the outputs of the workflows
at any moment.” NIWS enabled one to design workflows iteratively: design the partial
workflow, test and debug it and then extend this workflow (Figure 9.3). One respondent
described this as “kneading” the workflow.

Eight respondents proposed a two step approach to design and run workflows in case
large data sets are analyzed. First, design a workflow using a small example data set. Se-
cond, when the design is finished, run the workflow for the entire data set. Another res-
pondent suggested to create a workflow for one data item, and to embed this one into a
larger workflow that runs it for each data item of the complete set in parallel (Figure 9.4).

The respondents expected NIWS to be able to save and load workflows, also those de-
signed by others. These workflows could be reused and adapted for different cases. Six
respondents expected that the workflow presented in scenario 1, to analyse other work-
flows, was a built-in feature of NIWS instead of just an example workflow designed in
NIWS.

To find services, 27 respondents recommended using the search facility of NIWS,
though some of them found the use of this facility to be unclear. One respondent expec-
ted the search function to be smart: meta-data can be used to further refine the search.
For example, the database name could be used to find Blast services that had access to
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Figure 9.3: This respondent has drawn the iterative approach at the left side. The workflow is drawn at
the right side.
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that database. Others recommended using external resources, such as Google or collea-
gues, to find services. NIWS was expected to provide access to many different types of
web services, among others, BioMOBY, REST, XML-RPC and SOAP/WSDL.

The feature of NIWS to suggest services that can take data available in the workflow
as input was picked up by 11 respondents. Three of them explicitly mentioned that they
expected the suggested services to be compatible with the data in its current format; so
no data transformation should be needed.

NIWS’s functionality to automatically compose and decompose XML data was found
useful by many respondents. Sixteen respondents even expected these facilities to solve
all data format problems, and data transformation to be a built-in feature of NIWS (Fi-
gure 9.5). Others, however, were skeptic about the automatic data transformation faci-
lities: “If this went well, e.g. if you would never experience data compatibility issues, is
questionable, because the output of one service needs to know what kind of format is ex-
pected as input of the other service”. Some respondents expected support for scripting
facilities, including query languages, to perform data transformations (Figure 9.6). These
scripting facilities could also be used to affect the control flow of the workflow. Others
recommended searching for external data transformation services that would hopefully
transform the data into the right format.

9.6.2 Dialogue

The scenarios showed the drag and drop facilities of NIWS. Two respondents expected
copy and paste functionality to be available for easily reusing parts of workflows. A few
respondents expected the option to embed workflows previously designed or designed by
others in larger workflows.

Many respondents had picked up the feature to use the play button in the task box
to run a task in isolation. From the scenarios, it was not clear whether tasks upstream in
the workflow would be executed automatically. One respondent supposed this to be the
case. NIWS would ask its user to enter missing data. In case only a fixed set of options
was valid as input, NIWS would list them to let users choose from them. One respondent
mentioned it would be nice if users could also choose from data already in the workflow.

Many respondents perceived that composer tasks and decomposer tasks could be ad-
ded by right-clicking on respectively the input and output ports of a task to feed correct
input or parse output. One respondent described this as some magic: “The Blast service
needs some magic before we can use it, so we must tell [NIWS] to do its magic. The result
is two boxes which we can give our [user] name and sequences”. He referred to the com-
position tasks to deliver the correct XML input. Some other respondents expected right-
clicking on ports was used to set default input values. Two respondents expected NIWS to
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add composer tasks and decomposer tasks automatically. Two other respondents decla-
red that building and parsing hierarchical XML structures could be established by a chain
of composition or decomposition tasks.

NIWS was expected to warn about the existence of data compatibility problems. “The
system will give an error if the outputs don’t match the inputs. When that is the case (and
yes, this will happen) write a small converter script to process the output.” To create these
scripts, a good editor with auto-completion and syntax highlighting would be desirable.
Four respondents expected tasks could be configured to return a specific output format
and to solve data transformation this way.

One respondent recommended limiting the amount of mouse interaction required:
“It looks like a lot of clicking is required, for every composer and decomposer and to exe-
cute a task, you have to click.”

9.6.3 Representation

In total, 28 respondents used drawings to explain Tom how to use NIWS. In many dra-
wings, the tasks boxes had inputs and outputs explicitly visible at top and bottom. In
the scenarios, data were presented as circles, which made the workflow graphs look like
coloured Petri nets [101]. Data were explicitly present in drawings of 19 respondents.
These data were connected by arrows coming from output ports and arrows going to in-
put ports. Some respondents drew data using boxes instead of circles. So, the difference
between these two symbols seemed to be unclear. One respondent used stacked circles
to represent collections of data in case a task returns multiple data items (Figure 9.3).

9.7 Conclusion

This chapter describes the design and evaluation of our early design ideas of an ad-hoc
workflow editor. Using a scenario-based mockup implementation called NIWS, we were
able to design and evaluate this interface in an easy and fast way in an early stage of the
design.

The mockup implementation was presented to life scientists from different back-
grounds with different levels of expertise with workflow systems. These scientists were
asked to give creative and corrective feedback by applying the teach-back technique. We
found that NIWS is a significant improvement over traditional workflow interfaces. Many
respondents put high value on the ability to inspect intermediate results to further design
the workflow. Helping with data transformations and finding and suggesting services are
other features these respondents put high value on.
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Besides positive feedback, respondents gave feedback about desired functionality of
a workflow system, even of aspects not shown in the scenarios. Furthermore, the res-
pondents gave directions to improve the interaction with the system presented and with
other workflow systems.

The results of this study were used to develop an interactive implementation of NIWS
in our workflow system e-BioFlow. This implementation will be discussed in the next
chapter.





Chapter 10
Designing workflows on the fly using
e-BioFlow

10.1 Introduction

Bioinformaticians are used to work in an explorative research style, without having a clear
hypothesis [108; 133; 171; 17]. Few steps are known in advance and data are used as sour-
ces of inspiration. A workflow system will better fit the bioinformatician’s needs if it sup-
ports this explorative research style [69]. Current workflow systems separate the design
and execution of the workflow, which has led to a trial-and-error approach in using them
or not using them at all.

The previous chapter discussed the design and evaluation of a mockup system for an
ad-hoc workflow editor. The participants of the evaluation study expected this new work-
flow editor to be easier in use than traditional workflow editors. Based on the results of
the evaluation, we have extended our workflow system, e-BioFlow, to an ad-hoc work-
flow editor. An ad-hoc workflow editor enables an ad-hoc workflow design, with a small
or no predetermined plan of the final workflow [212]. e-BioFlow presents new interacti-
ons with workflow systems and supports the explorative research style bioinformaticians
prefer. The workflow designer can execute partial workflows using this new editor. The
data produced are explicitly present in the workflow model, can be inspected and used
as sources of inspiration to decide on the next steps in the experiment. These data are
available as input for new tasks or tasks already in the workflow. New tasks can be in-
serted, connected to data produced by tasks in the workflow and executed in isolation.
e-BioFlow simplifies workflow design, because it enables workflow designers to try things
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out and to insert tasks that may even be absent in the final workflow.
Even if the complete workflow model is known in advance, linking the parts is often

difficult. This problem is known as the plan composition problems [83]. The real services
to be used may be unknown. Furthermore, linking services often requires data transfor-
mation [220]. The ad-hoc workflow editor will help the workflow designer to build the
workflow. He can run parts of the workflow and inspect intermediate results to test and
debug the workflow, and to fine-tune parameter settings. The result of using the ad-hoc
workflow editor is a runnable workflow that can be stored as a generic workflow model
for future use. Due to e-BioFlow’s support for late binding, it is independent of resources
available at design time. Late binding means that tasks are abstracted from services un-
til execution time. e-BioFlow can easily switch between alternative services without any
change in the workflow model. Therefore, the workflow can be used as template for future
experiments and shared with peers through web portals such as myExperiment [72; 76].

In this chapter, we will first discuss the characteristics of an ad-hoc workflow editor.
We will introduce our workflow system e-BioFlow. After that, e-BioFlow’s ad-hoc work-
flow editor will be discussed. A use case will demonstrate the use of the this new editor.
Then, we will compare our approach to other systems that support ad-hoc workflow de-
sign. We will end with a discussion.

10.2 The characteristics of an ad-hoc workflow editor

Although bioinformaticians use data as sources of inspiration, workflow systems focus
on tasks. The graph visualisation of the workflow consists of nodes representing the tasks
and arrows representing the dependencies or data flows between the tasks. The data are
absent and cannot be used to design the workflow. These workflow systems handle a
routine process-oriented mode: the workflow needs to be designed in advance, before the
workflow designer can run it [69]. Like in other visual programming environments, the
workflow designer has to make many design choices without good data to direct his deci-
sions [228]. This forces workflow designers to guess-ahead or to insert place-holders [83].

An ad-hoc workflow editor has characteristics of a traditional workflow editor, a work-
flow engine and a provenance system. It enables the workflow designer to execute partial
workflows and extend them using the data produced by the tasks in the workflow that are
already executed. It supports what Gibson et al. [69] call an investigative data-oriented
mode.

Ad-hoc workflow editors have many advantages over traditional workflow interfaces:

• The tasks to be used are often unknown at design time. Tasks can be tried out in the
ad-hoc workflow editor.
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• There is no need to know the complete workflow in advance. One can extend and
execute partial workflows.

• It speeds up workflow design, because a small change in the workflow requires a
rerun of just the tasks involved.

• Intermediate results can be used as sources of inspiration to decide on next steps
of the workflow.

• No guess-ahead is required about the data produced or consumed by the tasks.

• One can fine-tune parameters, test and debug workflows by executing tasks in iso-
lation.

Workflow systems have much in common with integrated development environments
(IDE’s) for visual programming languages and text-based programming languages. Most
users of visual programming languages are not experts in programming and often do not
want to be, but need to program for their daily working activities [17; 47], which is also
true for most bioinformaticians [117]. It is important that the visual language used mat-
ches the user’s mental representation of the problem he wants to inspect [83; 228; 47].
The closer the programming world is to the problem world, the easier problem solving
ought to be [83]. IDE’s have implemented different techniques to help the program-
mer write correct program code through, among others, live editing, auto-completion
and programming by demonstration. These three techniques are applicable to an ad-hoc
workflow editor as well. They will be explained in the context of workflow design.

The ad-hoc workflow editor explicitly presents the data to the workflow designer. It
enables the designer to use these data to further design the workflow [133; 56]. The resul-
ting environment supports what is called live editing [97]. A live editing environment
supports explorative programming and gives programmers real-time feedback on the
program’s execution at edit time. Hundhausen et al. [97] applied live editing to textual
programming languages to help novice programmers implement their programs. The
ad-hoc workflow editor is a live editing environment, but then to design workflows [56].
It enables a workflow designer to execute uncompleted workflows and gives feedback
about the workflow’s execution state by means of the data produced and consumed by
tasks and about errors that may have occurred. In case of an error, the workflow designer
can use the feedback to correct the workflow. In case of a successfully executed task, he
can use the data produced to further design the workflow.

When data and input and output ports of tasks are syntactically and semantically ty-
ped, type information can be used by the ad-hoc workflow editor to suggest new steps for
the workflow design. The workflow editor can have a wizard-like functionality to help the
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workflow designer extend the workflow [56]. This is what we call guided workflow design.
The ad-hoc workflow editor should support forward guiding, to propose tasks that can
use the data produced as input [80], but also backward guiding, to find tasks that can pro-
duce the data required as input. Guided workflow design is close to the auto-completion
functions found in many IDE’s. Auto-completion helps the programmer, among others,
to write correct programming code and to quickly discover methods [162].

Additionally, the workflow system can guide data transformation steps. Data incom-
patibility forms a big problem in service composition [239; 142; 23; 106; 174]. In Chapter 4,
we have shown that at least 30% of the tasks in a typical bioinformatics workflow are de-
voted to data transformations. The workflow system can propose tasks that perform the
data transformations required.

Some workflows are used only once, others repeatedly [76]. An ad-hoc workflow edi-
tor should support both workflows for one-time use and workflows intended for multiple-
time use. The ad-hoc workflow editor is a programming by demonstration environment.
Programming by demonstration means that the user shows what needs to be done, and
the environment records these actions, generalises over them and translates them into a
script [122]. A programming by demonstration environment acts like a macro recorder,
but at the same time is able to recognise control structures such as iteration and condi-
tional branching. In a workflow context, the workflow designer creates the workflow by
demonstration; the ad-hoc workflow editor abstracts from case specific properties, such
as data and services, and translates the model into a template workflow.

Designing workflows by demonstration suits the dual mode of experiment design and
experiment reuse. In the early phase of workflow design, bioinformaticians go through a
fast cycle of hypothesis generation, experimentation, evaluation of the results and me-
thod selection [174]. After this phase, rationalisation is performed, in which they vali-
date the results and formalise the process [69]. The ad-hoc workflow editor enables the
workflow designer to explore and to try things out in the early phase of workflow design.
The result is a workflow that abstracts from concrete data and can be used as a template
for future, similar experiments. The power of the template becomes even greater if the
workflow system supports late binding, because then the workflow is independent of the
resources used at design time.

10.3 Different perspectives in e-BioFlow

Though e-BioFlow is already discussed in the previous chapters, we will give a short over-
view of the components it currently consists of. The ad-hoc workflow editor shares many
characteristics with the editor perspectives, the engine and the provenance system. e-
BioFlow has a tabbed user interface to design and execute workflows and to analyse exe-
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cuted workflows. A tab is called a perspective and is used to design or run workflows or to
analyse the results of a run. e-BioFlow contains six different perspectives at the moment:

Control flow perspective focuses on the order of tasks. It enables the workflow designer
to model the order of task execution. The workflow designer can model sequential,
parallel, iterative and conditional execution of tasks.

Data flow perspective is used to model data transfer between tasks, called pipes. Input
ports and output ports contain type information (syntactical and semantical) about
the data they respectively consume and produce.

Resource perspective is used to define the type of resources required to execute the task.
The actual resource to execute the task is chosen at enactment time of the workflow.
The resources are called actors and are components that can execute tasks, such as
invoking web services or executing scripts.

Workflow engine can execute workflows. It is responsible for scheduling tasks, perfor-
ming the late binding and passing data between tasks. It is built on the YAWL en-
gine [200], but supports late binding and passing data by reference.

Provenance system automatically captures all process and data related information of
workflow runs. It stores these data in Open Provenance Model [139; 138] compati-
ble format. It contains a provenance browser, a graph visualisation to explore the
provenance data.

Ad-hoc workflow editor is able to perform ad-hoc design of the workflow. It will be dis-
cussed in more detail in the next section.

All perspectives except the provenance perspective directly communicate with the
specification controller (Figure 10.1). This specification controller manages all workflows
loaded into e-BioFlow. The perspectives send requests to the specification controller for
a change in the workflow model when the user edits the workflow diagram. The specifi-
cation controller applies the change and notifies all perspectives about the change.

The first three perspectives are complementary: they edit the same workflow model,
but each focuses on a specific aspect of the workflow. The ability to model control flow
related information and data flow related information within a single workflow system
makes e-BioFlow what is called a hybrid workflow system [173].

The engine can run the workflows managed by the specification controller in a routine
process-oriented mode. It performs late binding using the task definitions. It tries to
delegate the task to the default actor, if it is set and available, else it will try to find a
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Figure 10.1: All perspectives are registered to the specification controller to send and receive changes
in the workflow model. The ad-hoc workflow editor is a perspective that interacts with the
engine.

compatible services. At the moment, e-BioFlow supports four types of actors: i) actors
that can invoke SOAP/WSDL or BioMOBY web services, ii) actors that can execute scripts
written in, among others, Java 1, Perl 2 and R [98], iii) actors that can interact with the user,
and iv) actors that can compose and decompose XML data structures.

The provenance system communicates with the engine. It receives all information
related to the workflow execution, and stores this information in a database. It provides a
provenance browser and a query interface to interactively explore and query these data.

10.4 Ad-hoc workflow design in e-BioFlow

The ad-hoc workflow editor uses the workflow models shared by the other perspectives.
Like the other perspectives, it uses the specification controller to receive notifications
about changes in the workflow models and to request changes in the workflow model
when the workflow designer edits the workflow. The three characteristics live editing, gui-

1http://www.java.sun.com, last visited: December 2009
2http://www.perl.org, last visited: December 2009

http://www.java.sun.com
http://www.perl.org
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ded workflow design and workflow by example will be used to explain the ad-hoc work-
flow editor in more detail.

10.4.1 Live editing

At first sight, the ad-hoc workflow editor looks similar to the data flow perspective: the
workflow designer can drag and drop tasks into the workflow diagram and define outputs
of one task to be input for others. But, using the ad-hoc workflow editor, the workflow
designer can select one or more tasks and instruct the editor to execute these tasks. When
the workflow designer instructs the editor to do this, the ad-hoc workflow editor creates
a partial workflow of the selected tasks based on the original workflow model. It adds
two user interaction tasks to this new workflow, invisible to the user. The first task, called
the input-task, is added to the start of the workflow. This task shows a dialog containing
the input data already available and fields for the missing data. The user can modify the
already available data and enter the missing data using drop-down boxes in the case there
are fixed sets of valid options or else using text fields. The second task is called the output-
task and is added to the end of the workflow to show the results of the selected tasks.

The ad-hoc workflow editor uses the workflow engine to execute this partial work-
flow. It automatically captures the data produced during workflow execution. These data
are visualised as circles called data items (Figure 10.2). Each circle contains the name of
the output port by which it is produced and a short representation of the data it holds.
The ad-hoc workflow editor uses arrows from the output ports to the corresponding data
items to present the generated relations. The workflow designer can inspect the data by
selecting the circles. The editor will show a dialog containing the data. At the moment, it
can visualise many data formats, such as plain-text, XML, PDF-files, bitmap graphics and
vector graphics.

The workflow designer can create a connection between a data item and a task’s input
port to define this data item to be input for that task. This relation is called a used-by
relation. The ad-hoc workflow editor automatically adds a pipe between the output port
of the task that has generated the data item and the input port that uses the data item as
input (Figure 10.3). When the user instructs the ad-hoc workflow editor to execute this
task, it uses this data item as input for that input port of the task. When multiple data
items are defined to be input of the task, the input-task enables the user to choose which
one to use.

When an executed task has produced a data item related to an input port that is con-
nected to an output port by means of a pipe, the ad-hoc workflow editor automatically
creates a used-by relation between the data item and the output port (Figure 10.4).
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Figure 10.2: A screenshot of the ad-hoc workflow editor. Tasks are presented as boxes; data as circles
connected to the output ports that have produced them and to the input ports that use
them.

10.4.2 Guided workflow design

The ad-hoc workflow editor helps the workflow designer find new tasks to extend the
workflow using the type information of data and the ports of tasks. When the workflow
designer selects an input port of a task, the ad-hoc workflow editor lists actors available
and tasks already in the workflow that can produce compatible input. If the workflow
designer chooses an actor from this list, the editor adds a task definition into the workflow
for that actor and sets this actor to be the preferred actor to execute the task. Additionally,
it generates a pipe between the input port selected and the compatible output port of
the new task. If the new task has multiple compatible output ports, the editor asks the
workflow designer to which input port the pipe should be connected. If the workflow
designer chooses a task already in the workflow, only the pipe is created. In a similar way,
the workflow designer can select output ports to find and add tasks or actors that accept
the output data as input. Data items can be selected to find and add tasks and actors that
accept these data as input.

Different services use different formats, even for the same type of data. Creating these
structures is a laborious and error-prone activity, especially when the data is hierarchi-
cal. The ad-hoc workflow editor helps the workflow designer to build and parse these
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Figure 10.3: (a) The “Amino Acid Sequence” task has generated a data item as output. (b) This data item
is defined as input for the “EBI WU_Blast” task. (c) The ad-hoc workflow editor automati-
cally generates a pipe between the two tasks.

XML data structures by means of composer tasks and decomposer tasks. The inputs of
a composer task are the child elements, content and attribute values; the output is the
XML structure built. The input of a decomposer task is the XML structure to be parsed;
the outputs are the child elements, the content and the attributes. Multiple composers
and decomposers can be chained to build or parse hierarchical XML structures. Com-
posers and decomposers tasks are handled as normal e-BioFlow tasks, but are listed in
separate categories when the workflow designer searches for compatible tasks. Although
these composer and decomposer tasks do not solve all data incompatibility problems,
they help the workflow designer to create XML structures and to reuse the contents of
XML structures without programming.
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Figure 10.4: (a) The output of the composer task “Object” is connected to the input of the task “Get
GenBankFasta”. (b) When the first task is executed, the ad-hoc workflow editor automati-
cally creates a data link between the data item produced and the next task.

10.4.3 Programming by demonstration

Workflows designed in the ad-hoc workflow editor can be edited directly using the other
perspectives and vice versa. For example, when a new task is inserted in this editor, then
this task is also visible in the other perspectives. Similarly, if a connection is made bet-
ween a data item produced by a certain task and the input of another task in the ad-hoc
workflow editor, this is visible as a data pipe between the two tasks in the data flow per-
spective and vice versa. The relation is visible as a dependency relation in the control flow
perspective, denoting the order of task execution. When the workflow is complete, it can
of course also be run using the e-BioFlow workflow engine. Additionally, the workflow
can be saved as a template for future experiments.

10.5 Use case: perform a Blat operation

For the use case we introduce a fictitious bioinformatician named Maria, who wants to
orchestrate web services to analyse a biological question. Maria wants to perform a se-
quence retrieval search against the zebrafish assembly for a set of 200 sequences. She uses
the ad-hoc workflow editor to construct a runnable workflow using a single sequence.
Once the design of the workflow is finished, she will run the workflow for the whole set of
sequences.

Maria searches for a Blat service [110], because it is a fast alternative for Blast. Soon,
she finds the Blat service provided by Wageningen University, the Netherlands. This one
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provides fast access to the Ensembl [66] zebrafish assembly. She drags the Blat service
to the workflow panel. The service requires two inputs, both MOBY-S objects. The first,
named “User”, is required for session information; the second, called “BlatJob”, to provide
the sequence and the database name. Maria does not know the XML structures requi-
red, and even does not want to. Luckily, the ad-hoc workflow editor can help her to con-
struct these complex data structures. Maria instructs the editor to add composer tasks
for the “User” input by right clicking on this port. The editor shows compatible services
and a composer task. Maria chooses the composer task and instructs the ad-hoc work-
flow editor to execute it. The editor asks her to enter the e-mail address and password to
construct the complex data structure. The service description tells Maria that any e-mail
address and password will suffice. The editor shows the results of the composer task in
the workflow panel. Additionally, two arrows are added to the workflow model, one con-
necting the composer’s output port to the data item and one connecting the data item to
the input port of the Blat task.

The “BlatJob” input is created in a similar way. This object is built of complex data in-
put too (database and sequence information). The ad-hoc workflow editor enables Maria
to further compose these inputs. Maria instructs the editor to run these three composer
tasks at once. The editor asks her to enter the database to be used and the sequence. The
results are visualised as red circles connected to the output ports.

Now all the inputs required by the Blat task are available, Maria instructs the ad-hoc
workflow editor to execute the Blat task. The Blat service returns four outputs, namely a
URL to the Blat report, a copy of the two inputs and the MOBY-S service notes. It seems
that Maria has to download the Blat results using this URL, however, it is in MOBY-S XML.
By right-clicking on the URL data item, Maria selects the decomposer task to parse this
MOBY-S object (Figure 10.5(a)). The data item is connected to the input of the decom-
poser automatically. Maria instructs the ad-hoc workflow editor to execute this task. The
output of the decomposer is the URL, this time in plain text.

The URL describes a location using a secure socket connection. Currently, e-BioFlow
does not offer a task that can download content over a secure connection. Maria knows
how to do this using Perl. She searches for a Perl task in the task panel and finds a “scrip-
ting task”. Maria drags this task into the workflow panel. The scripting task has no inputs
or outputs by default. When Maria selects the task, a configuration dialog pops to define
the input (the URL) and the output (the Blat report) of the task, and the script to be exe-
cuted. The scripting task requires Maria to select the language she wants to use. From
the available languages, she chooses “Perl”. Maria enters the code to be executed. The
script panel supports syntax highlighting; the inputs and outputs are treated as normal
variables, but are highlighted to distinguish them from the other variables.

When Maria has finished writing the script, she instructs the ad-hoc workflow edi-
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(a) Maria searches for a decomposer task to decompose the result data structure containing the URL.

(b) The result of the scripting task is a Blast report.

Figure 10.5: Screenshots of the design of the use case workflow in the ad-hoc workflow editor.
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tor to run the scripting task. The editor shows an error message and complains about
an unknown function. Maria reopens the configuration dialog of the scripting task and
discovers she has forgotten to include a package. She inserts the import statement and
re-executes the task. This time, the task runs successfully and returns the Blat report. The
Blat report is in PSI format. Maria, however, wants the output in Blast format in order to
inspect the alignment. She configures the Blat operation to generate the report in Blast
format. She instructs e-BioFlow to rerun the Blat task, the decomposer and the download
task. This time, the workflow generates the correct output (Figure 10.5(b)).

Now Maria has designed a correct workflow using a single sequence, she can use it to
perform the sequence-based search for the complete set of sequences.

10.6 Related work

Schonenberg et al. [167] distinguish four types of flexibility. i) Flexibility by design: the
ability to model alternative paths in a process definition at design time. ii) Flexibility by
deviation: the ability to handle occasional situations for a process instance to deviate
from the process definition without altering its process definition. iii) Flexibility by un-
derspecification: the ability to run incomplete process definitions through late modeling
and/or late binding. iv) Flexibility by change: the ability to modify a process definition at
runtime such that one or all currently existing process instances are migrated to the new
process definition.

Most business workflow systems and life science workflow systems support the first
type of flexibility through conditional branching. Some business workflow systems sup-
port dynamic adaptation of a single process instance (flexibility by deviation) and dyna-
mic change of a process definition (flexibility by change). ADEPT2 [159] is one of them.
ADEPT2, however, does not support flexibility by underspecification. Flexibility by un-
derspecification plays a less important role here, because data is scarce in business work-
flows and therefore cannot be used to decide about the continuation of the workflow. In-
Concert supports flexibility by change and also flexibility by underspecification, but does
not support flexibility by design [204].

Flexibility by underspecification is an essential property of a scientific workflow sys-
tem. Although InConcert supports flexibility by underspecification, it does not explicitly
present data in the workflow graph. As the investigation reported in the previous chap-
ter has shown, that scientists put high value on being able to inspect the data. e-BioFlow
supports flexibility by underspecification. Its engine can perform late binding, and the
ad-hoc editor can run incomplete workflow models and data is part of the incomplete
workflow graph. As shown in Chapter 6, e-BioFlow also supports flexibility by design
through split and join types.
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A few other systems support ad-hoc workflow design. None of them fulfill all the fea-
tures mentioned above. We will mention four different systems, all choosing a different
approach in supporting ad-hoc workflow design.

Workflow by Example (WbE) [196] records the operations the user performs on a data-
base and translates them into a workflow for future applications in similar con-
texts. WbE, however, is task oriented and does not support direct data manipula-
tion. Additionally, its focus is on automating querying databases instead of web
service composition.

SeaHawk [80] provides an interface in which the user can explore data and can request
for services that accept the data as input. Seahawk is not a workflow system itself,
but can record the complete exploration history and export this to a Taverna work-
flow.

Data playground [69] is a Taverna extension that enables life scientists to “play” with
MOBY-S services and to create small workflow snippets. This plugin system ena-
bles the scientist to transform these snippets to the standard process view of Ta-
verna. Although the initial user experiences were promising, this extension is not
further designed.

KNIME [26] is a data exploration and mining system. It provides access to many data
analysis tools. These tools are presented as nodes of workflows. KNIME enables its
users to execute the tools in isolation and to explore the outputs. These outputs are,
however, not explicitly present in the graph. Additionally, KNIME does not support
web services.

e-BioFlow supports the workflow by example, the explorative research style of the
Data playground and the guided experiment design of SeaHawk. It combines many fea-
tures of these systems, and provides them through a single graphical user interface.

10.7 Conclusion

In the previous chapter, we have presented a mockup implementation of an ad-hoc work-
flow editor, called NIWS, to life scientists. They have found this editor to be a real im-
provement over traditional workflow editors. The ad-hoc workflow editor of e-BioFlow
is the realisation of NIWS. It turns e-BioFlow into a workflow design and execution sy-
stem that supports both the routine process-oriented mode and the investigative data-
oriented mode to design workflows. The ad-hoc workflow editor operates on the same
workflow model and therefore workflows designed in this perspective can be edited using
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the other perspectives or run using the e-BioFlow engine. This editor enables the work-
flow designer to construct workflows in an explorative and intuitive way by giving real-
time feedback on the state of the workflow and by suggesting compatible actors, compo-
sers and decomposers. The workflow designer can run tasks in isolation, among others,
to analyse intermediate results, to optimise parameters and to debug workflows.

The ad-hoc workflow editor supports all actors provided by e-BioFlow and fully sup-
ports the late binding capabilities of e-BioFlow. Workflows designed in this perspective
are reusable templates for routine process-oriented mode to analyse other data sets and
for sharing with others through web portals such as myExperiment.

The use case in this chapter demonstrates a small but realistic scenario of using the
ad-hoc workflow editor to design a workflow. Many features the ad-hoc workflow editor
provides are shown, such as explorative design, composing and decomposing complex
data structures, debugging the workflow and optimising parameter settings. The result of
the use case is a correct, runnable workflow that can be (re)used to perform a Blat analysis
for a large number of sequences.
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Chapter 11
Conclusions

The research reported in this thesis was realised while closely working with life scientists
in the field. In the first chapter, we have introduced the main research question: How can
life science workflow systems help life scientist to design, run and capture their experi-
ments? In this last chapter, we first summarise the previous chapters of this thesis. In the
second section, we will discuss our results and will give an answer to the main research
question. We will close this chapter with future work.

11.1 Summary

Gaining insight in the daily working practices of the potential users, is an essential part of
a software design process. Therefore, the Chapters 2–5 are intended to establish functio-
nal requirements of life science tools, and in particular life science workflow systems.

Who are the intended users of life science workflow systems?

This thesis starts with an analysis of the daily working practices of life scientists in Chap-
ter 2. Based on the analysis, we can distinguish novice from expert users of bioinfor-
matics tools. Most bioinformatics tools are not suitable for novice users. The biologist,
for example, is an expert in biology, but is not quite skilled in bioinformatics tools. The
bioinformatician, on the other side, is a scientist who has a background in biology, but
at the same time knows how to apply computer science technologies to use these tools.
The bioinformatician has experience in using console applications and scripting. He can
connect different tools and perform data transformations when needed.
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Despite their knowledge of computer science, even bioinformaticians experience dif-
ficulties using and connecting the multitude of life science tools available today. They
need to find and to have access to various tools, available in different forms, such as web
pages, command line tools and web services (using different invocation mechanisms).
These tools are often difficult to use, because documentation about these tools and the
parameters to fine-tune the algorithm implemented are often missing.

The bioinformaticians often create scripts to connect these tools. This is, however,
not straightforward, because they have to deal with different data formats different tools
use, especially when they are provided by different organisations. This has resulted in a
situation where transforming between data formats takes a large part of the daily wor-
king activities. As shown in Chapter 3, different organisations do not standardise on data
formats and the interfaces of tools. So, standardising on data formats is not an option.
Bioinformatics tools can and should help bioinformaticians doing these transformations.

When the bioinformatician runs the experiment, he has to store a complete trace of
the experiment, called provenance. Provenance data make experiments reproducible,
simplify the discovery of changes in the underlying data and pay credit to the owners of
data and resources [71; 87; 175]. It is important that these data are stored in an interchan-
geable format and that tools are available to visualise and explore provenance. Only then
it is possible to share provenance data with peers.

problems do life scientists experience using workflow systems and why?

Life science workflow systems promise to support bioinformaticians in using tools for
experimentation. They are meant to simplify the design, enactment and analysis of life
science experiments. A major advantage of using a workflow system instead of program-
ming a script to connect tools is that workflow systems provide uniform access to resour-
ces that bioinformaticians require. The workflow designer does not even have to be aware
of the protocol used. A workflow system provides a graphical programming environment
in which these resources are provided as building blocks for life science experiments. The
bioinformatician uses the workflow system to connect these building blocks and to mo-
del data transfers between the resources. A workflow is often easier to understand and to
share than its scripting equivalent, because of these visualisation capabilities.

The effect of not standardising on data formats recurs in life science workflow sys-
tems. Chapter 4 shows that only 20% of the tasks in the Taverna workflows stored at my-
Experiment represent web services. About 30% of the tasks used in these workflows per-
form data transformations. Scripting tasks, which are tasks implemented by the workflow
designer by means of a script, are responsible for another 14% of the tasks. It is ironical,
since life science workflow systems are meant to take scripting away. In practice, however,
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support for scripting is an essential requirement in a workflow system, because not all re-
quired tasks are provided by the workflow system or available as web services. Therefore,
the workflow system should offer support for various scripting languages, enabling the
workflow designer to choose the scripting language he is familiar with and easily reuse
those created by others. Tasks to automatically compose and decompose complex data
structures are important ingredients of workflow systems. They help the workflow desig-
ner to build and parse these complex data structures without programming.

Once the workflow designer has finished the design of a workflow, he can save the
workflow for future experiments or share it with peers. Web sites such as myExperiment
help life scientists doing this. However, the workflow highly depends on the resources its
tasks represent; the workflow designer often has no influence on the existence of these re-
sources. Resources may go down or moved to a new location, mainly because the project
has ended or the services are not used anymore. The workflows that use these resources
become broken. Chapter 5 shows that 14% of the Taverna workflows at myExperiment
that use web services have become broken due to dead or moved services. In order to
reuse these workflows, the workflow (re)user has to replace these services with alternati-
ves, if available.

A workflow system that supports late binding offers a solution for these problems, at
least in the case when services are moved or alternatives are available. Workflows desig-
ned in such a workflow system are independent of the resources available at design time.
The choice of resources is postponed to enactment time. The success of late binding
depends on the degree in which service providers standardise on the interface of web
services to make web services replaceable. When similar web services provide similar
interfaces, then a workflow system that supports late binding can easily switch between
these web services without affecting the workflow model.

How can workflow systems be improved to better fit the life scientists’ needs?

Based on the functional requirements, we propose our workflow system e-BioFlow. The
ideas implemented in e-BioFlow are based on collaborations and discussions with bioin-
formaticians and the shortcomings we have experienced using existing workflow systems
for a couple of experiments. To prevent implementing yet another workflow system, the
implementation of e-BioFlow is based on YAWL. The workflow editor of e-BioFlow, pre-
sented in Chapter 6, enables the workflow designer to design both control flow and data
flow related aspects of a workflow. The workflows designed in the e-BioFlow workflow
editor are independent of the resources available at design time.

The actual binding of tasks to resources is performed by the e-BioFlow engine, which
is presented in Chapter 7. The e-BioFlow engine extends the YAWL engine. In contrast to
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YAWL, the e-BioFlow engine supports late binding. When the engine activates a task, it
searches among the available resources for a suitable resource to execute the task . The e-
BioFlow engine provides access to different types of web services and scripting languages,
and supports user interaction. It is in no way limited to these resources, but can easily be
extended with support for other types of web services and scripting languages due to its
plugin-based architecture. The engine can deal with large data sets, because it passes data
by reference. The actual data is stored in a database management system until needed to
execute a task. In this way, this engine is able to run large life science workflows with
several gigabytes of data involved.

The engine is designed with provenance in mind. During the run of a workflow, it
generates events covering the execution state of the workflow. These events can be cap-
tured, among others, to provide real time feedback about the workflow’s execution state
and to store provenance data. Chapter 8 discusses e-BioFlow’s provenance system. This
provenance system automatically stores the events generated by the workflow engine du-
ring a workflow run. It stores these events using the interchangeable Open Provenance
Model (OPM). By default, the provenance data are stored in a database, called the pro-
venance archive, to improve the performance. The engine can use this provenance ar-
chive as cache to speed up future execution of tasks. Caching is a very useful feature of a
workflow engine to quickly test and debug workflows at design time, or to quickly restore
the workflow execution in case of a workflow crash. The provenance system enables its
users to export provenance traces stored in the provenance archive into OPM compatible
XML format to share them with peers.

The provenance system provides a provenance browser and a query interface, to ex-
plore and query the provenance traces stored in the provenance archive. By using the
detail-on-demand principle, the bioinformatician can collapse and expand parts of the
workflow run. In this way, he is able to explore large workflow runs. The power of e-
BioFlow’s engine and provenance system is demonstrated with a life science use case
workflow consisting of 135 tasks and 19 sub workflows, with almost 3GB of data invol-
ved.

Current life science workflow systems require their users to design the complete work-
flow in advance. We have designed a new workflow editor which enables bioinformati-
cians to apply their explorative research approach within a workflow system. This new
workflow editor enables ad-hoc workflow design: the workflow designer can design the
workflow step-by-step by running unfinished workflows. Intermediate results are expli-
citly present in the workflow model. The workflow designer can use them as sources of
inspiration to further design the workflow. The ad-hoc workflow editor helps the work-
flow designer in the design process by suggesting compatible tasks, i.e., tasks that can
produce the data required or tasks that can take the data available as input. This helps
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the workflow designer to prevent data incompatibility problems between services, but at
the same time helps the workflow designer to find tasks to extend the workflow.

We have presented our initial design ideas through a mockup implementation called
NIWS. Chapter 9 discusses our study among 50 life scientists with various expertises in
workflow systems. This study has shown that many participants were very enthusiastic
about this new workflow editor. They expect it to be much easier to use than classical
workflow editors. The study resulted in both corrective and creative feedback at the level
of functionality, dialogue and representation. The feedback at the functional level was
used to realise a working implementation of an ad-hoc workflow editor for e-BioFlow,
which is discussed in Chapter 10. Meeting the requirements at the dialogue level and the
representation level is future work for a next iteration in the user-centered design. The
ad-hoc workflow editor is closely connected to the other components of e-BioFlow: once
the workflow designer has finished the workflow design, he can save it for future use or
run it as a traditional workflow using the e-BioFlow engine.

11.2 Discussion

As mentioned in Chapter 3, workflow systems are not new. They have been used for de-
cades to model business logic and to orchestrate web services. Also in the life science
domain, workflow systems are not new. Laboratory Information Systems (LIMSs) exist
for a long time, and they all have implemented a workflow, albeit hard-coded. A LIMS
coordinates the lab apparatus and manages the data involved. Business workflows and
LIMSs have in common that the entire workflow model must be known in advance.

Many life science tools are available as web services. The use of a workflow system to
orchestrate these services to create in-silico experiments seems logical. As a result, cur-
rent life science workflow systems are based on business workflow systems and LIMSs.
These workflow systems do not fulfill the requirements bioinformaticians have, because
they do not support the explorative research approach of the bioinformatician. Devel-
opers of workflow systems claim to apply the data flow paradigm to their workflow sys-
tems, because data plays a central role in the decision making process in an in-silico ex-
periment. The life scientist uses data as sources of inspiration and to verify hypotheses.
Nevertheless, the real data is still invisible in these workflow systems. The scientist is ex-
pected to predict the behaviour of web services and to model the entire experiment in
advance, without data.

Though many researchers argue not to create yet another workflow system, we have
decided to create our own playground. Adapting existing workflow systems often requires
rethinking basic concepts in the architecture, because many problems are the results of
decisions in the early stage of design. For example, adding support for iteration through
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loops and conditional branching in a data flow paradigm is only possible through special
constructs or hacking. Similarly, extending a workflow system with support for late bin-
ding is difficult if the workflow system ties workflow specifications to the locations of the
resources used to design the workflow.

The well-considered architecture of e-BioFlow has resulted in an extensible frame-
work. The traditional editors, the engine, the provenance system and the ad-hoc editor
are all implemented as plugins of the base architecture. We prevented reinventing the
wheel by reusing the YAWL engine to perform the execution logic. This engine has been
adapted to support passing data by reference, to perform late binding, and to invoke va-
rious types of resources, to support large, data-intensive in-silico experiments of bioin-
formaticians.

Even though the engine is control flow based, data play a central role in the user in-
terface. In the provenance browser and the ad-hoc editor, data are explicitly visible. The
ad-hoc editor of e-BioFlow, a realisation of what Gibson et al. [69] called a virtual data
playground, enables the bioinformatician to think it terms of data instead of processes.
By explicitly presenting the data, it challenges scientists to play with data, and stimulates
them to test services and to test different parameter settings.

11.3 Future work

Current users of life science workflow systems are bioinformaticians, for similar reasons
that users of web services are often web service developers themselves [141]. Although
our workflow system e-BioFlow fulfills many functional requirements of a workflow sys-
tem, such as explorative design and late binding, it still requires its users to have know-
ledge of scripting, web services and algorithms. The ultimate goal is to provide a workflow
interface that enables even the less experienced life scientists, such as the biologists, to
design and run in-silico experiments.

The next step in design will be establishing the requirements at the interface level of
a workflow system. Now the functional requirements of a workflow system are met, the
focus should be on how to interact with workflow systems (dialogue level) and how to pre-
sent information (representational level). The e-BioFlow system can be used as a working
prototype for gaining insight into these requirements: let life scientists experience the
new interfaces for the design and execution of workflows and the analysis of provenance
data. This again requires close collaboration between computer scientists and life scien-
tists. Only by applying a user-centered design, one can design solutions that better fit the
life scientists’ needs [215; 51].

The life science community, in turn, should actively promote the design and use of
standards for data formats and web service interfaces, and the documentation of tools, to
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simplify the use of these tools and the construction of workflows.
The result will be a new language (workflow representation) that enables the design of

high-level workflow models. These high-level workflow descriptions should be closer to
conceptual models life scientists have about experiments and therefore reduce the cog-
nitive load of these scientists [210]. This new language should enable the life scientist to
think in terms of steps he wants to perform instead of the services he needs to use. In cur-
rent workflow languages there is often a big gap between the level at which a life scientist
thinks about the life science problem and the workflow implementation (Chapter 4).

Adams et al. [3] have introduced a technique to design abstract workflows to describe
the treatment processes of patients. This technique may also be applicable to design con-
ceptual workflows in life science. Central in their approach are worklets. A worklet is a
small workflow that covers all the actions required to perform a higher level task (or step).
A worklet black boxes implementation details from a workflow designer’s point of view.
The workflow system should maintain a catalogue of workflows. It can have multiple
worklets available to concretise the same task. The concretisation of tasks into worklets
is done at enactment time by the workflow engine, similar to e-BioFlow’s late binding
facilities.

Worklets depend to a lesser extent on the standardisation of web service interfaces.
They can be used in life science workflow systems to describe and implement classes of
tasks. For example, worklets can help to provide a standardised interface for alignment
tasks in a workflow. Then, the abstract alignment task encompasses all alignment re-
sources, including (a)synchronous Blast services and Blat services. At design time, the
workflow designer can define an alignment task in a workflow without having to choose
the actual alignment algorithm. This solution enables the workflow designer to describe
high level workflows that are better reusable for similar cases. Additionally, it will simplify
the replacement of dead services and limit the amount of data transformation required.
Its success, of course, highly depends on the degree in which community standardises on
worklet interfaces. And as long people are free to use their own standards, they will.
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Appendix A
Novice user questionnaire



 

 

Questionnaire 
 

Please fill in the first 4 questions and then read the next block. It is important that you 

answer all of them. Thank you. 

 

You may answer the questions in Dutch 

 

1 Age:…… 

2 Gender:  

O Female  

O Male 

3 Study background:…………………………………………………………. 

4 Which software tools do you use? 

Please underline which software you use or specify which other program you 

use: 

a. Operating System: Windows / Linux / Unix / Apple 

b. Text editor: Word / OpenOffice / LaTeX / Other ..................................  

…………………………………………………………………………. 

c. Spreadsheet: Excel / OpenOffice / Lotus Notes / Other ……………… 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

d. Browser: Internet Explorer / Firefox / Netscape / Opera / Other……… 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

e. Mail program: Outlook Express / Outlook / Bat / Eudora / Thunderbird / 

Hotmail /GMail / Other ………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………….. 

f. Search Engine: Google / Altavista / Yahoo / Other …………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

g. Other frequently used software: .............................................................  

.................................................................................................................  

.................................................................................................................  
 

On the following pages you will be asked questions about your experiences regarding use 

of bioinformatics applications during the course. There are no right or wrong answers; we 

are interested in your personal opinions and experiences. Do not think about questions for 

a long time, but try to rely on your first reaction. It is no problem if you are not sure about 

this. Just try to give the answer that you think is most suitable. This questionnaire is 

completely anonymous and the results will not be associated with your name. 
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Part I: 3D Visualization tools: Yasara, JMol, Chime 

1 I prefer the following 3D view of a complete protein structure: 

O Balls 

 
O Balls and sticks (See the enlarged 

part -->) 

 
O Sticks (See the enlarged part -->) 

 
O Ribbon 

 
O Cartoon 

 
O Tube 

 
O I have no preference  

O It depends on (please specify)  ………………………………………… 

………………………………………… 
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2 I prefer the following 3D view for a part of a protein structure:  

 

O Balls 

 
O Balls and sticks 

 
O Sticks 

 
O I have no preference  

O It depends on (please specify)  …………………………………………. 

…………………………………………. 

…………………………………………. 
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3 I often use an option to make only a selection of the protein structure visible. 

O disagree strongly  O disagree  O neutral  O agree  O agree strongly 

 
4 It is easy to recognize residue’s structure in a protein. 

O disagree strongly  O disagree  O neutral  O agree O agree strongly 

 
5 I often use several 3D visualization tools (Yasara, Chime, JMol) to get more 

insight into a molecule. 

O disagree strongly  O disagree  O neutral  O agree O agree strongly 

 

6 I often make only the required information of an interesting residue visible (for 

example, only side chain of the interesting residue). 

O disagree strongly  O disagree  O neutral  O agree O agree strongly 

 

7 The 3D structure of a protein gives me information about what the function of a 

residue is. 

O disagree strongly  O disagree  O neutral  O agree O agree strongly 

 

8 The 3D position of an residue in a protein in combination with my background 

knowledge about the residue always gives me enough information to determine a possible 

function of a residue. 

O disagree strongly  O disagree  O neutral  O agree O agree strongly 

 

9 When I know the position of a residue, I often use additional resources (like 

access to other databases, Google, etc.) to gain more information about the protein. 

O disagree strongly  O disagree  O neutral  O agree O agree strongly 

 

10 When I know the function of an entire protein, I often use additional resources 

(like access to other databases, Google, etc), to verify my conclusions. 

O disagree strongly  O disagree  O neutral  O agree O agree strongly 

 

11 When I know the function of a part of the protein, I often use additional 

resources (like access to other databases, Google, etc), to verify my conclusions. 

O disagree strongly  O disagree  O neutral  O agree O agree strongly 

 

12 I search first for existing information about the protein in sources on the internet 

before trying to discover more about the protein myself. 

O disagree strongly  O disagree  O neutral  O agree O agree strongly 
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13 I often use an option to hide some irrelevant part of the protein. 

O disagree strongly  O disagree  O neutral  O agree O agree strongly 

 

Please write here your extra comments about the about the 3D Visualization tools: 

 
 

 

Part II: SRS & MRS 

1 I often change search options (e.g. “Blast options” for BLAST search, as on the 

figure below) to optimize my search. 

 

O disagree strongly  O disagree  O neutral  O agree O agree strongly 
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2 I use the extended query form (for example in SRS to find previous annotations of 

a protein in order to see the history of this protein annotation, as on the figure below). 

O Often 

O Sometimes 

O Never 

 

 

3 When I receive results from a tool (e.g. for sequence alignment), I try to change 

parameters to see how it will influence the results. 

O disagree strongly  O disagree  O neutral  O agree O agree strongly 

 

4 The tools often give cross references to other databases with additional 

information. I often use these cross references to get more information. 

O disagree strongly  O disagree  O neutral  O agree O agree strongly 

 

5 When I am not satisfied with the information that I find in the SwissProt database, 

I use the following additional sources (more than one option can be chosen): 

O Search engines 

O Cross references 

O Search manually in other databases 

O Knowledge from other students 

O Other ……………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

O None  
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6 When I search for information about a disease related to a protein, I use the 

following additional sources to get more information (more than one option can be 

chosen). 

O Search engines 

O Omim cross references 

O Other cross references 

O Other ……………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

O None  

 

7 When I look for information, the most important to me is: 

 

Rank the options by importance to you (1..3) 

(      ) O Detailed answers 

(      ) O Reliable answers 

(      ) O Non-redundant answers 

(      ) O Easy-to-use answers (standard format, like Fasta used in ClustalW) 

(      ) O Well-documented answers (with respect to the traceability of their origin) 

 

 

8 When I use cross-references, I use the cross reference according to:  

 

Rank the options by importance to you (1..3) 

(      ) O The kind of information I want to get 

(      ) O The reliability of the source which is going to provide the data 

(      ) O The fact that I know whether the cross-reference has been added manually 

(      ) O The fact that I know whether the cross-reference has been added automatically 

(e.g. by computer systems) 

(      ) O Other…………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Comments: 
 

 

Please write here your extra comments about MRS&SRS or any other comments: 
 

 

You have finished the questionnaire. Thank you very much! 
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Appendix B
Symbols used in Taverna workflows

Taverna uses five different symbols in the graphical representation of a workflow. The
tasks are represented as boxes. The inputs and outputs of tasks are hidden by default.
Boxes have different colours depending on the invocation mechanism the task uses, such
as MOBY-S or SOAP/WSDL. Tasks related to workflow inputs and workflow outputs are
surrounded by a dotted box. Data connections are represented by arrows between task
boxes. In case of a dependency between tasks without data being involved, a circled arrow
is used.

BlatOrBlast

DataBaseName

Workflow Inputs

BarPlot

Workflow Outputs

A task; the box colour is related to 

the invocation type

Defines the task DataBaseName 

to be a workflow input

Defines the BarPlot to be a 

workflow output

A data connection between two 

tasks

A dependency between tasks 

without data involved

Figure B.1: Taverna uses 5 different symbols in its workflow language.





Appendix C
Use case workflow
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Figure C.1: The workflow designed for mapping oligonucleotides of probes to the Ensemble database
and Vega database in its expanded form. It consists of 76 tasks.



Appendix D
Using R in Taverna: RShell v1.2

D.1 Introduction

The open source workflow system Taverna [148] provides access to and integration of
many life science web services. Not all desired data-analysis procedures are available as
web services. Therefore, support for scripting is essential. By default, Taverna provides
scripting in Java. Many scientists are not familiar with Java and prefer other languages,
such as R, a statistical language [98]. Taverna had limited support for R.

We developed an R plugin for Taverna: RShell, which removes the limitations of R
support in Taverna workflows. RShell can be incorporated in a Taverna workflow as a
processor for executing R scripts. In this appendix, we present a detailed description of
the RShell functionality and architecture. Additionally, we introduce new functionality of
our current RShell version 1.2.

D.2 Implementation

RShell is based on a client-server architecture. It requires a local or remote installation
of the R-interpreter with the Rserve library [198] installed. The Rserve library turns the
R-interpreter into a server, which enables other applications to communicate with the
R-interpreter by means of a socket connection. From here on, the R-interpreter with the
Rserve library installed will be denoted as the R server. RShell uses the Java library na-
med REngine to establish and maintain connection between Taverna and the R server. To
execute R scripts, the RShell processor sends the script and the input data via the RShell
session manager to the R server, which delegates the script to the R-interpreter and sends
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the results back to RShell (Figure D.1). This new version is fully compatible up to and
including R 2.9.

D.2.1 Configuring the RShell processor

The RShell processor is highly configurable: the user can define the script to be executed,
the input ports to feed the relevant data, and the output ports to extract the created data.
The user can configure the RShell processor by invocating the RShell processor in Ta-
verna’s “advanced model explorer”. This will show a configuration dialog containing four
tabs for: ithe script, iithe input ports, iiithe output ports, and ivthe connection settings.

Syntax highlighting is available in the scripting tab, to help the user write correct R
code. The keywords are highlighted in blue; the inputs and outputs of the RShell proces-
sor are highlighted in pink.

RShell supports multiple input ports and output ports. Each port has a name, corres-
ponding to the variable name it represents, as well as a type, corresponding to the type of
data it holds. RShell uses the data type to determine how to exchange data with Taverna.
RShell supports booleans, numeric values (both integers and floating point numbers),
strings, and, vectors of numerics and strings. Inputs and outputs of these data types
can directly be used as variables in the R script. RShell provides the text-file data type
to handle large data. Ports of this type can be read and written as normal R tables. The
PNG data type and, since version 1.2, the PDF data type are available for graphical output.
PNG can be used for bitmap graphics; PDF for vector graphics. PNG and PDF outputs are
handled as graphics devices in the standard R fashion. Input ports and output ports can
be defined using the input ports and output ports tab.

RShell can execute any R script as long as the required libraries are installed in the
R server. By default, the RShell processor is configured to use a locally installed R server
serving at address localhost, port 6311. It can be configured to use a remote installation
of R instead, using the connections tab. This can be useful when, the user is not able to
install R, a central installation of R with a specific set of installed libraries is used, or R
is installed in a grid environment. Multiple R servers can be accessed within the same
workflow.

D.2.2 Persistent sessions

RShell supports persistent sessions to prevent unnecessary data transfer. The user can
enable persistent sessions in the connection tab. When these are enabled, all input data,
output data and script variables will be kept in memory of the R-interpreter until the
whole workflow execution is finished. Multiple RShell processors in the same workflow
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Figure D.1: Each RShell processor communicates with the R-interpreter through the RShell Session Ma-
nager. The RShell Session Manager sets up and maintains the connection with the R inter-
preter with the RServe library installed through the REngine java library.
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are able to use the data provided by previously used processors, without requiring data
links between these processors, as long as they use the same R server.

Although persistent sessions can be very useful, they have three limitations: i) sessi-
ons can only be used among RShell processors, ii) RShell processors involved in a single
persistent session have to access the same R server (but RShells devoted to a different
session can access other R servers), and iii) it takes extra effort to keep a provenance log
of data kept at the R interpreter. Taverna manages all data consumed and produced by
processors. By using persistent sessions, Taverna is not aware of the data generated by
one RShell processor and used by another RShell processor. If the user wants to record
data generated by an RShell processor, he can do that by defining an output port for that
variable.

D.3 Availability and requirements

Project name: RShell v1.2

Project home page: http://ewi.utwente.nl/~biorange/rshell/

Operating system(s): Any (Java)

Programming language: Java

Other requirements: Java 1.6, Taverna 1.3+ and R with the Rserve library installed. Ta-
verna, R and Rserve are all open source and freely available.

Licence: GNU GPL

D.4 Conclusions

With the introduction of our RShell plugin, scripting in R is now available for Taverna.
RShell has a configurable processor that is able to execute any R script that can be execu-
ted by the available installation of the R-interpreter. The client-server architecture ena-
bles a centralised installation of the R-interpreter containing all frequently used libraries
used by an organisation. The support for persistent sessions in RShell 1.2 helps to prevent
data transfer overload.

RShell 1.0 comes with the standard installation of Taverna. RShell 1.2 can be down-
loaded as a plugin for Taverna and contains several improvements, such as support for
vector graphics and persistent sessions.

http://ewi.utwente.nl/~biorange/rshell/


Appendix E
Mapping Vega-designed oligos to the
Ensembl assembly

A microarray with 15k probes of 60-mer oligonucleotides has been designed on gene se-
quences from Vega 1 and Ensembl 2 that are also known in the Zebrafish Information
Network 3 of the genome DNA-sequence assemblies. For zebrafish, the VEGA set is not
a subset of the Ensembl set. To judge the agreement that exists between the different as-
sembly annotations, we mapped the Vega-designed probes onto the Ensembl assembly
in the following way. All probe sequences are aligned to the Ensembl assembly. Hits with
an e-value below 1.5e-4 are considered to be able to contribute to the hybridisation sig-
nal on the microarray [90]. Next, for each hit, a query is performed to check which genes
and/or transcripts are present at the hit location in the genome. Finally, each probe with
at least one hit is further classified based on the number of hits, genes and transcripts.
For this classification, an additional lower cut-off is applied (e-value below 1e-12) and
the possibility of the occurrence of intron-spanning probes has been considered. There-
fore, probe sequences that ishow two or more hits located close together on the genome,
and that iiconstitute a continuous stretch of more than 57 nucleotides on the probe, are
labeled intron-spanning probes. For the alignment, BioMoby Blat and Blast services at
WUR 4 are used. Gene and transcript finding is performed by the Ensemble 51 Genes
BioMart service 5. The RShell processor is used to implement the classification and the

1http://vega.sanger.ac.uk/Danio_rerio, last visited: December 2009
2http://www.ensembl.org/Danio_rerio, last visited: December 2009
3http://zfin.org, last visited: December 2009
4http://www.bioinformatics.nl, last visited: December 2009
5http://www.ensembl.org/biomart, last visited: December 2009

http://vega.sanger.ac.uk/Danio_rerio
http://www.ensembl.org/Danio_rerio
http://zfin.org
http://www.bioinformatics.nl
http://www.ensembl.org/biomart
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visualisation in the workflow.
Table E.1 and Figure E.1 show the result of the classification. About 38.3% of the oli-

gos have a single hit on the Essembl assembly and represent a single transcript (class 0).
Another 3.0% of the oligos were linked to multiple transcripts of a single gene (class 5–7).
The oligos that match multiple genes, class 11, are responsible for 5.6% of the total num-
ber of oligos. For 45% of the oligos, no genes were found although they have a hit on the
genome assembly (class 12). These probes target on Vega transcripts that are absent in
the Ensembl annotation.
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Figure E.1: Number of probes per class.
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Table E.1: Classifications of the probes of a microarray chip including the description of the classes.

Class Description # probes % probes

0 no hit 0 0.0
1 single hit, single transcript, single gene 3128 38.3
2 multiple hits, single transcript, single gene, intron spanning 50 0.6
3 multiple hits, single transcript, single gene, possible intron spanning a 73 0.9
4 multiple hits, single transcript, single gene, no intron spanning 0 0.0
5 multiple hits, multiple transcripts, single gene, intron spanning 16 0.2
6 multiple hits, multiple transcripts, single gene, possible intron span-

ning a
206 2.5

7 multiple hits, multiple transcripts, single gene, no intron spanning 23 0.3
8 single hit, does not meet additional criteria b 49 0.6
9 multiple hits, single transcript, do not meet additional criteria b 3 0.0

10 multiple hits, multiple transcripts, do not meet additional criteria b 1 0.0
11 multiple hits, multiple genes 458 5.6
12 no transcript found but hit(s) meet additional criteria b 3789 46.5
13 no transcript found and hit(s) do not meet additional criteria b 70 0.9
14 multiple hits, single transcript, single gene plus hit without transcript

found and hits meet additional criteria b
291 3.6

aOligo below e-value cut-off 1e-12, but also intron spanning criteria met.
bAdditional criteria: either e-value below 1e-12 or intron spanning.
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Table F.1: The local services are put in 9 categories. The last category, “Unknown”, contains all uncatego-
rised services.

Class Services

Conditional FailIfFalse FailIfTrue

Constant stringconstant

Data transformation biomobyobject SplitByRegex
biomobyparser StringConcat
ByteArrayToString StringListMerge
DecodeBase64 StringSetDifference
EncodeBase64 StringSetIntersection
ExtractMobyData StringSetUnion
FilterStringList StringStripDuplicates
FlattenList XMLInputSplitter
GenBankParserWorker XMLOutputSplitter
PadNumber XPathTextWorker
RegularExpressionStringList XSLTWorker
SliceList

Interaction AskWorker TellWorker
ChooseWorker WarnWorker
SelectWorker

Operation ReverseCompWorker TranscribeWorker

Retrieval NucleotideFastaWorker ProteinGBSeqWorker
NucleotideGBSeqWorker ProteinINSDSeqXMLWorker
NucleotideINSDSeqXMLWorker ProteinTinySeqXMLWorker
NucleotideTinySeqXMLWorker PubMedEFetchWorker
ProteinFastaWorker SwissProtParserWorker

Testing EmitLotsOfStrings TestSometimesFails
TestAlwaysFailingProcessor

Util apiconsumer LocalCommand
ConcatenateFileListWorker SQLQueryWorker
EchoList TextFileReader
ExtractImageLinks TextFileWriter
FileListByExtTask WebImageFetcher
FileListByRegexTask WebPageFetcher

Unknown alternate helpurl
arbitrarygt4 knowarcjanitor
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NIWS questionnaire



 

 

 

Introduction 
We are investigating the usability of workflow systems and we have some ideas how 

to improve them. But to really improve these systems, we need your help too. Two 

scenarios showing sketchy mockups of the interface have been designed in 

PowerPoint to share our ideas with you. We would like to know what you think of 

them.  

 

Based on these scenarios, we will ask you 4 questions. You will get five minutes time 

to answer each question.  It is important to know that these questions are not used as 

a test of your knowledge about workflow systems or this system in particular and 

you are not expected to learn anything. We are only interested in what you think of 

the system in order to validate and improve our ideas. 

 

In total, it will take about 30 minutes time. You will get a 1 GB USB stick as reward 

for participating this session. Please do not turn the page to the next question until I 

instruct you to do so. 

 

 

 

Thank you in advance. 
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Background information 
 

 

I am a: 

o Biologist  

o Bioinformatician 

o Chemist 

o Computer scientist 

o Mathematician 

o Other, namely:  

 

 

My experience with workflow systems 

o I have only seen them 

o Little experienced I have used them only for a  couple of experiments 

o Experienced, I use them regularly to do my experiments 

o Very experienced, I use them for almost all experiments 
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Question 1 
We would like to know how you imagine the NIWS workflow system after seeing 

these scenarios.  

 

For that reason we ask you the following question: Please, explain to your colleague 

Tom, who is regularly using workflows, but who is not familiar with this new system, 

what is NIWS.  

 

You can use text, drawings, sketches, keywords etc. 
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Question 2 
Tom has found 200 interesting sequences and wants to perform a sequence based 

search against the mouse (Mus Musculus) genome. Tom is curious about this system 

NIWS and wants to use it. Please explain him how to do using NIWS. 

 

You can use text, drawings, sketches, keywords etc. 
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Question 3 
Tom wants to do align two sequences using NIWS. Please explain him how to find a 

sequence alignment service and how to perform the sequence alignment using NIWS. 

 

You can use text, drawings, sketches, keywords etc. 
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Question 4 
Tom wants to perform a sequence based search against the (mouse) Mus Muscules 

assembly using a Blast service for a few hundred sequences. He wants to use a 

BioMart service to find out which transcripts and which genes are located on the 

locations found. 

 

Tom doesn’t know how to connect different services in NIWS. He is afraid that data 

may be incompatible. Please explain to him how to construct the workflow in NIWS. 

 

You can use text, drawings, sketches, keywords etc. 
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Abstract

The introduction of computer science technology in the life science domain has resul-
ted in a new life science discipline called bioinformatics. Bioinformaticians are biolo-
gists who know how to apply computer science technology to perform computer based
experiments, also known as in-silico or dry lab experiments. Various tools, such as da-
tabases, web applications and scripting languages, are used to design and run in-silico
experiments. As the size and complexity of these experiments grow, new types of tools
are required to design and execute the experiments and to analyse the results. Work-
flow systems promise to fulfill this role. The bioinformatician composes an experiment
by using tools and web services as building blocks, and connecting them, often through
a graphical user interface. Workflow systems, such as Taverna, provide access to up to
a few thousand resources in a uniform way. Although workflow systems are intended
to make the bioinformaticians’ work easier, bioinformaticians experience difficulties in
using them. This thesis is devoted to find out which problems bioinformaticians expe-
rience using workflow systems and to provide solutions for these problems.

This thesis consists of three parts. The first part discusses the daily working practices
of bioinformaticians and the infrastructure they use to perform their computer based ex-
periments. Within a single in-silico experiment, often scientists from different disciplines
and organisations are involved. The collaboration takes place in different forms, ranging
from working at the same working place to sharing knowledge by means of publications
as well as tools and data. The collaborating scientists have different experience levels
in using computer tools. The bioinformatician is the expert. She knows how to use life
science tools, how to program and how to connect different tools.

The multidisciplinary collaborative work is reflected by the life science infrastructure.
Bioinformaticians construct and share databases and tools and reuse those created by
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others. Many tools are currently available as web services. The bioinformatician genera-
tes scripts to access and connect such web services.

In the second part of this thesis, the difficulties bioinformaticians have using work-
flow systems are analysed and discussed. By using a workflow system, the bioinforma-
tician should be able to easily construct the experiment without programming. This is,
however, an idealistic view on workflow systems. Workflow systems do not support the
explorative research approach the bioinformatician normally uses. Data are sources of
inspiration for the bioinformatician and are used to determine the next steps in the expe-
riment. In traditional workflow systems, the bioinformatician needs to design the entire
workflow in advance before it can be run. She therefore has to make many of the design
decisions without appropriate data.

Another issue many workflow designers face is solving data incompatibility problems.
Different organisations often use different data structures in their services, even to repre-
sent the same information. This results in a situation where about 30% of the tasks in the
Taverna workflows stored at myExperiment represent data transformations. Standardi-
sing on data formats will be the best solution, but is infeasible, because if people are free
to use their own data format they will. It would be better if a workflow system provides
the means to handle data transformations. It should support scripting tasks for various
programming languages, to enable the bioinformatician to program in the language he is
familiar with. Additionally, a workflow can provide tasks to automatically compose and
decompose complex data structures. Furthermore, the workflow system can suggest tasks
that produce compatible output or that can consume the data available.

Once finished, the workflow model is a knowledge representation of an experiment,
that can easily be shared with peers, for validation or to construct similar experiments.
Due to portals such as myExperiment, workflow sharing has become popular. These por-
tals, however, have introduced a new type of problem bioinformaticians have to deal with.
The services used in a workflow can become unavailable. Services may be down or mo-
ved to another location or may have a changed interface. The workflow (re)user has no
influence on the existence of services, because the services are often hosted by other or-
ganisations. As a result, at the time of writing approximately one out of ten of the Taverna
workflows at myExperiment are broken. In order to reuse these workflows, the tasks re-
presenting these dead services need to be replaced. Workflow systems that support late
binding could solve these problems, in case the service is moved to another location. The
bioinformatician will not even notice the service has been moved. In all other situations,
she has to replace the broken service with an alternative.

In the third part, we discuss our design solutions realised in our workflow system e-
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BioFlow. The system we propose supports the explorative working approach of the bioin-
formatician. It combines aspects from both a data flow and control flow system and the-
refore is what is called a hybrid workflow system. It supports more control flow patterns
than many existing workflow systems for bioinformatics. Examples of these patterns are
conditional branching and iteration through loops.

Additionally, it supports late binding: the workflow designer can abstract from real
resources. The engine performs the actual task resource binding at enactment time. This
way, workflows designed in e-BioFlow are independent of the location of the resources at
design time. e-BioFlow’s provenance system interacts with the engine. It automatically
captures the data produced during a workflow run and saves it in an Open Provenance
Model compatible file format. Using this open standard, scientists can easily share their
experiment results with peers for inspection and validation. The provenance archive can
also be used as cache to speed up future executions of tasks. The provenance system
provides an interactive provenance browser and a query interface to explore and query
provenance data.

e-BioFlow provides an ad-hoc workflow editor to enable the bioinformatician to de-
sign and execute unfinished workflows. The main advantages are: data are explicitly pre-
sent in the workflow and the workflows can be constructed step by step. The workflow
editor helps the workflow designer by suggesting compatible tasks, not only to prevent
data incompatibility problems, but also as a source of inspiration. In this interface, the
workflow designer can use the explorative research approach. By means of a mockup im-
plementation, we have presented our design ideas to 50 life scientists in an early design
stage. Most participants were enthusiastic about the new interface and expected it to be
much easier to use than traditional workflow editor interfaces.

Workflow systems can fit in the explorative research of bioinformaticians. These sys-
tems can help bioinformaticians to design and run their experiments and to automati-
cally capture and store the data generated at runtime. A next challenge will be an inter-
face that brings workflow design closer to the conceptual model bioinformaticians have
of an experiment. Bioinformaticians do not think in terms of web services, but in terms
of actions they want to perform on the data. The workflow system is responsible for map-
ping these higher level actions to the services available. Such a workflow system will be
much easier in use and will better suit the bioinformaticians’ needs.





Samenvatting

De introductie van informatie- en communicatietechnologie in de levenswetenschappen
heeft geleid tot een nieuwe discipline binnen de levenswetenschappen genaamd bioin-
formatica. De bioinformaticus is een bioloog die weet hoe hij computertechnieken moet
gebruiken om digitaal biologische experimenten uit te voeren. Deze experimenten wor-
den ook wel in-silico experimenten genoemd. Verschillende gereedschappen, zoals ge-
gevensbanken, webapplicaties en scripttalen, worden gebruikt om deze in-silico expe-
rimenten te ontwerpen en uit te voeren. Doordat de omvang en complexiteit van deze
experimenten groeien, zijn er nieuwe gereedschappen nodig bij het ontwerpen en uit-
voeren van deze experimenten, en bij het analyseren van de resultaten. Workflowsys-
temen beloven deze rol te vervullen. De bioinformaticus kan een experiment ontwer-
pen door gereedschappen en webdiensten te gebruiken als bouwblokken en deze te ver-
binden, vaak met behulp van een grafische gebruikersinterface. Workflowsystemen, zo-
als Taverna, bieden toegang tot duizenden bronnen op een uniforme manier. Alhoewel
workflowsystemen bedoeld zijn om het werk van de bioinformatici te vereenvoudigen,
ondervinden deze bioinformatici moeilijkheden in het gebruik ervan. Dit proefschrift
richt zich op de vraag waarom bioinformatici deze problemen ervaren, en op het vinden
van oplossingen hiervoor.

Dit proefschrift bestaat uit drie delen. Het eerste deel behandelt de dagelijkse werk-
zaamheden van bioinformatici en de infrastructuur die ze gebruiken bij het uitvoeren
van hun computergebaseerde experimenten. Binnen een in-silico experiment zijn vaak
wetenschappers van verschillende organisaties betrokken. De samenwerking kan op ver-
schillende manieren plaatsvinden, van werken in dezelfde werkruimte tot het delen van
kennis door middel van publicaties, maar ook het delen van gereedschappen en gege-
vens. Deze wetenschappers verschillen in ervaring met het gebruik van bioinformatica-
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gereedschappen. De bioinformaticus is de expert. Hij weet hoe hij deze gereedschappen
moet gebruiken. Daarnaast kan hij programmeren en weet hij hoe hij verschillende ge-
reedschappen kan verbinden.

De multidisciplinaire samenwerking is terug te vinden in de infrastructuur. Bioin-
formatici bouwen en delen gegevensbanken en gereedschappen, en gebruiken die van
anderen. Veel van deze gereedschappen zijn tegenwoordig beschikbaar als webdiensten.
De bioinformaticus gebruikt scripts om deze webdiensten aan te spreken en te verbin-
den.

In het tweede deel worden de problemen behandeld die bioinformatici ondervinden
bij het gebruik van workflowsystemen. Een workflowsysteem zou de bioinformaticus in
staat moeten stellen om eenvoudig experimenten te ontwerpen zonder te programme-
ren. Dit is echter een idealistische kijk op workflowsystemen. Deze systemen ondersteu-
nen niet de exploratieve werkwijze die bioinformatici normaliter toepassen. Gegevens
vormen bronnen van inspiratie en worden normaliter gebruikt bij het bepalen van de
volgende stap in een experiment. In traditionele workflowsystemen moet de bioinfor-
maticus echter de hele workflow vooraf definiëren. Pas dan kan hij de workflow laten
uitvoeren. Hierdoor moet hij veel ontwerpbeslissingen nemen zonder de gegevens tot
zijn beschikking te hebben.

Een ander probleem waar workflowontwerpers mee te maken hebben is gegevensin-
compatibiliteitsproblemen. Verschillende organisaties gebruiken vaak verschillende ge-
gevensstructuren in hun webdiensten, zelfs om dezelfde informatie te representeren. Dit
heeft geleid tot een situatie waarin ongeveer 30% van de taken in de Taverna-workflows
op myExperiment gegevenstransformaties representeren. Standaardiseren op gegevens-
formaten zou de beste oplossing zijn, maar is niet haalbaar, want als mensen vrij zijn om
hun eigen gegevensformaten te gebruiken, dan gebeurt dat ook. Een betere oplossing is
een workflowsysteem dat middelen aanbiedt voor het uitvoeren van deze gegevenstrans-
formaties. Zo zou een workflowsysteem scripttaken moeten ondersteunen. Het liefst
voor verschillende talen, zodat de bioinformaticus taken kan programmeren in de taal
die hij kent. Verder zou een workflowsysteem taken kunnen aanbieden die automatisch
complexe gegevensstructuren kunnen bouwen en ontleden. Tenslotte kunnen workflow-
systemen taken voorstellen die compatibele uitvoer produceren of die de beschikbare
gegevens kunnen consumeren.

Als een workflowmodel ontworpen is, is het een kennisrepresentatie van een expe-
riment dat eenvoudig gedeeld kan worden, voor validatie of voor een gelijksoortig ex-
periment. Dankzij webpagina’s als myExperiment is het delen van workflows populair
geworden. Deze webpagina’s hebben echter ook een nieuw probleem geïntroduceerd.
De webdiensten die in workflows gebruikt worden kunnen ontoegankelijk worden. Web-
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diensten kunnen verdwenen of verplaatst zijn of een nieuwe interface hebben gekregen.
De (her)gebruiker van een workflow heeft vaak geen invloed op het bestaan van webdien-
sten, omdat deze vaak door andere organisaties aangeboden worden. Het resultaat is dat
op het moment van schrijven één op de tien Taverna-workflows op myExperiment defect
is. Om deze workflows te hergebruiken moeten de taken die ontoegankelijke webdien-
sten representeren vervangen worden. Workflowsystemen die late binding ondersteunen
kunnen een oplossing bieden in het geval dat webdiensten verplaatst zijn. De gebruiker
zou niet eens hoeven te merken dat een webdienst verplaatst is. In alle andere situaties
moet hij nog steeds de webdienst vervangen door een alternatief.

In het derde deel behandelen we onze ontwerpoplossingen die we gerealiseerd heb-
ben in ons workflowsysteem e-BioFlow. Het systeem dat wij voorstellen ondersteunt de
exploratieve werkwijze van de bioinformaticus. Het combineert aspecten van zowel een
dataflow- als een controlflowsysteem en is daardoor een zogenaamde hybride workflow-
systeem. Het systeem ondersteunt meer controlflowpatronen dan veel bestaande work-
flowsystemen in de bioinformatica. Voorbeelden van deze controlflowpatronen zijn con-
ditionele vertakkingen en iteratie door middel van lussen.

Verder ondersteunt e-BioFlow late binding: de workflowontwerper kan abstraheren
van de te gebruiken bronnen. De workflowengine, oftewel het onderdeel dat workflows
instantieert en draait, voert de daadwerkelijke koppeling tussen taken en bronnen uit. Op
deze manier zijn de workflows ontworpen in e-BioFlow onafhankelijk van de locaties die
de bronnen op het moment van ontwerpen hebben. e-BioFlow’s provenancesysteem in-
teracteert met de workflowengine voor het bijhouden van provenance. De gegevens, die
gegenereerd worden tijdens de uitvoeren van een workflow, worden automatisch opge-
slagen in het provenance-archief. Voor het opslaan gebruikt het provenancesysteem een
bestandsformaat dat compatibel is met het Open Provenance Model. Door het gebruik
van deze standaard kan men eenvoudig resultaten van experimenten delen met anderen
voor inspectie en validatie. Het provenance-archief kan in e-BioFlow ook gebruikt wor-
den als tijdelijke opslagplaats (cache) voor het versnellen van toekomstige uitvoering van
taken. Het provenancesysteem heeft een interactieve provenanceverkenner en een zoek-
interface. Deze kunnen gebruikt worden om de provenancegegevens in het provenance-
archief te exploreren en te doorzoeken.

e-BioFlow beschikt over een ad-hoc workflowontwerpapplicatie, waarmee de bioin-
formaticus onvolledige workflows kan ontwerpen en uitvoeren. De grootste voordelen
hiervan zijn: gegevens zijn expliciet aanwezig in de workflow en de workflow kan stap
voor stap ontworpen worden. Deze workflowontwerpapplicatie helpt de workflowont-
werper door compatibele taken voor te stellen. Dit helpt niet alleen om gegevensin-
compatibiliteitsproblemen te voorkomen, maar vormt tegelijkertijd een bron van inspi-
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ratie voor het ontdekken van volgende stappen voor de workflow. De workflowontwer-
per kan door middel van deze nieuwe interface zijn exploratieve werkwijze toepassen in
een workflowomgeving. We hebben onze ontwerpideeën in een vroeg stadium aan 50
levenswetenschappers voorgelegd door middel van een modelimplementatie (mockup).
De meeste deelnemers waren enthousiast over de nieuwe interface en verwachtten dat
het veel eenvoudiger te gebruiken is dan traditionele workflowinterfaces.

Workflowsystemen kunnen dus van dienst zijn in de exploratieve werkwijze van bio-
informatici. Ze helpen bioinformatici bij het ontwerpen en het uitvoeren van hun experi-
menten en het automatisch binnenhalen en opslaan van de gegenereerde gegevens. Een
volgende uitdaging is een interface te ontwerpen waarin een workflowmodel dichter bij
het conceptuele model staat dat een bioinformaticus heeft van een experiment. Bioinfor-
matici denken namelijk niet in termen van webdiensten, maar in termen van acties die
ze willen uitvoeren. Een workflowsysteem zou in staat moeten zijn om deze hogere-orde
acties te kunnen vertalen naar de beschikbare webdiensten. Zo’n workflowsysteem zal
eenvoudiger te gebruiken zijn dan huidige workflowsystemen en zal nog beter passen bij
de werkwijze van bioinformatici.
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